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I. INTRODUCTION

It is an undeniable fact of nature that the world as we know it is nonsupersymmetric. Supersymmetry is nowhere to be found amongst the elementary particles or their fundamental interactions—it has certainly not appeared at presently accessible energy scales (including those probed at the first run of the LHC), nor are there currently any signs of its imminent appearance at higher energies. While many continue to feel that a discovery of supersymmetry is more likely than not, there is increasing room for skepticism—especially as current data already imply that supersymmetry would no longer be capable of serving its primary theoretical function of providing, in and of itself, a complete solution to the gauge hierarchy problem. Indeed, the recent discovery of the Higgs makes the issue of stabilizing the gauge hierarchy all the more pressing.

Given the observational absence of supersymmetry, model-builders face a stark choice. One possibility is to assume that nature is fundamentally supersymmetric and then to determine how this supersymmetry might be broken in order to yield the nonsupersymmetric world we observe. The second is to imagine that nature is, by contrast, nonsupersymmetric at all levels, and then to proceed entirely along nonsupersymmetric lines. This distinction is especially marked in the case of string theory because nonsupersymmetric and supersymmetric theories are radically different, even when they might seem to be closely related.

For most of the modern history of string theory, it is the first option which has received the greatest attention. As a result, string phenomenology has largely consisted of constructing realistic or semirealistic string models with \( N = 1 \) supersymmetry—where “realistic” is usually taken to mean that the string spectrum bears a resemblance to the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)—and then calling upon some field-theoretic SUSY-breaking mechanism (such as gaugino condensation) to break the \( N = 1 \) SUSY. However the second option, that of constructing entirely nonsupersymmetric string models whose low-energy limits correspond directly to the Standard Model, has received relatively little attention. It is the purpose of this paper to stimulate a dedicated and systematic exploration of this second path.

It is important to understand that in string theory, the distinction between these two possibilities is not a question of the energy scale at which supersymmetry is broken, with the first path corresponding to a relatively low SUSY-breaking scale and the second corresponding to one at the Planck scale. Rather, the question is whether the string...
model itself, at its own fundamental energy scale, is supersymmetric or not. For example, as we shall see, it is possible to build string models in which the massless states resemble the Standard Model and in which their erstwhile superpartners have masses that can be dialed to literally any value—even TeV-scale values! However these are still nonsupersymmetric string models, and it would be wrong to view such string models as having been supersymmetric at high energy scales but subsequently subjected to some sort of SUSY-breaking mechanism at lower energies.

This last point is critical, and may require additional clarification. It is common to speak of the various steps taken in the construction of a given string model as if they occurred in an actual time-ordered or energy-ordered sequence. Within such heuristic language, one might then refer to a “SUSY-breaking” step in the construction. For example, one mechanism that we shall discuss extensively in this paper is “Scherk-Schwarz” compactification, and one often refers to this as a “Scherk-Schwarz” breaking of supersymmetry. While we shall even use this terminology ourselves throughout this paper, we wish to be completely clear that this is not a breaking of supersymmetry according to any time-ordered or energy-ordered dynamics. Indeed, more proper language would simply indicate that there exists a well-defined set of procedures that enable us to produce one self-consistent string model from another. Moreover, under certain circumstances, such procedures may produce a nonsupersymmetric string model from a supersymmetric one. However, the resulting nonsupersymmetric string model is no less fundamental than the original: both sit independently within the landscape of possible string models as potential independent descriptions of physics at all energy scales.

Our interest in this paper concerns the methods by which suitable nonsupersymmetric strings might be constructed, and the low-energy phenomenologies to which they give rise. We are certainly not the first to focus on such nonsupersymmetric strings and their phenomenologies. Indeed, over the past 30 years, despite the torrent of work focusing on supersymmetric string model-building, there has nevertheless also been a steady trickle of work focusing on the properties of nonsupersymmetric strings. For example, ever since the construction of the first known example of a nonsupersymmetric string theory without tree-level tachyons—the original ten-dimensional $SO(16) \times SO(16)$ heterotic string [1]—there has also been a steady line of work studying the diverse properties of such strings. This includes studies of their one-loop cosmological constants [2–16], their finiteness properties [9,10,17], and their strong/weak coupling duality symmetries [18–21]. There have even been studies of the landscapes of such strings [22,23], and of course all studies of strings at finite temperature are also implicitly studies of such nonsupersymmetric strings (for early work in this area, see, e.g., Refs. [24–28]). In general, the nonsupersymmetric string models which were studied were either nonsupersymmetric by construction or exhibited a form of spontaneous supersymmetry breaking [2,9–36], achieved through a stringy version of the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [37]—indeed, potentially viable models within this class were constructed in Refs. [3,21,38–44]. Moreover, although our main focus in this paper concerns weakly coupled heterotic strings, nonsupersymmetric string models have also been explored in a wide variety of other configurations [45–58]. One interesting aspect of Scherk-Schwarz breaking in the brane context is that the sizes of large extra dimensions can also play the role of order parameters for supersymmetry breaking. This leads to interesting relations between scales in various schemes [59–65].

Despite this body of work, however, the possibility of developing a genuinely nonsupersymmetric string phenomenology for the weakly coupled heterotic string has not attracted the attention it deserves. Undoubtedly the major stumbling block has been the question of stability. As we shall discuss in Sec. II, nonsupersymmetric string models generally give rise to nonzero tadpole diagrams. The existence of such tadpole diagrams is problematic, indicating that such strings are generally formulated on unstable vacua. In principle, one can absorb dilaton tadpoles via the Fischler-Susskind mechanism [66,67], as in Refs. [33,38]. However, if such tadpoles are unsuppressed, the new background produced is expected to be very different from the initial one, thereby invalidating the original construction. Thus, in any complete discussion of nonsupersymmetric string phenomenology, the question of overcoming the instabilities associated with the dilaton tadpoles will be central.

In this paper, we show that it is possible to overcome this hurdle and build nonsupersymmetric heterotic string models which are essentially stable—i.e., to build heterotic string models for which the degree of instability associated with the dilaton tadpole is exponentially suppressed compared with what might otherwise be expected. Moreover, we demonstrate through explicit construction that such models can at the same time also exhibit semirealistic phenomenological properties, such as a particle content resembling that of the Standard Model or a Pati-Salam-type extension thereof. Indeed, no light superpartners are predicted for many of the Standard-Model particles. Thus, we shall see that it is possible to suppress the dilaton tadpole (and thereby suppress the resulting nonsupersymmetric instabilities) while simultaneously retaining a promising low-energy phenomenology—all without any remnant of supersymmetry in the corresponding string spectrum.

Of course, we are not claiming that such string models are completely satisfactory as bona fide models of the Universe, or even as phenomenologically acceptable string vacua. For example, just as with typical supersymmetric string models, these nonsupersymmetric heterotic string models generally contain many unfixed moduli whose
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vacuum expectation values (VEVs) ultimately remain to be
determined. Our point, however, is that these nonsuper-
symmetric models are just as viable as the supersymmetric
ones, in the sense that the primary extra instabilities which
arise due to the absence of spacetime supersymmetry have
been exponentially suppressed. This places such nonsup-
symmetric string models on an essentially equal footing
with their more traditional supersymmetric counterparts,
and thereby opens the door to a study of the phenomenol-
ogy of nonsupersymmetric heterotic strings which mirrors
that developed over the past 30 years for their super-
symmetric cousins.

This paper is organized in three main parts. The first part,
consisting of Secs. II through IV, lays the groundwork for
our study in a way which is completely general and
independent of any particular model-construction formal-
ism. In Sec. II we begin by discussing the finiteness and
stability properties of nonsupersymmetric heterotic strings,
while in Sec. III we focus on the so-called interpolating
models and explain why these strings are particularly
relevant for questions of stability. In Sec. IV, we then
discuss the one-loop cosmological constants associated
with such strings. In so doing, we focus on their leading and
subleading behaviors, paying particular attention to the role
played by off-shell string states and the contributions they
provide. These cosmological constants are important for
such strings because they determine the sizes of the dilaton
tadpoles that are ultimately responsible for their instability.

The stage having thus been set, the second part of this
paper focuses on the actual construction of semirealistic
nonsupersymmetric heterotic string models with sup-
pressed cosmological constants. This is done in several
steps, for which a roadmap is provided in Sec. VA. First, in
Sec. V, we introduce a particular six-dimensional free-
fermionic string model from which our ultimate four-
dimensional string models emerge upon compactification.
Then, in Sec. VI, we consider two different types of
compactification for this model—one a traditional
SU(3)-preserving Z2 orbifold compactification and the other
a SUSY-breaking coordinate-dependent compactifi-
cation (CDC)—and analyze the four-dimensional models
that result. Finally, in Sec. VII, we show how the latter of
these four-dimensional string models can be altered in
different ways in order to achieve our desired goal, namely
models with exponentially suppressed dilaton-tadpole
instabilities. Indeed, we present several models of this
type, one whose low-energy spectrum resembles the
Standard Model, and others resembling either Pati-
Salam-like or GUT-like “unified” extensions thereof.

The third and final part of this paper then begins an explora-
tion of the properties of these models. In Sec. VIII
we study two theoretical properties of these models: the
behavior of the degeneracies associated with their physical-
state spectra as functions of energy, and the behavior of
their cosmological constants as functions of their
compactification radii. In each case, we find special
features which are unique and which reflect the fact that
these models exhibit enhanced stability properties relative
to typical nonsupersymmetric string models. Then, in
Sec. IX, we begin a study of their phenomenological
properties, focusing on particle assignments, Yukawa
couplings, and scalar masses. Finally, in Sec. X, we discuss
the different possibilities for the overall energy scales that
can be associated with such models.

Section XI contains our conclusions and outlines some
avenues for further study. This paper also contains four
appendices. The first three respectively describe our nota-
tion and conventions; the formalism for analyzing the
spectra of fermionic strings; and our proof of a claim
concerning the generation of tachyons in models with
supersymmetry broken by discrete torsion. The final
appendix then summarizes the explicit definitions of our
models in Sec. VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES: GENERAL RESULTS
CONCERNING THE FINITENESS AND
STABILITY OF NONSUPERSYMMETRIC
HETEROTIC STRINGS

This paper focuses on perturbative nonsupersymmetric
heterotic strings. Accordingly, in this section, we review
those aspects of such strings which will be important for
our work, particularly those aspects related to their finite-
ness and stability properties. Along the way, we will also
clarify some potentially subtle points, dispel some common
misconceptions, and offer a perhaps unique perspective on
these issues which may not be widely appreciated in the
string community.

A. Partition functions of the heterotic string

The stability properties of a given closed string can often
be analyzed by studying its one-loop partition function
Z(τ), where τ is the one-loop modular parameter. In
general, such partition functions are nothing but the traces
over the left- and right-moving string Fock spaces,

$$Z(\tau) = \text{Tr}(-1)^F \bar{q}^{\mathcal{H}_R} q^{\mathcal{H}_L},$$

(2.1)

where \( q \equiv e^{2\pi ir} \), where \( (\mathcal{H}_R, \mathcal{H}_L) \) are the right- and left-
moving world-sheet Hamiltonians whose eigenvalues are
the right- and left-moving world-sheet energies \( (E_R, E_L) \),
and where \( F \) denotes the spacetime fermion number. If the
string in question is formulated in \( D \) spacetime dimensions,
then this partition function \( Z(\tau) \) may be expanded in a
double power series of the form

$$Z(\tau) = \tau_1^{1-D/2} \sum_{m,n} a_{m,n} \bar{q}^m q^n$$

(2.2)

where \( \tau_1 \equiv \text{Re} \, \tau \), \( \tau_2 \equiv \text{Im} \, \tau \), and \( a_{m,n} \) denotes the net
number of spacetime bosonic minus spacetime fermionic
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string states with world-sheet energies \((E_R, E_L) = (m, n)\). In general, the spacetime mass \(M\) of a given \((m, n)\) state is given by \(\alpha'M^2 \sim m + n\) where \(M_{\text{string}} = 1/\sqrt{\alpha'}\) is the string scale; as a result we see that states with \(m + n < 0\) are tachyonic. In general, states with \(m = n\) are deemed “physical” and can survive as in or out states; these are the states that are usually described as being part of the string spectrum. By contrast, states with \(m \neq n\) are deemed “unphysical” or “off-shell”; such states cannot serve as in or out states, but can nevertheless propagate within (and hence contribute to) loop amplitudes. For heterotic strings, \(m \geq -1/2\) and \(n \geq -1\). The leading factors of \(\tau_2\) in Eq. (2.2) come from the “traces” over the continuum of states corresponding to the uncompactified transverse spacetime dimensions.

Modular invariance is a fundamental symmetry of all closed perturbative strings, and requires that the partition function \(Z(\tau)\) be invariant under \(T: \tau \to \tau + 1\) and \(S: \tau \to -1/\tau\). Invariance under the \(T\) transformation therefore requires that any \((m, n)\) string state have \(m - n \in \mathbb{Z}\). Of course, only if \(m - n = 0\) will the corresponding state be physical (“level-matched”).

If the heterotic string in question has a spectrum exhibiting spacetime supersymmetry, we then have \(a_{nn} = 0\) for all \((m, n)\). As a result, we find that \(Z(\tau) = 0\) for supersymmetric theories. String theories with \(Z(\tau) \neq 0\) are therefore necessarily nonsupersymmetric, which is one reason the partition function is a particularly powerful tool for explorations of nonsupersymmetric theories.

As already implicit in the above discussion, there are two pieces of string folklore which are incorrect but which nevertheless survive in some quarters. They therefore deserve explicit refutation.

- The first is that modular invariance somehow requires supersymmetry. This confusion occurred historically when these two features appeared to be correlated in the earliest string models. However, it is well known that there is no such correlation in general: there exist many examples of nonsupersymmetric string theories which are nevertheless modular invariant. Indeed, all of the string theories we shall discuss in this paper are of this variety.

- Second, it is also a piece of string folklore—indeed, one which has the same historical roots—that string theories without supersymmetry must be tachyonic. However, like its cousin, this assertion is also false, at least at tree level: there exist many examples of nonsupersymmetric string models whose tree-level spectra are entirely tachyon-free. Note that freedom from tachyonic states in this context merely requires that \(a_{nn} = 0\) for all \(n < 0\)—i.e., that the number of bosonic tachyons match the number of fermionic tachyons at all tachyonic mass levels. However, since fermionic tachyonic states with \(m = n < 0\) are generally forbidden by Lorentz invariance, the claim that \(a_{nn} = 0\) for all \(n < 0\) actually implies that there are no tachyonic states of any spin whatsoever. However, we must emphasize that it is at present only a tree-level statement that there exist tachyon-free nonsupersymmetric string theories. Once quantum effects are included, the vacua of such nonsupersymmetric theories can generally shift, and tachyons might be generated at higher loops. The status of this issue will be discussed below, and is best studied on a case-by-case basis.

Finally, it will be relevant for our later work to understand the relation between partition functions of string theories in different spacetime dimensions. In general, if a \(D\)-dimensional string theory with partition function \(Z^{(D)}\) is compactified on a \(d\)-dimensional volume \(V_d\), resulting in a \((D - d)\)-dimensional string theory with partition function \(Z^{(D-d)}\), we can identify

\[
Z^{(D)} = \lim_{V_d \to \infty} \frac{1}{\mathcal{M}^d V_d} Z^{(D-d)}
\]

where \(\mathcal{M} = M_{\text{string}}/(2\pi) = 1/(2\pi \sqrt{\alpha'})\) is the reduced string scale. Likewise, if we are dealing with closed strings, then the \(V_d \to 0\) limit will also generally produce a \(D\)-dimensional string. This is the result of T-duality. In such cases, we continue to have the same relation as in Eq. (2.3) but with \(V_d\) replaced with a suitably identified \(T\)-dual volume \(\tilde{V}_d\).

### B. Proto-gravitons: A general theorem

In general there can be many different kinds of physical and unphysical states which contribute to \(Z(\tau)\). However, every nonsupersymmetric string model necessarily contains off-shell tachyonic states with \((m, n) = (0, -1)\). This is a general theorem [7] which holds regardless of the specific class of nonsupersymmetric string model under study, and regardless of the particular Gliozzi-Scherk-Olive (GSO) projections that might be imposed. As a result, every nonsupersymmetric string theory must have \(a_{0,-1} \neq 0\).

It is easy to understand the origins of this result. We know that every string model contains a completely Neveu-Schwarz/Neveu-Schwarz (NS/NS) sector from which the gravity multiplet arises:

\[
\text{graviton} \subset \tilde{\psi}^\mu_{-1/2} |0\rangle_R \otimes \alpha^\nu|0\rangle_L.
\]

Here \(|0\rangle_R, |0\rangle_L\) are the right- and left-moving vacua of the heterotic string, \(\tilde{\psi}^\mu_{-1/2}\) represents the excitation of the right-moving world-sheet Neveu-Schwarz fermion \(\tilde{\psi}^\mu\), and \(\alpha^\nu\) represents the excitation of the left-moving coordinate boson \(X^\nu\). Indeed, no self-consistent GSO projection can possibly eliminate this gravity multiplet from the string spectrum. However, given that the graviton is always in the
string spectrum, then there must also exist in the string spectrum a corresponding state for which the left-moving coordinate oscillator is not excited:

\[ \text{proto-graviton: } \hat{\psi}^\mu_{-1/2}|0\rangle_R \otimes |0\rangle_L. \quad (2.5) \]

This “proto-graviton” state has world-sheet energies \((E_R, E_L) = (m, n) = (0, -1)\), and is thus off-shell and tachyonic. However, it always exists in the string spectrum so long as the graviton exists. [In conformal field theory (CFT) language, they are part of the same Verma module, with the graviton appearing as a descendant of the proto-graviton.] We shall see explicit examples of this below.

Of course, in a supersymmetric theory, there is likewise a “proto-gravitino” state which also exists in the spectrum:

\[ \text{proto-gravitino: } \{\hat{\psi}_\mu\}^a|0\rangle_R \otimes |0\rangle_L. \quad (2.6) \]

where \(\{\hat{\psi}_\mu\}^a\) schematically indicates the Ramond zero-mode combinations which collectively give rise to the spacetime Lorentz spinor index \(\mu\). Indeed, this state is ultimately related to the gravitino in exactly the same way as the proto-graviton is related to the graviton. Thus, in a supersymmetric theory, the contributions from the proto-graviton and proto-gravitino states cancel in the full partition function, so that the full partition function lacks a contribution \(\sim q^{-1}\) (and in fact vanishes entirely). However, any GSO projection which eliminates the gravitino from the string spectrum and thereby produces a nonsupersymmetric string will also correspondingly eliminate the proto-gravitino state. This is ultimately because GSO projections are completely insensitive to the excitations of the coordinate bosons. There will therefore be nothing to cancel against the contribution from the proto-graviton state, and the resulting nonsupersymmetric partition function will necessarily have \(a_{0,-1} > 0\).

In general, as is evident from Eq. (2.5), the proto-graviton states transform as vectors under the transverse spacetime Lorentz symmetry \(SO(D - 2)\). Thus, any nonsupersymmetric string theory in \(D\) spacetime dimensions must have a partition function which begins with the contribution

\[ Z(\tau) = \frac{D - 2}{q} + \cdots. \quad (2.7) \]

Checking this term thus provides a convenient method of verifying the overall normalization of a given string partition function.

C. One-loop cosmological constants and their dominant contributors

In string theory, conformal invariance kills the tree-level contribution to the vacuum energy density (cosmological constant). As a result, the dominant contribution to this quantity comes at one-loop order. In general, for any string model in \(D\) dimensions with partition function \(Z(\tau)\), the corresponding \(D\)-dimensional one-loop vacuum energy density may be evaluated as

\[ \Lambda^{(D)} = -\frac{1}{2} \mathcal{M}^D \int \frac{d^D \tau}{\tau_2^2} Z(\tau) \quad (2.8) \]

where \(D\) is the number of uncompactified spacetime dimensions, where \(\mathcal{M}\) is the reduced string scale defined above, and where

\[ \mathcal{F} = \left\{ \tau: |\text{Re} \tau| \leq \frac{1}{2}, |\text{Im} \tau| > 0, |\tau| \geq 1 \right\} \quad (2.9) \]

is the fundamental domain of the modular group. In general, it is convenient to regard the fundamental domain \(\mathcal{F}\) as being composed of two separate regions, an “upper” region with \(\tau_2 \geq 1\) and a “lower” region with \(\tau_2 < 1\). The upper region extends across the full width \(-1/2 \leq \tau_1 \leq +1/2\); in this region, the \(\tau_1\) integration then guarantees that only the states with \(m = n\) survive as contributors to \(\Lambda\). However, even the unphysical states with \(m - n \in \mathbb{Z} \neq 0\) will make contributions to \(\Lambda\) through integration over the lower region within \(\mathcal{F}\). Thus, all states—both physical and unphysical—are relevant in calculations of \(\Lambda\).

In the following we shall usually disregard the prefactor \(\frac{1}{2} \mathcal{M}^D\) in Eq. (2.8) and regard \(\Lambda\) as a pure number, but we note that a proper definition does indeed require it. We shall, however, retain the minus sign in Eq. (2.9) in all discussions below. Furthermore, we observe that if a \(D\)-dimensional string with partition function \(Z^{(D)}\) is compactified on a \(d\)-dimensional volume \(V_d\), resulting in a \((D - d)\)-dimensional string with partition function \(Z^{(D-d)}\), then \(\Lambda^{(D-d)}\) will trivially diverge as \(V_d \to \infty\). In such cases, we can alternatively define \(\tilde{\Lambda}^{(D-d)} = \Lambda^{(D-d)}/V_d\); note that \(\tilde{\Lambda}^{(D-d)}\) continues to describe the \((D - d)\)-dimensional theory but now has the mass dimensions appropriate for a \(D\)-dimensional [rather than \((D - 1)\)-dimensional] vacuum energy density. Substituting the result in Eq. (2.3), we then find that

\[ \Lambda^{(D)} = \lim_{V_d \to \infty} \tilde{\Lambda}^{(D-d)}. \quad (2.10) \]

The same relations also hold in the \(V_d \to 0\) limit, provided we replace \(V_d\) with the appropriate T-dual volume \(\tilde{V}_d\).

As apparent from its definition in Eq. (2.8), the cosmological constant \(\Lambda\) is real. This means that when evaluating \(\Lambda\), only the symmetric part of the physical-state degeneracy matrix \(a_{mn}\) within the partition function \(Z\) in Eq. (2.2) is relevant. More precisely, for any degeneracy matrix \(a_{mn}\), we can define a corresponding matrix [7]
\[ a'_{mn} = \begin{cases} a_{mn} + a_{nm} & \text{for } m > n \\ a_{mn} & \text{for } m = n \\ 0 & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]  

(2.11)

As long as any two degeneracy matrices have the same \( a'_{mn} \), they will give rise to the same cosmological constant. Conversely, it follows that any purely imaginary partition function with \( a_{mn} = -a_{nm} \) for all \( (m, n) \) will give rise to \( a'_{mn} = 0 \) and hence \( \Lambda = 0 \). Of course, no self-consistent nonsupersymmetric heterotic-string partition function can possibly be purely imaginary: we have already seen that the partition function of any nonsupersymmetric heterotic string must have \( a_{0,-1} > 0 \), yet we cannot also have the nonzero value for \( a_{-1,0} \) that would also be required for a purely imaginary partition function since this would violate the heterotic-string bound \( m \geq -1/2 \). It is possible, however, for two string models to have partition functions which differ by a purely imaginary function and thereby share the same cosmological constant. This feature, along with the existence of additional modular functions which also integrate to zero, turns out to be responsible for a large one-loop degeneracy within the space of nonsupersymmetric four-dimensional string vacua [7].

It will be important for later purposes to have some sense of the relative sizes of the contributions to the cosmological constant (2.8) that come from individual \((m, n)\) string states. In general, a given state with \((E_R, E_L) = (m, n)\) contributes a term \( q^m \bar{q}^n \) to the partition function, thus making a contribution proportional to

\[
i_{m,n}^{(D)} = \int_{\mathcal{F}} d^2 \tau \frac{1}{\tau_2^{1-D/2}} q^m \bar{q}^n
\]

(2.12)

to the cosmological constant. Note that modular invariance requires that \( m - n \in \mathbb{Z} \). Note that for physical states (i.e., states with \( m \neq n \)), the modular integral in Eq. (2.12) vanishes in the rectangular upper \( (\tau_2 \geq 1) \) portion of the fundamental domain \( \mathcal{F} \) but nevertheless receives contributions from the curved lower \( (\tau_2 < 1) \) portion.

It is a common supposition that massless physical states (i.e., states with \( m = n = 0 \)) make the dominant contributions to vacuum amplitudes. Indeed, it is easy to verify that \( I_{m,n} \sim e^{-c_{xn}} \) for large \( n \), confirming the trend that the contributions from heavy physical states are exponentially suppressed relative to those from lighter states. As we shall discuss, the numbers of states at each mass level actually grow as a function of the mass, like \( \exp(c\sqrt{n}) \). Ultimately this is not sufficient to overcome the mass-suppression factor \( \exp(-4\pi n) \), which is why the sum over contributions from increasingly massive states is ultimately convergent.

One can also demonstrate that the contributions from states with \( m \neq n \) are generally suppressed relative to those with \( m = n \), even for fixed total energy/mass \( m + n \).

However, for relatively light states, we find:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
m & n & I_{m,n}^{(10)} & I_{m,n}^{(4)} \\
0 & -1 & -14.258 & -12.192 \\
1 & -1 & 0.014 & 0.010 \\
1/2 & -1/2 & -0.038 & -0.032 \\
0 & 0 & 0.257 & 0.549 \\
2 & -1 & -2.569 \times 10^{-5} & -1.803 \times 10^{-5} \\
3/2 & -1/2 & 4.682 \times 10^{-5} & 3.456 \times 10^{-5} \\
1 & 0 & -1.029 \times 10^{-4} & -8.463 \times 10^{-5} \\
1/2 & 1/2 & 3.021 \times 10^{-4} & 3.304 \times 10^{-4} \\
\end{array}
\]

(2.13)

We thus see that the states which make the largest contributions to the cosmological constant are actually the off-shell tachyonic states with \((E_R, E_L) = (m, n) = (0, -1)! \) Indeed, the contributions from these states are actually bigger than those from the physical massless states by a factor of \( \sim 55 \) for \( D = 10 \) and \( \sim 22 \) for \( D = 4 \).

What makes this feature particularly critical is the fact, already discussed above, that every closed string model contains such off-shell tachyonic states with \((m, n) = (0, -1)\), regardless of the particular GSO projections that may be imposed. Indeed, these are nothing but the proto-gravitation states discussed above. Thus, these large contributions to \( \Lambda \) are necessarily present for any nonsupersymmetric string model, and any attempt to cancel \( \Lambda \) must therefore find a way of canceling these contributions as well.

**D. Misaligned SUSY, supertraces, and finiteness without SUSY**

We have already seen that supersymmetric string theories necessarily have vanishing one-loop partition functions, i.e., \( a_{mn} = 0 \) for all \( n \). From this it follows that \( Z(\tau) = 0 \) and \( \Lambda = 0 \). This cancellation is at the root of the extraordinary finiteness properties which unbroken supersymmetry bestows upon the theories that exhibit it, and which make it an excellent candidate for solving the hierarchy problems associated with both the Higgs mass as well as the cosmological constant. One way of quantifying these finiteness effects is through the calculation of supertraces, which are essentially statistics-weighted sums over the entire spectrum of the theory:

\[
\text{Str} \mathcal{M}^{2\beta} = \sum_{\text{states}} (-1)^F (M_i)^{2\beta}.
\]

(2.14)

In theories with unbroken supersymmetry, the direct pairing of degenerate bosonic and fermionic states then implies the vanishing of all supertraces:

\[
\text{Str} \mathcal{M}^{2\beta} = 0, \quad \text{for all } \beta \geq 0.
\]

(2.15)
These supertraces are important because they relate directly to hierarchy issues by governing the quantum-mechanical sensitivities of light energy scales (such as the Higgs mass $m_H$ or the cosmological constant $\Lambda$) to heavy mass scales (e.g., a cutoff $\lambda$):

\[
\delta m^2_H \sim (\text{Str } M^0) \lambda^2 + (\text{Str } M^2) \log \lambda + \cdots, \\
\Lambda \sim (\text{Str } M^0) \lambda^4 + (\text{Str } M^2) \lambda^2 + (\text{Str } M^4) \log \lambda + \cdots.
\]

(2.16)

Indeed, these relations hold supermultiplet by supermultiplet across the entire spectrum. (Of course in the case of the cosmological constant all states in the theory are included, while in the case of the Higgs we include only those states to which it couples.) Thus, as a result of Eq. (2.15), we see that unbroken supersymmetry in principle solves the hierarchy problems associated with both the hierarchy problems associated with the Higgs mass and the cosmological constant. In fact, unbroken supersymmetry even goes one step further, and causes $\Lambda$ to vanish outright. Of course, nature does not exhibit unbroken supersymmetry, which greatly complicates this situation.

At first glance, one might not expect any similar properties to hold for nonsupersymmetric strings. However, string theories still generally possess a measure of finiteness which transcends the possible appearance of supersymmetry in their spacetime spectra. Indeed, this finiteness stems directly from the nature of strings as extended objects. For closed strings, this spatial extent implies that quantum loop diagrams take the form of closed surfaces of various genus which are therefore subject to certain symmetries for which there are no field-theoretic analogues. For example, a one-loop amplitude in a closed string theory takes the form of a torus, which then requires that all corresponding amplitudes be modular invariant. Higher-loop amplitudes are likewise subject to multiloop versions of modular invariance. Indeed, modular invariance is nothing but a loop extension of conformal invariance. Thus, at least for closed strings, modular invariance sits at the root of the extra finiteness properties that such string theories enjoy—even without spacetime supersymmetry.

At a formal level, it is well understood how modular invariance achieves this miracle: the expected field-theoretic one-loop divergences that would be expected to occur without supersymmetry all reside in the ultraviolet $\tau \to 0$ region of the modular-group fundamental domain, yet the modular symmetries that emerge when calculating quantum effects enable us to truncate our integrations so that this region is excluded. However, what is less appreciated is how modular invariance—which is a symmetry of the partition function $Z(\tau)$ itself—manages to achieve this miracle at the level of the actual string spectrum whose trace this partition function represents. What constraints does modular invariance enforce on the string spectrum so as to achieve finiteness without supersymmetry?

The answer is quite remarkable. It turns out that modular invariance provides a powerful restriction on the degree to which supersymmetry can actually be broken in string theory: in any tachyon-free closed string theory, spacetime supersymmetry may be broken but a residual so-called “misaligned supersymmetry” must always remain in the string spectrum [9]. Indeed, misaligned supersymmetry is a general feature of nonsupersymmetric string models, and serves as the way in which the spectrum of a given nonsupersymmetric string theory manages to configure itself at all mass levels so as to maintain finiteness even without spacetime supersymmetry.

The detailed mathematics behind misaligned supersymmetry is beyond the scope of this paper and is presented in Ref. [9]. However the most phenomenological imprint of misaligned supersymmetry is easy to characterize. In supersymmetric theories, we have equal numbers of bosonic and fermionic states at each mass level. All associated cancellations thus occur level by level across the entire string spectrum. In nonsupersymmetric theories, by contrast, such cancellations do not occur level by level, but instead occur through conspiracies amongst the contributions from all different levels across the entire string spectrum. Indeed, at one mass level there might be a surplus of bosonic states. However there will then be an even larger surplus of fermionic states at an even higher level, followed by an even larger surplus of bosonic states at an even higher energy level, and so forth. In other words, as illustrated in Fig. 1, surpluses of bosonic and/or fermionic states tend to oscillate and grow exponentially as one progresses upwards through the string spectrum.

The plot shown in Fig. 1 is only an idealized sketch for a simple system; for actual semirealistic string models the detailed oscillation patterns can be quite complex. However, the general imprint of the underlying “misaligned supersymmetry” remains the same: the string spectrum generally exhibits repeating patterns of bosonic/fermionic surplus oscillations within an exponentially growing “envelope” function $\Phi(n) \sim |a_{nn}| \sim e^{\sqrt{n}}$. A given bosonic surplus may have magnitude $\Phi(n_1)$, but this requires a corresponding fermionic surplus of magnitude $\Phi(n_1 + \Delta n)$, which in turn requires a corresponding bosonic surplus of magnitude $\Phi(n_1 + 2\Delta n)$, and so forth. Of course, this exponential growth in the numbers of bosonic and fermionic states is a well-known feature of all string theories, supersymmetric or not, and leads directly to the string Hagedorn transition [68]. Indeed, in the case of a supersymmetric theory, these bosonic and fermionic numbers of states are matched at each level, so even though each number separately experiences an exponential growth, their difference $a_{nn}$ remains strictly zero. In such cases there is no oscillation at all in a plot such as that in Fig. 1. However, in the case of a nonsupersymmetric string, bosonic and fermionic states...
any usual field-theoretic breaking of supersymmetry. In field
theory, a breaking of supersymmetry will generally induce a
splitting between the different states within a given super-
multiplet. Indeed, this splitting might then lead to a surplus
of bosonic states with one mass and a surplus of fermionic
states with a different mass. However, in such situations it
is still possible to identify the original states and their super-
partners in a pairwise fashion, and mentally reassemble the
multiplet. In string theory, by contrast, there are two
profound differences. First, in string theory the superpartners
are often gone—literally projected out of the spectrum—and
it is not always clear that one can identify any other heavier
state in the spectrum as the would-be superpartner. But even
if one can occasionally find a would-be superpartner of a
given state at a higher mass level, it will still generally not be
possible to achieve a pairwise identification of bosons with
fermions across the string spectrum. The reason for this is
already clear from the sketch in Fig. 1: the magnitudes of
the alternating surpluses are actually growing because each
surplus has a magnitude which samples the common
monotonically growing envelope function \( \Phi(n) \) at a different
value of \( n \). These alternating surpluses thus no longer cancel
in any pairwise fashion, and it is only through a conspiracy
between the physics at all mass levels across the entire string
spectrum that finiteness is achieved.

Just as in the case of unbroken supersymmetry, the
finiteness inherent in misaligned supersymmetry is also
encoded in supertrace cancellations. Unlike the situation in
field theory, however, string theories have infinite towers of
states with exponentially growing degeneracies. As a result,
we must first define a regulated string supertrace [10]:

\[
\Str M^{2\beta} \equiv \lim_{y \to 0} \sum_{\text{states}} (-1)^{\beta} M^{2\beta} e^{-y|\beta|^2 M^2};
\]

(2.18)

note that the regulator \( y \) leads to a convergent sum over
states and is then removed once the sum is evaluated. This
regulator also respects modular invariance, as required for
such analyses. Second, using the standard normalizations
appropriate for closed strings, we can identify any state
with world-sheet energies \((m, n)\) as having spacetime mass
\( M^2 = 2(m+n)M_{\text{string}}^2 \). With these conventions, we then
find that the spectrum of any nonsupersymmetric, tachyon-
free closed string model in \( D \) uncompactified spacetime
dimensions satisfies [10]

\[
\Str M^0 = 0, \quad \Str M^2 = 0, \ldots \Str M^{D-4} = 0,
\]

(2.19)
as well as

\[
\Str M^{D-2} = 6(-4\pi)^{D/2} (D/2 - 1) \frac{\Lambda}{M_{\text{string}}^2}.
\]

(2.20)

Indeed, these results hold for any such string model
regardless of its method of construction, its compacti-
fication manifold, or the details of its low-energy

A more precise description of misaligned supersymmetry is as
follows [9]. In general, the oscillation patterns exhibited by the
bosonic and fermionic surpluses in a given string model can be
fairly complex, with different sectors of the theory corresponding
to different bosonic and fermionic envelope functions \( \Phi_B^{(i)}(n) \) and
\( \Phi_F^{(i)}(n) \). However, there exist well-defined methods of analytically
generating exact expressions for these envelope functions [69], and
one finds that in general these envelope functions take the form of a
leading “Hagedorn” exponential, followed by an infinite series of
subleading exponential functions, followed ultimately by terms
which are polynomial in \( n \). Given this, the precise statement of
misaligned supersymmetry is that the sum of the bosonic envelope
functions necessarily experiences a relative cancellation against
the sum of the fermionic envelope functions, i.e.,

\[
\frac{\sum \Phi_B^{(i)}(n) - \sum \Phi_F^{(i)}(n)}{\sum \Phi_B^{(i)}(n) + \sum \Phi_F^{(i)}(n)} \to 0 \quad \text{as } n \to \infty.
\]

(2.17)
The precise degree to which \( \sum \Phi_B^{(i)}(n) \) cancels directly against
\( \sum \Phi_F^{(i)}(n) \) as a function of \( n \) depends on the off-shell tachyonic
structure of the theory and its overall stability properties; this
cancellation is even conjectured to be complete under certain
circumstances. Further details can be found in Ref. [9].
phenomenology. Unlike the case in field theory, however, these cancellations do not happen level by level, but rather represent the collective behavior of states at all mass levels simultaneously. Indeed, they are the direct consequence of the hidden “misaligned supersymmetry” which necessarily remains in the spectra of such theories, and it is only through the boson/fermion oscillations associated with misaligned supersymmetry that these supertrace constraints are ultimately satisfied.

One remarkable feature of these supertrace relations is the fact that the supertrace \( \text{Str} M^{D-2} \) is actually proportional to the cosmological constant \( \Lambda \). This indicates that in string theory, the issues of finiteness and cancellation of the cosmological constant are directly tied together in a way that they are not connected in field theory. Indeed, we see upon comparison with our expectations from quantum field theory that modular invariance and misaligned supersymmetry are so powerful as symmetries that they effectively soften the divergences of a vacuum amplitude such as the cosmological constant by four powers of mass. These issues are discussed more fully in Refs. [10, 70]. Further, we shall see below that in a given string model the value of the cosmological constant is directly connected to its ultimate stability. Thus, in string theory, we see that issues of hierarchy, finiteness, and stability are all deeply connected to each other. As a consequence, any mechanism that leads to a suppression of the cosmological constant of a given string model will simultaneously help to stabilize this model as well as enhance its finiteness properties and resolve its apparent field-theoretic hierarchy problems—all without supersymmetry.

E. The myth of “asymptotic supersymmetry”

We now turn to another issue concerning the spectrum of nonsupersymmetric strings, namely the notion of “asymptotic supersymmetry.”

As we have seen, modular invariance and misaligned supersymmetry are powerful tools which drive many of the results we have presented thus far. However, there also exist additional constraints on the spectra of nonsupersymmetric tachyon-free string theories. For example, given the definition of the cosmological constant \( \Lambda \) in Eq. (2.8), it might seem that one requires knowledge of both the physical \( (m = n) \) and unphysical \( (m \neq n) \) states in order to calculate the cosmological constant. In particular, as discussed above, unphysical states make a nonzero contribution to \( \Lambda \) when their contributions to the partition function are integrated over the lower \( (\tau_2 < 1) \) region of the fundamental domain. However, the physical and unphysical string states are related to each other through modular invariance, and it turns out that modular invariance enables us to determine the total contribution to \( \Lambda \) from the unphysical states in terms of the total contribution to \( \Lambda \) from just the physical states. This implies that it should be possible to express our final expression for \( \Lambda \) in Eq. (2.8) directly in terms of only the diagonal elements \( g_{nn} \), and indeed it has been shown that [8]

\[
\int_{\pi/\tau_2}^{\pi} \frac{d^2 \tau}{\tau_2} Z(\tau) = \frac{\pi}{3} \lim_{\tau_2 \to 0} g(\tau_2)
\]

where

\[
g(\tau_2) = \int_{-1/2}^{1/2} d\tau_1 Z(\tau_1, \tau_2).
\]

This result holds for all critical closed string theories which are modular invariant and free of physical tachyons.

If \( Z(\tau) \) has the general form \( Z = \tau_2^k \sum_{m,n} a_{mn} q^m \bar{q}^n \), then \( g(\tau_2) = \tau_2^k \sum_n a_{mn} e^{-\pi \tau_2 \tau_n} \). In other words, we see that \( g(\tau_2) \) represents a “projection” of the full partition function \( Z \) onto those states which are physical (i.e., satisfy left/right level-matching). The \( \tau_2 \to 0 \) limit can then usually be evaluated by converting the sum within \( g(\tau_2) \) into an integral. In general, this integral will produce precisely the number of factors of \( \tau_2 \) needed to cancel the \( \tau_2^k \) prefactor and allow a finite \( \tau_2 \to 0 \) limit to emerge.

The result in Eq. (2.21) is an important one which can be interpreted as constraining the effective numbers of degrees of freedom in string theory. However this result is extremely subtle, and can lead to many erroneous conclusions if incorrectly interpreted. For example, at first glance it might seem that this relation asserts that off-shell states (those with \( m \neq n \)) make no contributions to \( \Lambda \), since the right side of Eq. (2.21) manifestly cares only about physical states. However, such states are clearly required for modular invariance, without which this theorem would not apply. Or, to phrase things differently, the existence of such off-shell states in the full partition function \( Z \) on the left side of this relation has a direct relationship through modular transformations, to the densities \( g(\tau_2) \) of physical states with \( m = n \) which come into the right side of this relation. Thus, one must be extremely careful when attempting to draw conclusions from this relation.

As another example, let us consider what some have called “asymptotic supersymmetry.” Soon after the relation in Eq. (2.21) was derived, it was assumed in many quarters that the only configuration of states which could possibly be consistent with Eq. (2.21) is one for which

\[
a_{nn} \to 0 \quad \text{as} \quad n \to \infty.
\]

Indeed, this relation would imply that bosonic and fermionic states somehow fall into alignment as \( n \to \infty \), giving rise to what has been dubbed “asymptotic supersymmetry.” However, as we have seen, no such thing occurs. Instead, what occurs for large \( n \) is that the values of \( a_{nn} \) continue to grow exponentially, with signs that continue to oscillate between positive and negative values.

Even for large \( n \), the net degeneracies \( a_{nn} \) never head towards zero; the spacings between energy levels remain fixed, and the oscillations between bosonic and fermionic surpluses continue unabated with ever-growing amplitudes.
Indeed, as already noted above, there is no sense (not even for large $n$) in which one can establish a pairwise cancellation between bosonic and fermionic surpluses of the sort that would be required in order for Eq. (2.22) to hold. Asymptotic supersymmetry, then, is but a myth. Indeed, it is only through the more subtle oscillations of *misaligned* supersymmetry that Eq. (2.21) is satisfied, and through which the corresponding supertrace relations in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) emerge.

**F. SUSY breaking in string theory:**

**Hard, soft, or somewhere in between?**

Closely related to the above issue is another subtlety concerning the ultimate nature of supersymmetry breaking in string theory. We have already shown that there is a fundamental limit on the extent to which spacetime supersymmetry can be broken in string theory: the supersymmetry can be broken only to the extent that a “misaligned” supersymmetry remains in the spectrum. As we have seen, this misaligned supersymmetry then implies that the resulting string spectrum will obey the supertrace relations in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20).

In field theory, supertrace relations of this form are often the tell-tale sign of what would be considered to be a “soft” supersymmetry breaking. Indeed, this interpretation has encouraged a general belief that many of the specific construction methods which lead to strings with broken supersymmetry (for example, so-called “Scherk-Schwarz” compactifications) are tantamount to soft supersymmetry breaking.

However, the main novelty in supersymmetry breaking in string theory—as opposed to field theory—can be expressed in terms of the Wilsonian renormalization group (RG), which implies that a symmetry is broken “softly” only if there is some scale above which the modes that are integrated out are entirely symmetric. Indeed, this does not mean an “almost cancellation” of the ultraviolet (UV) contributions but an *exact* cancellation, provided the RG scale is taken high enough. However, as we have seen above, this is *never* the case in string theory—there is simply no scale above which our theory is exactly (or even asymptotically) supersymmetric, and indeed the modes only look less supersymmetric the further into the UV one goes. As a result, supersymmetry cannot be said to be softly broken in string theory.

This highlights one of the profound differences between field theory and string theory. In field theory, supertrace relations of the forms in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) are indicators of the softness of supersymmetry breaking. However, through misaligned supersymmetry, string theory finds a different way to guarantee relations such as these—even without the appearance of supersymmetry at any mass scale.

**G. Stability issues, dilaton tadpoles, and higher-loop tachyons**

Finally we conclude this section with some brief comments concerning the overall question of whether such nonsupersymmetric strings are truly self-consistent. Do they truly represent legitimate ground states of the perturbative string?

First, we should remark that even *supersymmetric* strings are not true string ground states—they typically have flat directions which correspond to massless moduli. These directions are flat to all orders in perturbation theory. As a result, such strings may exhibit a sort of equilibrium, but this is not a stable equilibrium. For perturbative strings, most attempts to lift these flat directions result in runaway behavior wherein moduli fields tend to run off to infinity. This behavior is highly problematic for string phenomenology because one of these moduli is the dilaton $\phi$ whose vacuum expectation value (VEV) sets the value of the string coupling. Such runaway behavior then sends these couplings to phenomenologically unacceptable values.

For *nonsupersymmetric* strings, the situation is considerably worse. As we have seen, closed nonsupersymmetric strings generally give rise to nonvanishing one-loop cosmological constants (or one-loop zero-point functions) $\Lambda$. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2, it turns out that for such strings the dilaton tadpole diagram is directly proportional to $\Lambda$. Consequentially any string with nonzero cosmological constant will also have a nonzero dilaton tadpole.

The existence of a nonzero dilaton tadpole is extremely dangerous. A nonzero dilaton tadpole implies that a dilaton can simply be absorbed into (or emitted from) the vacuum with no other consequences. Such a process can repeat itself *ad nauseam*; in other words, our ground state is not stable. Phrased more mathematically, the existence of such a diagram implies that our dilaton potential $V(\phi)$ contains a nonzero linear term proportional to $\phi$ itself. We are

---

**FIG. 2.** (a) The one-loop zero-point function (cosmological constant) $\Lambda$. (b) The one-loop one-point dilaton “tadpole” diagram. In general, the value of the dilaton tadpole is always proportional to $\Lambda$. As a result, a nonzero cosmological constant implies a nonvanishing one-loop dilaton tadpole diagram, which in turn indicates that our effective potential has a linear term in $\phi$. Thus a nonzero cosmological constant indicates that our string ground state is not stable.
therefore no longer sitting at the minimum of the potential, and our vacuum is destabilized.

Of course, a similar kind of vacuum destabilization also occurs when we try to build self-consistent supersymmetric string models. In particular, in such cases we often find within the resulting spectrum a pseudoanomalous $U(1)_X$ gauge symmetry. Although this gauge symmetry is not really anomalous, it leads to an effective Fayet-Iliopoulos $D$-term which can break spacetime supersymmetry and destabilize the string vacuum. In order to “fix” this problem, the standard procedure is to shift the ground state slightly: one assigns a VEV to certain moduli in the theory in order to break this anomalous $U(1)_X$ gauge symmetry and thereby cancel the $D$-term. This has the effect of making the model stable again. Of course, this VEV also has other effects, including the breaking of other gauge symmetries in addition to $U(1)_X$ and the generation of intermediate mass scales for various light states in the string model.

The vacuum destabilization that we face within the context of nonsupersymmetric strings is much more serious, however. For one thing, we have no assurance that there exists a “nearby” vacuum which continues to be nonsupersymmetric but for which stability is restored. Indeed, we have no guarantee that any such vacuum exists at all! For example, one can always attempt to absorb nonzero dilaton tadpoles via the Fischler-Susskind mechanism [66,67]. However, if such tadpoles are unsuppressed, the new background produced is expected to be very different from the initial one, thereby invalidating the original construction. Moreover, perhaps even more dangerously, such vacuum destabilization has the potential to significantly affect our claims about the nature of the spectra of such nonsupersymmetric strings. For example, all of our results above concerning the generic spectra of nonsupersymmetric strings have focused on the tree-level spectra of such theories and require that these spectra be tachyon-free. For a purely classical theory, such statements have meaning. However, at a quantum level, the emergence of such tadpoles and the corresponding destabilization of our vacuum generically imply that tachyonic states will emerge at higher order, even if they are absent at tree level. Tachyons thus continue to represent a risk for nonsupersymmetric strings.

Over the past 30 years, there has been considerable effort in constructing stable nonsupersymmetric strings—i.e., nonsupersymmetric strings with vanishing cosmological constants [6,7,11–13]. Unfortunately, at the present time, it is not yet known whether such strings truly exist. If they do, it has been conjectured [70] that they could lead to an entirely new approach towards solving the hierarchy problem—indeed, an entirely new approach to string phenomenology in general. However, this remains an unsolved problem.

As a result, the first and most critical issue we face when attempting to formulate a nonsupersymmetric string theory as our underlying platform for a nonsupersymmetric string phenomenology is to ensure that we are working with a string that is as close to stable as possible. Of course, we do not need to require complete stability, with $\Lambda = 0$. Indeed, it is sufficient that $\Lambda$ be sufficiently small that it matches observational limits. Or, equivalently, $\Lambda$ must be sufficiently small so that field-theoretic stabilization mechanisms could then be used to finish the job of ensuring absolute stability. Finally, it should also be observed that even our notion of “stability” only requires stability on the timescale associated with the age of the Universe. Any “rolling” which happens sufficiently slowly can certainly be tolerated within the cosmological history of the Universe.

### III. Interpolating Models

The issues discussed in Sec. II are completely generic, and hold for all nonsupersymmetric closed strings. However, as we have seen, the critical issue is to construct nonsupersymmetric strings for which the corresponding one-loop vacuum energy (or cosmological constant) $\Lambda$ is as small as possible. Towards this end, in this paper we shall henceforth focus on a particular class of models which naturally lead to such small cosmological constants—the so-called “interpolating” models. In this section we shall discuss the construction and basic properties of such strings while continuing to remain as model-independent as possible.

#### A. Why interpolation?

In general, string theories (whether open or closed) are defined by a single mass scale $M_{\text{string}} \equiv 1/\sqrt{\alpha'}$, where $\alpha'$ is the string tension. However, the background geometry in which they are formulated, and in which they propagate, can itself introduce additional mass scales. For example, strings with world-sheet supersymmetries have critical dimensions $D = 10$, which requires that the six extra spacetime dimensions be compactified. The process of compactification then introduces a new scale mass $M_c$ into the problem, namely the mass scale associated with the six-dimensional compactification volume $V_6 \equiv (V_6)^{-1/6}$.

These two mass scales in turn determine the masses associated with our individual string states. For example, string oscillator states reflect the internal twisting and stretching of the string, and thus depend solely on the string tension: $M_{\text{osc}} \sim \sqrt{\alpha'} M_{\text{string}}$. On the other hand, because the string sits within a compactified geometry, each string oscillator state will also come with an infinite tower of Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations. Relative to the mass of the zero-mode state, these excited KK modes have masses set by the compactification scale: $M_{\text{m}}^{(\text{KK})} \sim m M_c$. Finally, a closed string state can stretch and wrap around compactified geometry. Such winding-mode states thus have masses which depend on both $M_{\text{string}}$ and $M_c$ simultaneously: $M_{\text{wind}}^{(\text{KK})} \sim n M_{\text{string}}^2 / M_c$. All three kinds of states typically appear together within the spectra of closed strings.
If a given string model exhibits spacetime supersymmetry, the bosonic states will match the fermionic states and the corresponding cosmological constant $\Lambda$ will vanish. Otherwise, we generically expect $\Lambda$ to inherit the fundamental scales associated with the states whose one-loop vacuum contributions it represents—namely $M_{\text{string}}$ and $M_c$. Of course, the most natural assumption is that $M_c \sim M_{\text{string}}$, for this configuration of scales is "minimal" and does not require a dynamical mechanism by which a hierarchy of scales might be generated. Indeed, in such models it is not always clear how to separate oscillator states from KK states and/or winding states; there even exist examples of such models which transcend the notion of having a compactification geometry altogether and in which no compactification geometry can even be identified. Nevertheless, in such models we typically obtain a cosmological constant of order $\Lambda \sim M_{\text{string}}$. Of course, even within such string models, there remains the possibility that $\Lambda$ might still vanish through some other mechanism. For example, the proposals in Refs. [6,7,11] all rely on different kinds of symmetry arguments for cancelling $\Lambda$ within closed string models for which $M_c \sim M_{\text{string}}$. Unfortunately, no string models have ever been constructed exhibiting the symmetries proposed in Refs. [6,7], and the mechanism proposed in Ref. [11] may actually fail at higher loops [13,14].

An alternate possibility is to consider models in which $M_{\text{string}}$ is fixed but $M_c$ is taken to be a free, adjustable variable. Indeed, we can go even further and imagine that our compactification volume is characterized by many different compactification scales $M_{\text{string}}^{(i)}$, each of which we might consider a free parameter; such a scenario would emerge, for example, if our $d$-dimensional compactification manifold is an $d$-torus with different radii of compactification $R_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, d$. In general, as the volume of compactification $V_d$ is taken to infinity, we effectively produce a string model in $d$ additional spacetime dimensions. We may call this higher-dimensional model $M_1$. Moreover, for closed strings, T-duality ensures that we also produce a model in $d$ additional spacetime dimensions if $V_d \to 0$; we may call this model $M_2$. Thus, our models with variable compactification volumes can be said to interpolate between these two higher-dimensional endpoints, models $M_1$ and $M_2$.

Such interpolating models offer a number of distinct advantages when it comes to suppressing the cosmological constant. If the model $M_1$ is supersymmetric, we are assured that $\Lambda = 0$ when $V_d \to \infty$. Moreover, if $M_2$ is nonsupersymmetric, then spacetime supersymmetry is likely to be broken for all finite $V_d$. It therefore stands to reason that we can dial $V_d$ to a sufficiently large value in order to obtain a cosmological constant of whatever small size we wish. Even more compellingly, there is a widespread belief that spacetime supersymmetry, if it exists at all in nature, is broken at the TeV scale, with superpartners having masses $\sim O(\text{TeV})$. Indeed, as first suggested in Refs. [2,60], these sorts of scenarios with large compactification volumes are relatively easy to incorporate with the interpolating-model framework with $M_c \sim O(\text{TeV})$.

Within such setups, it might at first glance seem that all we are doing is dialing the scale of SUSY breaking, just as we might do in field theory: after all, the closer we come to a supersymmetric limit, the more our lightest bosonic and fermionic states line up and the smaller our cosmological constant becomes. However, we stress that this is not what is happening across the string spectrum. First, as we have already discussed in Sec. II, the spectra of these interpolating models—just like those of any nonsupersymmetric string model—exhibit a misaligned supersymmetry, with boson/fermion oscillations. As we have discussed, this is quite different from a field-theoretic breaking of spacetime supersymmetry, and our supertrace relations are not satisfied supermultiplet by supermultiplet.

But second, and equally importantly, we also find that the scale of the cosmological constant need not necessarily be tied to the effective scale of the supersymmetry breaking. In particular, there is a sense in which we can consider the scale of supersymmetry breaking in these models to be given by $M_c$, yet we shall see that in these models there are circumstances under which it is possible for the cosmological constant to be exponentially suppressed, with $\Lambda \sim O(e^{-M_c/M_{\text{string}}})$. As a result, such interpolating models offer the intriguing possibility of separating the effective scale of supersymmetry breaking from the scale of the cosmological constant, thereby bestowing a certain enhanced stability on these models even if the effective scale of supersymmetry breaking is relatively large. This can also be important phenomenologically because the magnitude of our first nonvanishing supertrace in Eq. (2.20) is set by $\Lambda$ rather than by the expected $M_c$; again, this is only consistent because our supertrace relations are not satisfied supermultiplet by supermultiplet across the entire string spectrum.

Because of these properties, interpolating models will be the centerpiece of this paper. Consequently, in the rest of this section we shall provide an introduction to the interpolating framework. First, we shall discuss the structure of these models, how supersymmetry is broken within these models, and what features emerge in their resulting spectra. This part of our discussion will be completely general. We shall then proceed to provide several concrete examples of such interpolating models which illustrate these features.

**B. The structure of interpolating string models**

We shall now discuss the structure of heterotic interpolating string models. As might be imagined, there are many different construction techniques that might be followed, depending on the spacetime dimension of our original model, the number of spacetime dimensions to be compactified, and so forth. However, these constructions all share certain common features. Accordingly, in this section we shall concentrate on the simplest case of heterotic
interpolating models in which our compactification manifold is a circle with a $Z_2$ twist. Such models were originally introduced in Refs. [2,4,5] and later in Ref. [60]; moreover, through the temperature/radius correspondence, such models also serve as the finite-temperature extensions of zero-temperature heterotic string models and thus appear frequently in studies of string thermodynamics [28].

In general, there are three steps in the construction of an interpolating string model of this type:

- First, we select a suitable higher-dimensional heterotic string model which will ultimately serve as one of the endpoints of our interpolation.
- Second, we compactify this model on a circle of arbitrary radius $R$. Because of the T-dual nature of this compactification, this process results in a model which trivially interpolates between our original higher-dimensional string model as $R \to \infty$ and the (T-dual of) itself as $R \to 0$.
- Finally, we introduce a twist into this compactified model. As we shall see, the choice of twist is constrained by a number of factors which relate to the self-consistency of the resulting interpolation. However, this twist is ultimately what allows our interpolating model to interpolate between two different endpoints. Thus, it is this twist which allows spacetime supersymmetry to be broken within the interpolation.

We shall now consider these steps in order.

First, in general, we begin with a chosen $D$-dimensional heterotic string theory in $D$ spacetime dimensions, with partition function $Z(\tau)$. Note that the form in which $Z(\tau)$ is most naturally expressed will depend on the precise kind of model we have chosen, but in all cases it will have a double power-series expansion of the form in Eq. (2.2).

Next, we now consider what happens when we compactify this theory on a circle of radius $R$. For any compactification radius $R$, we define the corresponding dimensionless inverse radius $a \equiv \sqrt{\alpha'}/R$. Any field compactified on a circle with this radius then accrues integer momentum and winding modes around this circle, resulting in left- and right-moving spacetime momenta of the forms

$$p_R = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\alpha'}}(ma-n/a), \quad p_L = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\alpha'}}(ma+n/a). \quad (3.1)$$

The quantities $m$ and $n$ respectively represent the momentum and winding quantum numbers of the field in question. The contribution to the partition function from such modes then takes the form of the double summation

$$Z_{\text{circ}}(\tau, R) = \sqrt{\tau_2} \sum_{m,n \in \mathbb{Z}} q^{a(m^2+n^2)/4} q^{a((m-a)^2+n^2)/4}.$$ \quad (3.2)

Note that $Z_{\text{circ}} \to 1/a$ as $a \to 0$, while $Z_{\text{circ}} \to a$ as $a \to \infty$. The trace $Z_{\text{circ}}$ is sufficient for compactifications on a circle. Indeed, for such an untwisted compactification, each field within our original $D$-dimensional string theory accrues the same set of momentum and winding modes. Thus, the total partition function of our resulting $(D-1)$-dimensional string theory representing the untwisted compactification is simply given by

$$Z(R) = Z(\tau)Z_{\text{circ}}(R). \quad (3.3)$$

Note that we reproduce our original ten-dimensional theory as $R \to \infty$ or $R \to 0$. At the level of the partition function, this follows from the observation that $Z_{\text{circ}} \to 1/a$ or $Z_{\text{circ}} \to a$ as $a \to 0$ or $a \to \infty$, where the extra $a$-dependent prefactor in each case represents the diverging volume of compactification that generally relates $D$ and $(D-1)$-dimensional partition functions to each other.

For our purposes, however, we are actually interested in the $(D-1)$-dimensional string theories which represent the compactifications of our original $D$-dimensional string theory on twisted circles, i.e., on $Z_2$ orbifolds of the circle. Towards this end, we introduce (as in the original papers [2]) four new functions $E_{0,1/2}$ and $O_{0,1/2}$ which are the same as the summation in $Z_{\text{circ}}$ in Eq. (3.2) except that their summation variables are restricted as follows:

$$E_0 = \{ m \in \mathbb{Z}, \text{ even} \}$$

$$E_{1/2} = \{ m \in \mathbb{Z} + \frac{1}{2}, \text{ even} \}$$

$$O_0 = \{ m \in \mathbb{Z}, \text{ odd} \}$$

$$O_{1/2} = \{ m \in \mathbb{Z} + \frac{1}{2}, \text{ odd} \}. \quad (3.4)$$

These functions are to be distinguished from a related set of functions with the same names in which the roles of $m$ and $n$ are exchanged. This therefore establishes our conventions for these functions.

Note that under the modular transformation $T: \tau \to \tau + 1$, the first three functions are invariant while $O_{1/2}$ picks up an overall minus sign; likewise, under $S: \tau \to -1/\tau$, these functions mix amongst themselves according to

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
E_0 \\
E_{1/2} \\
O_0 \\
O_{1/2}
\end{pmatrix}
(-1/\tau) = \frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & -1 & -1 & -1 \\
1 & -1 & 1 & -1 \\
1 & -1 & -1 & 1
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
E_0 \\
E_{1/2} \\
O_0 \\
O_{1/2}
\end{pmatrix}(\tau).
\quad (3.5)
$$

In the $a \to 0$ limit, $O_0$ and $O_{1/2}$ each vanish while $E_0, E_{1/2} \to 1/a$; by contrast, as $a \to \infty$, $E_{1/2}$ and $O_{1/2}$ each vanish while $E_0, O_0 \to a/2$. Clearly, $E_0 + O_0 = Z_{\text{circ}}$.

Given these conventions, we now discuss the structure of the $(D-1)$-dimensional string models that result when a
given $D$-dimensional string model is compactified on a $Z_2$ twisted circle.

In general, we must choose a particular twist before we can specify what happens to the theory under such a compactification. Physically, this choice of twist is equivalent to a choice of the Wilson line, or equivalently a choice of gauge-field flux threaded through the compactification circle. In a nutshell, as we shall further discuss below, the only twists that are possible are those producing $(D - 1)$-dimensional interpolating models which yield valid $D$-dimensional string models in both their $R \to \infty$ and $R \to 0$ limits. In other words, the resulting $(D - 1)$-dimensional twisted string models must always interpolate between a given $D$-dimensional string model (call it $M_1$) as $R \to \infty$ and (the T-dual of) another $D$-dimensional string model (call it $M_2$) as $R \to 0$. Such a $(D - 1)$-dimensional model can thus be considered to be a twisted compactification of the $D$-dimensional model $M_1$, and the possible twists correspond to the possible choices for self-consistent $D$-dimensional models $M_2$ at the other end of the interpolation.

Since we are only considering $Z_2$ twists, the only restriction on our choice of $M_2$ is that $M_2$ must be a $Z_2$ twist of $M_1$ directly in $D$ dimensions—or equivalently that $M_1$ and $M_2$ be related to each other through $Z_2$ twists. Thus, the set of possible twists—and thus the set of possible $(D - 1)$-dimensional interpolating compactifications of a given $D$-dimensional supersymmetric string model $M_1$—directly corresponds to the set of possible self-consistent $Z_2$ orbifolds of that $D$-dimensional string model, or equivalently the set of $D$-dimensional string models $M_2$ which are related to $M_1$ through a simple $Z_2$ orbifold.

Given these observations, any such $(D - 1)$-dimensional interpolating model will have a partition function of the form $[2,24–27]$

$$Z_{\text{string}}(\tau, R) = Z^{(1)}(\tau) \mathcal{E}_0(\tau, R) + Z^{(2)}(\tau) \mathcal{E}_{1/2}(\tau, R) + Z^{(3)}(\tau) \mathcal{O}_0(\tau, R) + Z^{(4)}(\tau) \mathcal{O}_{1/2}(\tau, R)$$

(3.6)

where $Z^{(1)} + Z^{(2)}$ reproduces the partition function of the ten-dimensional model $M_1$ and where $Z^{(1)} + Z^{(3)}$ reproduces the partition function of the ten-dimensional model $M_2$. Of course, the entire partition function in Eq. (3.6) must be modular invariant. Thus, at the partition-function level, the choice of twist involved in compactifying $M_1$ translates into the choice of how we separate the partition function of $M_1$ into the separate contributions $Z^{(1)}$ (to be multiplied by $\mathcal{E}_0$) and $Z^{(2)}$ (to be multiplied by $\mathcal{E}_{1/2}$). Once $Z^{(1,2)}$ are separately chosen, the remaining terms $Z^{(3,4)}$ follow directly from modular invariance:

The fact that the $D$-dimensional models $M_1$ and $M_2$ are directly related to each other through a $Z_2$ orbifold twist implies that these individual partition-function pieces $Z^{(i)}$ can be written in terms of a fundamental partition function $Z_\pm$, its projection sector $Z_\mp$, and their corresponding twisted versions $Z^{\pm}$:

$$Z^{(1)} = \frac{1}{2} (Z_+ + Z_-),$$

$$Z^{(2)} = \frac{1}{2} (Z_+ - Z_-),$$

$$Z^{(3)} = \frac{1}{2} (Z_+ - Z_-),$$

$$Z^{(4)} = \frac{1}{2} (Z_+ - Z_-).$$

(3.8)

Indeed, any other relation between the different $Z^{(i)}$ factors will render Eq. (3.6) inconsistent from an underlying geometric perspective. From Eq. (3.8) and the limiting behaviors given below Eq. (3.5), it then follows that

$$Z^{(3)} = \frac{1}{2} [Z^{(1)}(-1/\tau) + Z^{(2)}(-1/\tau + 1) - Z^{(1)}(-1/\tau + 1) - Z^{(2)}(-1/\tau + 1)],$$

$$Z^{(4)} = \frac{1}{2} [Z^{(1)}(-1/\tau) - Z^{(2)}(-1/\tau) + Z^{(1)}(-1/\tau + 1) + Z^{(2)}(-1/\tau + 1)].$$

(3.7)

$$R \to \infty: Z_\text{model} = Z^{(1)} + Z^{(2)} = \frac{1}{2} (Z_+ + Z_- + Z_\mp + Z_\pm),$$

$$R \to 0: Z'_\text{model} = Z^{(1)} + Z^{(3)} = Z_+.$$  

(3.9)

We thus identify $Z_+$ as the partition function of model $M_2$, whereupon it follows that $\frac{1}{2} (Z_+ + Z_\mp + Z_\pm + Z_-)$ is the partition function of the orbifold of model $M_2$—i.e., the partition function of model $M_1$. Note that these results also implicitly allow us to identify our direct and T-dual volumes of compactification within Eqs. (2.3): we find that $V \equiv 2\pi R$, as expected, while $\bar{V} \equiv 2\pi \bar{R}$ with $\bar{R} \equiv a / (2R)$ (or $\bar{a} = 2/a$).

From this perspective, then, we see that the construction of our $(D - 1)$-dimensional interpolating model is relatively straightforward. We begin with the $D$-dimensional string model $M_1$, and choose another $D$-dimensional string model $M_2$ to which it is directly related in $D$ dimensions through the action of an particular $Z_2$ orbifold twist $Q$. We then construct our $(D - 1)$-dimensional interpolating model by compactifying $M_2$ on a circle of
radius \( R \), and orbifold the resulting \((D - 1)\)-dimensional theory by the twist \( TQ \) where \( Q \) acts on the internal part of the string, as above, while \( T \) acts on the compactified circle. In particular, \( T \) corresponds to the \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) shift \( y \rightarrow y + \pi R \) where \( y \) is the (T-dual) coordinate along the compactified dimension, so that states with even values of \( n \) (such as those within \( \mathcal{O}_{0,1/2} \)) are invariant under \( T \), while those with odd values of \( n \) (such as those within \( \mathcal{O}_{1/2} \)) pick up a minus sign. Together, the resulting orbifold procedure yields a partition function of the form in Eq. (3.6), with the \( \mathbb{Z}^{(1)} \) factors identified as in Eq. (3.8). The resulting \((D - 1)\)-dimensional model then interpolates between \( M_1 \) at \( R \rightarrow \infty \) and \( M_2 \) as \( R \rightarrow 0 \).

If \( M_1 \) has spacetime supersymmetry but \( M_2 \) does not, the relevant \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) orbifold twist \( Q \) at least must include \((-1)^F\) (where \( F \) is the spacetime fermion number). However, \( Q \) may (and indeed often must) include additional twist factors which act on the purely internal gauge quantum numbers. These different choices for \( Q \) then correspond to the possible choices of how we might effect our breaking of supersymmetry, which is of course our main interest. Thus, specifying the separation of the \( M_1 \) partition function into \( \mathbb{Z}^{(1)} \) and \( \mathbb{Z}^{(2)} \) is tantamount to specifying these additional gauge twists, and thereby specifying a choice for how the supersymmetry of \( M_1 \) is ultimately broken.

If model \( M_1 \) is supersymmetric but \( M_2 \) is tachyonic (which, being supersymmetric, it may well be), then the \( R \rightarrow \infty \) limit of the interpolating model will be tachyon-free. However, as the radius shrinks towards zero, certain states which were previously massive for radii \( R \) exceeding some critical radius \( R^* \) will become massless at \( R = R^* \) and tachyonic for \( R < R^* \). The interpolating model will then be tachyonic for all radii \( R < R^* \). Indeed, this is nothing but the temperature/radius “dual” of the Hagedorn phenomenon wherein a string winding mode becomes massless and then ultimately tachyonic as the temperature formally reaches and then increases beyond the critical Hagedorn temperature. However, it is not required that the model \( M_2 \) be tachyonic; indeed, all that is required is that it be non-supersymmetric. In that case, our \((D - 1)\)-dimensional interpolating model can be tachyon-free over the entire range of interpolation, i.e., for all radii \( 0 \leq R \leq \infty \).

Finally, we observe that while all of the states within \( \mathbb{Z}^{(1,2,3)} \) have world-sheet energies \((m,n)\) satisfying \( m - n \in \mathbb{Z} \), those within \( \mathbb{Z}^{(4)} \) instead have \( m - n \in \mathbb{Z} + 1/2 \). This does not violate modular invariance since \( \mathcal{O}_{1/2} \) is odd under \( T: \tau \rightarrow \tau + 1 \), while \( \mathcal{E}_{0,1/2} \) and \( \mathcal{O}_0 \) are even.

### C. Two examples

We now provide two concrete examples of such interpolating models. Having concrete examples will allow us to examine their spectra in detail, and determine the manner in which supersymmetry is broken in these models. For ease of analysis, our examples will literally be the simplest heterotic interpolating models that can be constructed: nine-dimensional string models which interpolate between different ten-dimensional endpoints. We shall begin by discussing our possible ten-dimensional endpoints. We shall then discuss the nine-dimensional models that interpolate between them.

#### 1. Ten-dimensional endpoint models

Our starting point will be the heterotic string theories in \( D = 10 \). Of these, only three shall concern us here: the supersymmetric \( SO(32) \) string, the supersymmetric \( E_8 \times E_8 \) string, and the nonsupersymmetric tachyon-free \( SO(16) \times SO(16) \) string.

In order to describe the partition functions of these three theories, we begin with the standard Dedekind \( \eta \)-function and Jacobi \( \theta_i \)-theta functions. These are defined in Appendix A. However, given these “primitive” building blocks, we then wish to express our string partition functions in terms of combinations of these functions which have direct physical interpretations. As we shall see, this will directly assist us in analyzing the phenomenology of these models.

Given the Dedekind \( \eta \)-function, the partition function of \( D \) free coordinate bosons is given by

\[
Z^{(D)}_{\text{boson}} = \tau_2^{-D/2} (\eta^2)^{-D}. \tag{3.10}
\]

Likewise, we can combine the \( \eta \) - and \( \theta_i \)-functions in order to construct the characters of the level-one \( SO(2n) \) affine Lie algebras. Recall that at affine level \( k = 1 \), the \( SO(2n) \) algebra for each \( n \in \mathbb{Z} \) has four distinct representations: the identity \((I)\), the vector \((V)\), the spinor \((S)\), and the conjugate spinor \((C)\). In general, the conformal dimensions of these representations are given by \( \{h_1, h_V, h_S, h_C\} = \{0, 1/2, n/8, n/8\} \), and likewise their corresponding characters are given by

\[
\chi_I = \frac{1}{2} (\theta_3^n + \theta_4^n) / \eta^n = q^{h_i-c/24} (1 + n(2n - 1)q + \cdots),
\]

\[
\chi_V = \frac{1}{2} (\theta_3^n - \theta_4^n) / \eta^n = q^{h_V-c/24} (2n + \cdots),
\]

\[
\chi_S = \frac{1}{2} (\theta_2^n + \theta_1^n) / \eta^n = q^{h_S-c/24} (2n^2 + \cdots),
\]

\[
\chi_C = \frac{1}{2} (\theta_2^n - \theta_1^n) / \eta^n = q^{h_C-c/24} (2n^2 + \cdots), \tag{3.11}
\]

where the central charge is \( c = n \) at affine level \( k = 1 \). The vanishing of \( \theta_i \) implies that \( \chi_S \) and \( \chi_C \) have identical \( q \)-expansions; this is a reflection of the conjugation symmetry between the spinor and conjugate spinor representations. Indeed, when \( SO(2n) \) represents a transverse spacetime Lorentz group, the distinction between \( S \) and \( C \) can be interpreted as being equivalent to relative spacetime chirality; the choice of which spacetime chirality is to be
associated with $S$ or $C$ is then a matter of convention. Note that the special case $SO(8)$ has a further so-called “triality” symmetry under which the vector and spinor representations are indistinguishable. Thus, for $SO(8)$, we find that $\chi_V = \chi_S$. Indeed, this is nothing but the identity already given below Eq. (A1) in terms of $\theta_i$-functions.

Given these $SO(2n)$ characters, we can now write down the partition functions of our three relevant heterotic string theories in $D = 10$. We adopt the convention that right-moving degrees of freedom (associated with the supersymmetric side of the heterotic string) are collected in antiholomorphic characters $\chi_V$ of the transverse $SO(8)$ Lorentz group, while the left-moving degrees of freedom are collected in the holomorphic characters $\chi_{X_I}$ of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$, with $i,j \in \{I,V,S,C\}$.

Let us begin with the supersymmetric $SO(32)$ heterotic string, which has the partition function

$$Z_{\text{model}} = Z_{\text{boson}}^{(8)}(\tilde{\chi}_V - \tilde{\chi}_S)(\chi_V^2 + \chi^2_S + \chi^2_C).$$

(3.12)

The spacetime supersymmetry follows from the factor $(\tilde{\chi}_V - \tilde{\chi}_S)$ coming from the right-movers: in terms of actual $SO(8)$ Lorentz representations, this means that any left-moving $SO(32)$ state from the left-movers simultaneously comes not only as a spacetime Lorentz vector but also as a spacetime Lorentz spinor. As a useful exercise in reading partition functions, let us explicitly read off the massless states in this theory. The heterotic string has vacuum energies $(E_R, E_L) = (-1/2, -1)$, so we are looking for states which have $(h_R, h_L) = (1/2, 1)$ in order to make massless states. For the right-movers, both the $SO(8)$ vector ($V$) and spinor ($S$) have $h = 1/2$, which is why their ground states (the vector and spinor representations) describe the spacetime Lorentz symmetries of the massless fields. Let us now look at the left-movers. Here each $X$ is an $SO(16)$ character, so $\chi_X$ has $h = 0$ while $\chi_{X^C}$ has $h = 1/2$ and $\chi_{X^S}$ each have $h = 1$. Therefore massless states can only come from the ground state of $\chi_{X^I}$ (along with left-moving coordinate excitations to produce $h = 1$), from the first descendants of $\chi_{X^I}$ (with no external coordinate excitations), or the ground state of $\chi_V \chi_V$ (again with no external coordinate excitations). The first group of states produces a left-moving vector which, when tensored with the right-moving tensor and/or spinor, produces the supergravity multiplet. The second group of states is a bit more complicated. As indicated below Eq. (3.11), the first descendant of the identity sector is always the adjoint. Thus the first descendants of $\chi_{X^I}$ transform in the $(\text{adj.1}) \oplus (1, \text{adj})$ representation of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$, and tensored with the right-movers these are either spacetime vectors or spacetime spinors. Likewise, the ground state of $\chi_V \chi_V$ transforms as $(\text{vec}, \text{vec})$. Thus the third group of states are spacetime vectors or spinors transforming as $(\text{vec}, \text{vec})$. Together, these latter two groups of states fill out the adjoint of $SO(32)$. Thus, we learn that the massless states in this theory consist of simply the supergravity multiplet as well as the gauge bosons (and gauginos) of $SO(32)$.

The $E_8 \times E_8$ heterotic string is similar. Its partition function is given by

$$Z_{\text{boson}}^{(8)}(\tilde{\chi}_V - \tilde{\chi}_S)(\chi_I + \chi_S)^2.$$ 

(3.13)

Again spacetime supersymmetry is clear, as is the supergravity multiplet coming from $\chi_{X^I}$. The gauge bosons (and gauginos) of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$ come from the first descendants within $\chi_{X^I}$, while the ground states associated with the cross terms $\chi_{X^I} \chi_S$ and $\chi_{X^I} \chi_S$ produce spacetime vector and spinor states transforming as $(\text{spinor.1}) \oplus (1, \text{spinor})$ of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$. This enhances the gauge group to $E_8 \times E_8$, and we see that there are no other massless states in this theory. In passing, we further note that the $SO(16)$ characters satisfy an identity

$$\chi_{X^I} + \chi_{X^S} = \chi^2_V + \chi^2_C$$

(3.14)

which holds at the level of their $q$-expansions. This implies that Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) have identical $q$-expansions. This in turn implies that the ten-dimensional supersymmetric $SO(32)$ and $E_8 \times E_8$ heterotic strings have the same bosonic and fermionic state degeneracies at each mass level.

Finally, let us consider the nonsupersymmetric but tachyon-free $SO(16) \times SO(16)$ heterotic string model [1]. This string has partition function

$$Z_{\text{boson}}^{(8)}(\tilde{\chi}_I(\chi_{X^C} + \chi_{X^V}) + \tilde{\chi}_V(\chi^2_V + \chi^2_S) - \tilde{\chi}_S(\chi^2_V + \chi^2_C) - \tilde{\chi}_C(\chi_{X^S} + \chi_{X^I})),$$

(3.15)

First, we observe that this partition function does not factorize; spacetime SUSY is clearly broken. Despite this, we observe that spacetime bosons (whose contributions are proportional to $\tilde{\chi}_I$ or $\tilde{\chi}_V$) come with a plus sign, as required, while the spacetime fermions come with a minus sign. Because $\chi_{X^C} \chi_{X^V}$ has $h = 3/2$, we see that the first term (proportional to $\tilde{\chi}_I$) cannot give rise to physical tachyons or massless states. Since this is the only term which could have produced physical tachyons, this model is tachyon-free. However, massless states can emerge from $\tilde{\chi}_V \chi^2_V$, $\tilde{\chi}_S \chi^2_S$, and $\tilde{\chi}_C(\chi_{X^S} + \chi_{X^I})$. Let us therefore consider each of these in turn. The term $\tilde{\chi}_V \chi^2_V$ contains the gravity multiplet as well as gauge bosons transforming in the $(\text{adj.1}) \oplus (1, \text{adj})$ representation of...
The term $\tilde{z}_S x^2$ contains spacetime fermions with a certain chirality transforming in the (vec, vec) representation, while the final term contains spacetime fermions with the opposite chirality transforming in the (spinor, 1) $\oplus$ (1, spinor) representation. Note that this configuration of massless states guarantees the cancellation of the irreducible gravitational anomaly (even without supersymmetry), as required for a consistent string model. Finally, we note that the ground state (even without supersymmetry), as required for a consistent string model.

There are six other perturbative heterotic strings in $D = 10$, all of which are nonsupersymmetric and tachyonic [71]. However, we shall not need them for this discussion.

### 2. Nine-dimensional interpolations

Given the above partition functions for our ten-dimensional theories, we can now present the partition functions corresponding to their nine-dimensional interpolations. In the following discussion we shall restrict our attention to the cases in which $M_1$ is either the supersymmetric $SO(32)$ or $E_8 \times E_8$ string model, and in which $M_2$ is the $SO(16) \times SO(16)$ model. Thus we obtain two distinct nine-dimensional interpolating models, both of which are tachyon-free over the entire range of their interpolations.

The partition functions for these two cases are respectively given as

\[
Z_{SO(32)} = Z^{(8)}_{\text{boson}} \times \left\{ [\tilde{y}_V (x_1^2 + x_2^2) - \tilde{x}_S (x_1^2 + x_2^2)] E_0 + [\tilde{y}_V (x_1^2 + x_2^2) - \tilde{x}_S (x_1^2 + x_2^2)] E_1/2 \right. \\
+ \left[ \tilde{y}_V (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1}) - \tilde{x}_C (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1}) \right] O_0 \\
+ \left. [\tilde{y}_V (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1}) - \tilde{x}_C (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1})] O_{1/2} \right\} \tag{3.16}
\]

and

\[
Z_{E_8 \times E_8} = Z^{(8)}_{\text{boson}} \times \left\{ [\tilde{y}_V (x_1^2 + x_2^2) - \tilde{x}_S (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1})] E_0 + [\tilde{y}_V (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1}) - \tilde{x}_S (x_1^2 + x_2^2)] E_1/2 \right. \\
+ \left[ \tilde{y}_V (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1}) - \tilde{x}_C (x_1^2 + x_2^2) \right] O_0 \\
+ \left. [\tilde{y}_V (x_1 x_S + x_2 x_{S_1}) - \tilde{x}_C (x_1^2 + x_2^2)] O_{1/2} \right\} \tag{3.17}
\]

Once again, as a result of Eq. (3.14), these two partition functions have identical $g$-expansions and thus behave identically in any numerical sense. Note, in particular, that the partition function in Eq. (3.17) is nothing but the “Twist II” interpolating model of Ref. [4], only written in terms of $SO(2n)$ characters. We shall henceforth restrict our attention to the partition function in Eq. (3.17) and its corresponding one-loop cosmological constant. We note, however, that nine-dimensional interpolations of this sort generally exist between our two supersymmetric ten-dimensional models and all of the nonsupersymmetric ten-dimensional models, including those that are supersymmetric. These models are described and classified in Refs. [19,20,23].

Analyzing Eq. (3.17), we can easily understand the physical effects of the SUSY breaking that occurs in this model. As $R \to \infty$, we reproduce the ten-dimensional $E_8 \times E_8$ string model whose partition function is given in Eq. (3.13). However, for any finite $R$, spacetime supersymmetry is broken. Let us consider large but finite $R$. In such cases, we can read off exactly what happens to each of the massless states of the $E_8 \times E_8$ model. For small $a$ (i.e., large $R$), any state with a nonzero winding mode becomes extremely heavy. Since all of the states in the $O_{0,1/2}$ sectors have nonzero winding modes, we can disregard these sectors and concentrate on the $n = 0$ states within the $E_{0,1/2}$ sectors. The lightest excitations within the $E_0$ sector have $m = 0$, while the lightest excitations within the $E_{1/2}$ sector have $m = \pm 1/2$. Thus, we see that the massless states within $Z^{(1)}$ [i.e., the term multiplying $E_0$] remain massless after SUSY breaking: these are the gravity multiplet, the gauge bosons of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$, and Lorentz spinors transforming in the (spinor, 1) $\oplus$ (1, spinor) representation of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$. By contrast, the massless states within $Z^{(2)}$ [i.e., the term multiplying $E_{1/2}$] now acquire small masses which are proportional to $a \sim 1/R$: these are the superpartners of the gravity multiplet, the $SO(16) \times SO(16)$ gauginos, and Lorentz vectors transforming in the (spinor, 1) $\oplus$ (1, spinor) representation of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$. Thus, in this model, we see that the $Z_2$ twisting has two separate effects on the lightest states: the supersymmetry is broken, with $1/R$ setting the effective scale for mass splittings.
within the former SUSY multiplets, and the gauge symmetry is broken from $E_8 \times E_8$ to $SO(16) \times SO(16)$. Indeed, as $R \to \infty$, the supersymmetry is restored as each state and its (former) superpartner come back into alignment and become degenerate. Likewise, the states transforming in the (spinor, 1) $\oplus$ (1, spinor) representation of $SO(16) \times SO(16)$ now combine to enhance the gauge symmetry back to $E_8 \times E_8$. The higher values of $m$ within the $E_{0,1/2}$ functions then correspond to the KK excitations of these different states.

The existence of the proto-graviton states in this model can also be seen from the partition function in Eq. (3.17). Indeed, the proto-graviton state is nothing but the ground state of the $\tilde{X}_V\tilde{X}_T^2$ sector within $Z^{(1)}$—it is a gauge singlet which transforms as a spacetime Lorentz vector, with eight components, and indeed we find that the partition function for this interpolating model begins with $Z^{(1)} \sim 8/q + \cdots$ regardless of the radius. Moreover, as indicated above, it is in fact a general theorem that any interpolating function will have such a sector within $Z^{(1)}$, since this is the sector from which the gravity multiplet must arise.

We can also understand the spectrum of such interpolating models more globally at all energies by calculating their net degeneracies of physical bosonic minus fermionic states as functions of the world-sheet energy level $E_L = E_R = n$. Specifically, for a given interpolating model, we expand the total partition function in the form $Z = \tau_2^{-1-D/2} \sum_{n} a_{nn} q^n q^\tau$ and plot $\pm \log(|a_{nn}|)$ versus $n$, where we choose the overall sign to match the sign of $a_{nn}$. Our results are shown in Fig. 3 for the model in Eq. (3.17), evaluated at several different values of $a$.

Several features are immediately evident from Fig. 3. First, we observe that in all cases, surpluses of bosonic states alternate with surpluses of fermionic states as we proceed upwards in $n$. As discussed in Ref. [9], this behavior is the signal of an underlying “misaligned
supersymmetry” which exists within all modular-invariant nonsupersymmetric tachyon-free string theories and which is ultimately responsible for the finiteness of closed strings— even in the absence of spacetime supersymmetry.

But perhaps even more interestingly, we see that the densities of states begin to exhibit an interesting behavior as the radius increases to infinity (or equivalently as $a \to 0$). In general, string models in which all compactification radii are at or near the string scale exhibit densities of states which resemble that in the upper left panel of Fig. 3: surpluses of bosonic and fermionic states oscillate within an exponentially rising envelope function $|a_{nn}| \sim e^{\sqrt{n}}$. Indeed, this exponential rise in the total state degeneracies is triggered by the exponential rise in the number of string oscillator states (as opposed to KK or winding states), and ultimately leads to a Hagedorn transition. However, as $a \to 0$, we see that a hierarchy begins to emerge between the oscillator states and their corresponding KK excitations. The oscillator states have world-sheet energies which are quantized in units of $\Lambda$ and continue to exhibit exponentially growing state degeneracies (even though the rate of growth becomes somewhat smaller as $a$ decreases). By contrast, the KK excitations of these oscillator states have world-sheet energies which are quantized in units of $a \ll n$. Thus, as $a \to 0$, we see that the overall spectrum of these models becomes increasingly dense, with each interval $(n, n+1)$ populated by the different KK excitations of the oscillator states at level $n$. Moreover, within these intervals, we see that the degeneracies of states continue to oscillate between bosonic and fermionic surpluses (as required by misaligned supersymmetry), but do so only within an envelope function of constant amplitude. This is exactly as expected for KK states.

Ultimately, as $a$ reaches zero, the KK states become infinitely dense. The cancellations between bosonic and fermionic surpluses fall into alignment, and spacetime supersymmetry is restored. The cosmological constant then vanishes exactly.

As discussed in Sec. II, the spectra of nonsupersymmetric strings generally do not have bosonic and fermionic states which can be identified as belonging to the same supermultiplet. However, interpolating models of this sort are somewhat special in that they contain a tunable parameter (namely the compactification radius) which allows them to connect smoothly back to a supersymmetric limit. Despite this fact, these models continue to exhibit all of the properties of misaligned supersymmetry discussed in Sec. II, including supertrace relations of the form in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) which ultimately depend on $\Lambda$ rather than $M_c$ and which rely on the subtle interplay amongst the contributions from the KK modes, the winding modes, and the oscillator modes. Indeed, the contributions from all of these modes are inextricably tied together through modular invariance, and none of these can be altered in isolation. Thus, as we shall see, situations in which $\Lambda$ is suppressed give rise to supertraces whose overall magnitudes are smaller (as a result of conspiracies across all string energy levels) than they would have been if they had been evaluated supermultiplet by supermultiplet.

IV. SUPPRESSION OF THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT

Having set the stage, we now seek to understand the behavior of the cosmological constant $\Lambda(R)$ associated with such interpolating models for large $R$. Clearly, as $R \to \infty$, we know that $\Lambda \to 0$, reflecting the restoration of SUSY in this limit. The question is to derive the leading correction to this result that emerges when $R$ is large but finite (or equivalently, for $a \ll 1$). We shall keep the following discussion as general as possible, referring to the model in Eq. (3.17) only as an example where appropriate.

A. Leading terms

First, since we are assuming that SUSY is restored in the $R \to \infty$ limit, we know that $Z^{(2)} = -Z^{(1)}$ at the level of their $q$-expansions. Since our main interest here is in the numerical behavior of $\Lambda$, we are only concerned with the $q$-expansions that these functions have, and consequently we shall take $Z^{(2)} = -Z^{(1)}$ without further comment. As a result, our general partition in Eq. (3.6) takes the form

$$Z_{\text{string}}(R) = Z^{(1)}(\epsilon_0(R) - \epsilon_{1/2}(R)) + Z^{(3)}(\varnothing_0(R)) + Z^{(4)}(\varnothing_{1/2}(R)).$$

(4.1)

Next, we observe that for large $R$ (or small $a$), all states within the $\varnothing_0$ and $\varnothing_{1/2}$ sectors are extremely heavy as a result of nonvanishing winding modes $n \neq 0$. In general, the contributions from heavy states to the cosmological constant are exponentially suppressed. As a result, contributions from such sectors will not generally yield the leading behavior for $\Lambda$, and we will need not consider such sectors further. This then leaves the contributions from the $\epsilon_{0,1/2}$ sectors:

$$Z_{\text{string}}(R) = Z^{(1)}(\epsilon_0(R) - \epsilon_{1/2}(R)) + \cdots$$

(4.2)

As a result, we see that the leading behavior generally depends on the $q$-expansion of $Z^{(1)}$ alone, and does not depend on $Z^{(3)}$ or $Z^{(4)}$.

Let us assume that massless states make the dominant contributions to $\Lambda$ in theories that are devoid of physical tachyons. (This assertion shall be demonstrated explicitly below.) We shall therefore restrict our attention to the leading contributions to $\Lambda$ which come from the massless states within $Z^{(1)}$ in Eq. (4.2). Writing

$$Z^{(1)} = \tau_2^4[(N_b - N_f)(\bar{q}q)^0 + \text{others}],$$

(4.3)

we thus wish to evaluate
\[
\Lambda = (N_f - N_h) \int \frac{d^2 \tau}{\tau_2^4} \tau_2^{-4} (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) + \cdots 
\]

where we are writing our expressions for \( \Lambda \) in units of \((\frac{1}{2}M^0)\). Note that with this notation, \(N_h\) and \(N_f\) represent the numbers of states which remain massless in our theory after SUSY breaking has already occurred. Despite this fact, the expression in Eq. (4.4) actually represents the contributions from all of those states which would have been massless in the absence of SUSY breaking: the contributions from those that are massless even after SUSY breaking are encapsulated within \(\mathcal{E}_0\), while the contributions from those that are no longer massless after SUSY breaking are encapsulated within \(\mathcal{E}_{1/2}\).

Since the only \(R\)-dependence comes from the \(E\)-functions, we must first evaluate \(\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}\) for large \(R\) (or small \(a\)). Clearly, as \(R \to \infty\), we know that \(\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2} \to 0\): the difference between integer-mode and half-integer-mode KK momentum modes becomes immaterial for a truly infinite radius. Our goal, however, is to evaluate the leading correction to this result for large but finite \(R\).

For small \(a\), the winding modes with \(n \neq 0\) all produce contributions which are exponentially suppressed compared to those with \(n = 0\). We therefore restrict our attention to the \(n = 0\) contributions. We then have

\[
\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2} = \sqrt{\tau_2} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} [(\bar{q}q)^{m^2a^2/4} - (\bar{q}q)^{(m+1/2)^2a^2/4}] + \cdots
\]

\[
= \sqrt{\tau_2} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} [e^{-\pi \tau_2 m^2a^2} - e^{-\pi \tau_2 (m+1/2)^2a^2}] + \cdots
\]

\[
= \sqrt{\tau_2} \left[ \theta_3(iz \tau_2 a^2) - \theta_2(iz \tau_2 a^2) \right] + \cdots
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{a} \left[ \theta_3 \left( \frac{i}{\tau_2 a^2} \right) - \theta_4 \left( \frac{i}{\tau_2 a^2} \right) \right] + \cdots
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{a} \sum_{m \in \mathbb{Z}} \left[ e^{-\pi m^2/\tau_2 a^2} - (1)^m e^{-\pi m^2/\tau_2 a^2} \right] + \cdots
\]

\[
= \frac{2}{a} \sum_{m=\text{odd}}^{\text{even}} e^{-\pi m^2/\tau_2 a^2} + \cdots 
\]

(4.5)

where we have used the modular transformations \(\theta_3,4(\tau) = \theta_3,4((-1)/\tau) / \sqrt{-i\tau}\) in passing from the third to the fourth line. These transformations effectively resum the infinite series into a form from which the leading small-\(a\) behavior can be reliably extracted. (The method of steepest descents could also be used in order to extract the leading behavior.) Indeed, short of omitting the contributions from winding modes at the top line, we have made no further approximations. However, we now recognize that as \(a \to 0\), the leading behavior is given by the \(m = \pm 1\) terms. We thus find that

\[
\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2} \sim \frac{4}{a} e^{-\pi/\tau_2 a^2} \quad \text{as} \quad a \to 0,
\]

(4.6)

whereupon we have

\[
\Lambda = \frac{4}{a} (N_f - N_h) \int \frac{d^2 \tau}{\tau_2} e^{-\pi/\tau_2 a^2} + \cdots
\]

\[
\approx \frac{96}{\pi^2} (N_f - N_h) a^9 + \cdots 
\]

(4.7)

In passing to the final line above, we have restricted the range of integration to the upper \((\tau_2 \geq 1)\) portion of the fundamental domain of the modular group, performed the resulting integral analytically, and disregarded subleading terms of order \(O(e^{-\pi/\tau a^2})\) which result from the integration. It may easily be verified that the contribution from the lower portion of the fundamental domain is significantly smaller than that of the upper portion for all \(a \ll 1\). Thus, we see that \(\Lambda \sim 1/R^9\).

For \(D = 4\), the calculation goes through as above, resulting in the conclusion that

\[
\Lambda = \frac{4}{a} (N_f - N_h) \int \frac{d^2 \tau}{\tau_2} e^{-\pi/\tau a^2} + \cdots
\]

\[
\approx \frac{4}{\pi^2} (N_f - N_h) a^9 + \cdots 
\]

Indeed, for all spacetime dimensions \(D\) we find that

\[
\Lambda = \frac{4(D/2 - 1)!}{\pi^{D/2}} (N_f - N_h) a^{D-1} + \cdots, 
\]

(4.9)

with the understanding (relevant for odd \(D\)) that \((1/2)! = \Gamma(3/2) = \sqrt{\pi}/2\), etc.

This scaling behavior is not a complete surprise, and is essentially dictated by dimensional analysis. Moreover, this result is also familiar in another context. Recall that in this setup, we are considering a ten-dimensional string theory compactified on a \(\mathbb{Z}_2\)-orbifolded circle of radius \(R\). However, the associated mathematics is identical to that which we would encounter if we were instead considering our original ten-dimensional string theory at finite temperature: we would simply identify \(T = (2\pi R)^{-1}\) and interpret the vacuum energy \(\Lambda\) as the thermal (finite-temperature) vacuum amplitude \(\mathcal{V}(T)\). Indeed, the corresponding free energy \(F(T)\) would then be given by \(F(T) = T \mathcal{V}(T)\). However, it is well known that for \(T \ll M_{\text{string}}\), any string theory in \(D\) spacetime dimensions which is originally supersymmetric at \(T = 0\) will have a free energy which scales as \(F(T) \sim T^D\). (Note that this accords, as expected, with our expectations for the high-temperature limit of field theory.) This then implies that \(\mathcal{V}(T) \sim T^{D-1}\), which in our case implies that we should expect \(\Lambda \sim 1/R^9\).

For the model in Eq. (3.17), we have \(N_f - N_h = 64\). Inserting this into Eq. (4.7), we thus find the expected leading behavior [4]

\[
\Lambda \sim \frac{6144}{\pi^5} a^9 \sim (20.08) a^9 \quad \text{as} \quad a \to 0.
\]

(4.10)
correction terms. Therefore comes with a variety of corresponding subleading approximations were made. Our result in Eq. (4.7) holding to several significant digits throughout the relevant range. This verifies not only the overall radius dependence (scaling power-law behavior) in Eq. (4.10) but also the numerical coefficient which precedes it.

In order to verify this expectation, we now explicitly evaluate $\Lambda$ associated with the partition function in Eq. (3.17) as a function of $a$. We do this numerically, keeping all terms in Eq. (3.17) and performing full numerical integrations over the entire fundamental domain of the modular group.

Our results are shown in Fig. 4, where we plot $(2/a)\Lambda$ versus $a = \sqrt{\alpha}/R$ (solid line). Note that the factor of $(a/2)$ is the effective (T-dual) “volume” of compactification in the $a \rightarrow \infty$ limit; dividing by this factor allows our interpolating nine-dimensional cosmological constant to asymptote to a finite ten-dimensional limit as $a \rightarrow \infty$. The dashed line shows the small-$a$ behavior indicated in Eq. (4.10).

Our first approximation comes from disregarding the contributions from the $O_{0,1/2}$ sectors in passing from Eq. (4.1) to Eq. (4.2). Our second approximation comes from disregarding the contributions from states which are not massless within $Z^{(1)}$ in passing from Eq. (4.2) to Eq. (4.3). Our third approximation comes from disregarding contributions from the winding modes within $E_{0,1/2}$ when writing the first line of Eq. (4.5), and our fourth approximation comes from disregarding the higher $|m| > 1$ modes in passing from the last line of Eq. (4.5) to Eq. (4.6). Our fifth approximation comes from disregarding the contribution from the lower $(\tau_2 < 1)$ portion of the fundamental domain $F$ in evaluating the integral in Eq. (4.7), and our sixth approximation comes from disregarding the subleading terms which come from the integration over the upper $(\tau_2 \geq 1)$ portion of $F$.

As a question of mathematical accuracy, to each of these approximations there corresponds a subleading correction term which in principle should be included in our main result. However, not all of these correction terms are of equal interest to us. In particular, the third through sixth approximations listed above are particularly uninteresting because their contributions cannot ever be isolated from the dominant contribution we have already computed. Indeed, these approximations all fed into our evaluation of $E_0 - E_{1/2}$, and thus the corresponding corrections can never be relevant in isolation from the leading value that we already found for this quantity in Eq. (4.6). By contrast, the first two approximations are of a different nature, as there may exist string models for which the leading terms fail to appear for various reasons. In particular, both of these approximations assume that $Z^{(1)}$ gives rise to a nonzero value for $N_f - N_b$, and yet there may be models for which $N_b = N_f$ within $Z^{(1)}$. Note that this does not necessarily mean that the massless spectrum is supersymmetric, or even that all such massless states are observable; indeed our observable massless spectrum could consist of states with $N_b \neq N_f$, provided a possible hidden sector contains the remaining massless states needed to fill out the matching condition $N_b = N_f$. In such cases, the subleading corrections can potentially be of critical importance. We shall therefore consider each of these two corrections in turn.

### 1. Contributions from massive and off-shell states within $Z^{(1)}$

We begin by discussing the contributions from massive and off-shell states within $Z^{(1)}$. As we pointed out in Sec. II B, the spectrum of every nonsupersymmetric string model contains off-shell proto-graviton states whose contributions to the partition function are completely uncanceled. Indeed, there will generally be a plethora of other similar light (or even off-shell tachyonic) states in the spectra of such strings, and we have already seen in Sec. III that such states often make the largest contributions to the one-loop cosmological constant. Given these considerations, one

---

**FIG. 4** (color online). The rescaled cosmological constant $(2/a)\Lambda$ associated with the model in Eq. (3.17), plotted versus $a = \sqrt{\alpha}/R$ (solid line). We see that $(2/a)\Lambda$ indeed interpolates between $\Lambda = 0$ at $a = 0$ and $\Lambda \approx 725$ as $a \rightarrow \infty$, where $\Lambda \approx 725$ is the cosmological constant associated with the ten-dimensional $SO(16) \times SO(16)$ heterotic string. Note that the factor of $(a/2)$ is the effective (T-dual) “volume” of compactification in the $a \rightarrow \infty$ limit; dividing by this factor allows our interpolating nine-dimensional cosmological constant to asymptote to a finite ten-dimensional limit as $a \rightarrow \infty$. The dashed line shows the small-$a$ behavior indicated in Eq. (4.10).
might suspect that the approximation we made in passing from Eq. (4.2) to Eq. (4.3)—i.e., the approximation in which we focused on only the contributions from the massless states within \(Z^{(1)}\)—will lead to a particularly huge correction term.

However, this is ultimately not the case because the integral that describes the contributions to the cosmological constant from the individual states within the \(Z^{(1)}\) sector of such interpolating models is not given by Eq. (2.12), but rather by

\[
\tilde{I}^{(D)}_{m,n}(a) = \frac{4}{a} \int_\mathcal{F} \frac{d^2 \tau}{\tau^2} \frac{1}{2} \bar{q}^m q^n e^{-\tau/\tau_0}. \quad (4.11)
\]

Comparing the results for massless states and proto-graviton states, we find the results shown in Fig. 5. We see that the contributions from the massless states exceed the contributions from the proto-graviton states in the \(a \to 0\) limit, and indeed exceed these latter contributions for all \(a \lesssim 0.54\).

This demonstrates that the massless physical states indeed provide the dominant contributions as \(a \to 0\). However, in general, the largest subdominant contributions actually come from light but massive physical states within \(Z^{(1)}\)—i.e., states with \(m = n\) for small \(m\). In general, we find that

\[
\tilde{I}^{(D)}_{m,m}(a) \approx 4/\sqrt{m}a = 2^{(D-1)/2} e^{-4\sqrt{m}/a} \quad \text{as } a \to 0. \quad (4.12)
\]

correction term \(\approx 4/\sqrt{m}a = 2^{(D-1)/2} e^{-4\sqrt{m}/a} \quad \text{as } a \to 0, \quad (4.13)

where \(N_f(m) - N_k(m)\) indicates the net degeneracy of such states with \(m = n\). As an example, for the partition function in Eq. (3.17), we find that \(m = 1, \) with \(N_f(1) - N_k(1) = -4608\). Note, in particular, that the overall exponential suppression for such contributions scales as \(e^{-1/a^2}\) rather than \(e^{-1/a}\).

Although the nature of the above correction is model-dependent, there is one model-independent subleading correction of this sort which is always guaranteed to exist. This is, as discussed, the contribution from the proto-graviton states with \((m,n) = (0,-1)\). Although these contributions are smaller than those from the \((m,m)\) states discussed above, there may be situations where the latter states fail to exist for sufficiently small \(m\). Even in such cases, however, we are nevertheless certain to accrue contributions from the proto-graviton states. It turns out that as \(a \to 0\), these contributions scale approximately as

\[
\tilde{I}^{(D)}_{0,-1}(a) \approx -\frac{4\sqrt{2}}{\pi} e^{2\pi} a^2 e^{-\pi/a^2} \quad \text{as } a \to 0. \quad (4.14)
\]

Indeed, in the \(a \to 0\) limit, the result in Eq. (4.14) is independent of the spacetime dimension \(D\), and scales as \(e^{-1/a^2}\) rather than \(e^{-1/a}\). Thus, the subleading correction term to the cosmological constant from proto-graviton states scales approximately as

\[
\text{correction term} \approx \frac{4\sqrt{2}}{\pi} e^{2\pi N_{\text{proto}} a^2} e^{-\pi/a^2} + \cdots \quad \text{as } a \to 0, \quad (4.15)
\]

where \(N_{\text{proto}}\) is the number of proto-graviton states in the model. For example, for the model in Eq. (3.17), we have \(N_{\text{proto}} = 8\). In general, since proto-graviton states always emerge from a sector of the form \(\chi_1 \chi_1\) where \(\chi_1\) denotes the ground state of the left-moving sector, our proto-graviton states generally transform as a vector of the transverse Lorentz group \(SO(D-2)\). We thus expect that \(N_{\text{proto}} = D - 2\).

Of all unphysical states (i.e., states for which \(m \neq n\)), it turns out that the contributions from the proto-gravitons are the largest. In fact, the result in Eq. (4.14) is only a special case of the more general result.
Quite remarkably, this result holds for all $D$ as well as for all $(m,n)$, as long as $m \neq n$; this result is even independent of $|m-n|$. Indeed it is only in the $a \to 0$ limit that our modular integrals take such simple forms. We thus see from Eqs. (4.14) that the largest contributions from unphysical states come from those with the smallest $m+n$. These are indeed the proto-graviton states, as discussed above.

To summarize, we see that when $N_b = N_f$, the largest contributions to the cosmological constant in the $a \to 0$ limit come from the lightest physical states within $Z^{(1)}$. This contribution is given in Eq. (4.13), and scales as $e^{-1/a}$. Failing this, however, there will always be a correction from the proto-graviton states. This contribution is given in Eq. (4.15), and scales as $e^{-1/a^2}$.

### 2. Contributions from $O_{0,1/2}$ sectors

Finally, we now seek to evaluate the possible subleading contributions from the $O_0$ and $O_{1/2}$ sectors. In models with $N_b = N_f$, it is possible that these subleading contributions might surpass those described above.

Although $O_0$ and $O_{1/2}$ each vanish as $a \to 0$, they do produce nonzero contributions for any nonzero $a$. As a result, we must first evaluate these functions in the limit of small but nonzero $a$. To do this, we follow an algebraic procedure which parallels our analysis of $E_0 - E_{1/2}$ in Eq. (4.5). Indeed, the most significant change is that the $O_{0,1/2}$ functions in the $a \to 0$ limit are now related to the generalized Jacobi $\theta$-functions:

\[
O_0 = 2\sqrt{2}\tau_2 e^{-\pi\tau_1/a^2} \theta_3(\tau_1, i2\tau_2 a^2) + \cdots,
\]

\[
O_{1/2} = 2\sqrt{2}\tau_2 e^{-\pi\tau_1/a^2} \theta_2(\tau_1, i2\tau_2 a^2) + \cdots,
\]

where the generalized Jacobi $\theta_i(z, \tau)$-functions are defined in Eqs. (A3) and (A4). Using the modular transformations in Eq. (A5) and keeping only the leading terms, we then find

\[
O_{0,1/2} \approx \frac{2}{a} e^{-\pi|z|^2/2} e^{-\pi/2} a^2 e^{-\pi/2} a^2 \text{ as } a \to 0.
\]

Thus, a given state with world-sheet energies $(m,n)$ within the $O_{0,1/2}$ sectors makes a contribution to the cosmological constant given by

\[
j_{m,n}(a) = \int \frac{d^2 \tau}{2\pi} \frac{1}{e^{-2\pi \tau_2}} q^m p^n e^{-\pi|z|^2/2} e^{-\pi/2} a^2 e^{-\pi/2} a^2\]

in the $a \to 0$ limit.

Given the result in Eq. (4.19), our final task is to survey the possible states within $Z^{(3,4)}$ which might provide the dominant subleading contributions to $\Lambda$. Note that this task is independent of the survey of the states within $Z^{(1)}$, given the fact that the contribution in Eq. (4.19) differs significantly in structure from that in Eq. (4.11). We also recall that the states within $Z^{(4)}$ have world-sheet energies $(m,n)$ with $m-n \in \mathbb{Z} + 1/2$, whereas those within $Z^{(3)}$ have $m-n \in \mathbb{Z}$. We find, however, that

\[
j_{m,n}(a) \approx \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{a} e^{-2\pi (m+n)} a^2 e^{-\pi/2} a^2 \text{ as } a \to 0.
\]

Indeed, this result holds for all spacetime dimensions $D$ as well as all energy configurations $(m,n)$, regardless of whether $m = n$ or not.

This result is quite remarkable, since it exactly duplicates the result we found in Eq. (4.16) for the $E_{0,1/2}$ sectors up to an overall sign and a factor of two! Indeed, this duplication occurs even though the form of the integral in Eq. (4.11) is quite different from the form of the integral in Eq. (4.19), and even though the result in Eq. (4.16) is subject to a restriction (namely $m \neq n$) which does not apply to the result in Eq. (4.20). Clearly, the mathematical elegance of these features resides in the power of the asymptotic $a \to 0$ limit. But there are also potentially important phenomenological implications. For example, as a result of this observation, we now see that the contribution from a state in the $E_{0,1/2}$ sectors with energy configuration $(m,n)$ (with $m \neq n$) can be completely cancelled by the contribution of a state in the $O_0$ or $O_{1/2}$ sectors with a completely different energy configuration $(m',n')$, so long as $m+n = m'+n'$. Even more remarkably, focusing on the special case with $m' = n' = \frac{1}{2}(m+n)$, we see that the contribution of an unphysical state in the $E_{0,1/2}$-sectors can be cancelled by the contribution of a physical state in the $O_0$-sector! These results clearly imply a myriad of potential new ways of further suppressing the contributions to the cosmological constant.

### 3. Contributions to cosmological constant: Summary

Pulling together the different results above, we thus find that the contributions to the cosmological constant in the $a \to 0$ limit from a given state with world-sheet energies $(m,n)$ in the different $E/O$-sectors are given as

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Sector} & \text{State} & \text{Contribution to } \Lambda \\
\hline
E_0 - E_{1/2} & m = n = 0 & -[4(D/2-1)/\pi^{D/2}] a^{D-1} \\
E_0 - E_{1/2} & m = n \neq 0 & 4(2/m a)^{(D-1)/2} a^{-4a/\sqrt{a}} \\
E_0 - E_{1/2} & m \neq n & -[4\sqrt{2}/\pi] e^{2\pi (m+n)} a^2 e^{-\pi/2} a^2 \\
O_{0,1/2} & \text{any } (m,n) & \frac{2\sqrt{2}/\pi}{} e^{-2\pi (m+n)} a^2 e^{-\pi/2} a^2 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Note that in this table, $D$ represents the dimensionality of the theory in question prior to the compactification on the
twisted circle. Thus, if we expand each of the \( Z^{(i)} \) in Eq. (3.6) in the form \( Z^{(i)} = r_i^{1-D/2} \sum a_{mn}^{(i)} q^m q^n \), we see that the leading contribution takes the form

\[
\text{leading: } - \frac{4(D/2 - 1)! \alpha^{(D-1)/2}}{\pi^{D/2}} d_0^{(1)} \frac{1}{R^{D-1}},
\]

while the dominant subleading contribution takes the form

\[
\text{dominant subleading: } - 4 \sum_{m>0} a_{mn}^{(1)} (2\sqrt{ma})^{(D-1)/2} e^{-4\sqrt{ma}R/\sqrt{a}}.
\] (4.23)

Indeed, the values of \( a_{mn}^{(1)} \) for the model in Eq. (3.17) are plotted exactly in Fig. 1 (thereby allowing that figure to do double duty). We thus see that as a result of the misaligned supersymmetry inherent in the oscillations in the values of the \( a_{mn}^{(1)} \) coefficients, the magnitudes of the subleading terms in Eq. (4.23) for any small but nonzero \( a \) are significantly smaller than they otherwise would have been.

C. Interpolating models on a twisted two-torus

Finally, let us briefly comment on the leading behavior of the cosmological constant in situations in which more than a single dimension is compactified on a twisted circle. Clearly, the resulting sensitivity of \( \Lambda \) will depend on the particular compactification geometry. For example, two-dimensional compactifications could occur on twisted two-tori or on spheres. The resulting phenomenologies would then be markedly different. Despite this fact, we expect the general behavior in which the leading contributions to \( \Lambda \) are inverse to the compactification volume to remain intact.

As an example, let us consider the case of a supersymmetric theory in \( D \) dimensions compactified \( S^1 \times S^1 \), where each circle \( S^1 \) has its own radius \( R \) and is subject to its own supersymmetry-breaking \( Z_2 \) orbifold twist. The partition function of such a theory then takes the general form

\[
Z = \sum_{a,b=1}^4 Z^{(a,b)} c_a c_b,
\] (4.24)

where \( C_a = \{ \mathcal{E}_0, \mathcal{E}_{1/2}, \mathcal{O}_0, \mathcal{O}_{1/2} \} \) and where quantities with (without) the tilde refer to the first (second) circle with radius \( R_1 (R_2) \). In complete analogy with Eq. (3.6), \( \sum_{a,b=1}^2 Z^{(a,b)} \) is the partition function of our original uncompactified \( D \)-dimensional theory, while the quantities \( Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(1,2)}, Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(2,1)}, \) and \( Z^{(1,1)} \) respectively represent the traces over those string states which are invariant under the first twist, the second twist, and both twists simultaneously. In the large-\( R_1 \) and large-\( R_2 \) limits, the contributions from the \( \mathcal{E}_{0,1/2} \) sectors will dominate; consequently we can restrict our attention to these sectors, and reshuffle the \( \mathcal{E} \)-related terms within Eq. (4.24) into the form

\[
Z = \frac{1}{4} \left[ Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(1,2)} + Z^{(2,1)} + Z^{(2,2)} \right] (\mathcal{E}_0 + \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) (\mathcal{E}_0 + \mathcal{E}_{1/2})
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{4} \left[ Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(1,2)} - Z^{(2,1)} - Z^{(2,2)} \right] (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) (\mathcal{E}_0 + \mathcal{E}_{1/2})
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{4} \left[ Z^{(1,1)} - Z^{(1,2)} + Z^{(2,1)} - Z^{(2,2)} \right] (\mathcal{E}_0 + \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2})
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{4} \left[ Z^{(1,1)} - Z^{(1,2)} - Z^{(2,1)} + Z^{(2,2)} \right] (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) + \cdots
\] (4.25)

Note that the coefficient in the top line of Eq. (4.25) is nothing but the partition function of our original \( D \)-dimensional string model prior to compactification. However, this model was assumed to be supersymmetric by construction. Thus, at the level of the corresponding \( q \)-expansions, this coefficient vanishes identically and the remaining terms simplify to

\[
Z = \frac{1}{2} \left[ Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(1,2)} \right] (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) (\mathcal{E}_0 + \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) + \frac{1}{2} \left[ Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(2,1)} \right] (\mathcal{E}_0 + \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2})
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} \left[ Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(2,2)} \right] (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) (\mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2}) + \cdots
\] (4.26)

Recall that in the \( R \to \infty \) (or \( a \to 0 \)) limit, \( \mathcal{E}_0 + \mathcal{E}_{1/2} \to 2/a \) while \( \mathcal{E}_0 - \mathcal{E}_{1/2} \to (4/a) e^{-\pi/\sqrt{a}} \). Thus, \textit{a priori}, the leading terms come from the top two lines of Eq. (4.26), whereupon we have

\[
Z \sim \frac{4}{a_1 a_2} \left\{ \left[ Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(1,2)} \right] e^{-\pi/\sqrt{a_1}} + \left[ Z^{(1,1)} + Z^{(2,1)} \right] e^{-\pi/\sqrt{a_2}} \right\} + \cdots \quad \text{as } a_1, a_2 \to 0.
\] (4.27)
However, as indicated above, the coefficients of these two terms are nothing but the traces over those states which are invariant under the first and second twists, respectively. Recognizing, as before, that physical massless states will make the largest contributions to $\Lambda$, we therefore find that

$$
\Lambda \sim \frac{4(D/2 - 1)!}{\pi^{D/2}} \frac{1}{a_1 a_2} [(N_f - N_b) a_1^D + (\bar{N}_f - \bar{N}_b) a_2^D] + \cdots \quad \text{as } a_1, a_2 \rightarrow 0,
$$

(4.28)

where $N_f - N_b$ and $\bar{N}_f - \bar{N}_b$ denote the net numbers of physical massless states (fermionic minus bosonic) which are invariant under the first and second twists, respectively. Note that the leading factor $\sim 1/a_1 a_2$ is entirely expected, since this is nothing but the volume factor for our two-torus. Moreover, taking $a_1 \rightarrow 0$ or $a_2 \rightarrow 0$ in Eq. (4.28) reproduces the result in Eq. (4.9) for a single twisted circle. It is also possible to show that the subleading corrections to Eq. (4.28) are exponentially suppressed, as before.

V. CONSTRUCTING STRING MODELS WITH $N_b = N_f$: OUR “ROADMAP” AND 6D STARTING POINT

We now turn to the task of constructing phenomenologically viable models that incorporate all the features described in the previous sections. Ultimately, our goal is to find a nonsupersymmetric Standard-Model-like theory that has $N_b = N_f$ for the massless states, and hence an exponentially suppressed cosmological constant. In this context, we hasten to add that demanding $N_b = N_f$ for the massless states does not imply that we are demanding any form of supersymmetry. Indeed, it is only the counting of bosonic degrees of freedom which needs to match the counting of fermionic degrees of freedom. Moreover, it is not even required that all of these states be observable. Many string models (including the models we shall eventually construct) have not only an observable sector but also a hidden sector. An exponentially suppressed cosmological constant will be assured so long as the total numbers of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom match, even if they do not match within the observable or hidden sectors separately. Thus, there is no reason why our observed low-energy world (for which there are apparently unequal numbers of bosonic and fermionic states) could not nevertheless be among the class of string theories exhibiting $N_b = N_f$—all without any additional visible states required.

A. Roadmap: Our approach towards realizing models with $N_b = N_f$

Models with $N_b = N_f$ are not easy to construct; an even more difficult task is to ensure that they also simultaneously exhibit low-lying spectra resembling either the Standard Model or one of its numerous extensions. As a result, the construction of our models follows a rather deliberate, step-by-step approach which involves starting in six dimensions and then performing a so-called “coordinate-dependent compactification” (CDC) down to four dimensions. CDCs are generalizations of ordinary Scherk-Schwarz compactifications [37] which were introduced and developed in Refs. [27,29-31,61].

![Roadmap](image)
In Fig. 6 we illustrate the specific model-construction route we shall be taking in this paper. As discussed in Sec. III, one aspect of the class of model we ultimately seek to construct is that it should have one or more adjustable radii $R_i$; moreover, we require the $R_i \to \infty$ limits to be supersymmetric, with vanishing cosmological constant. To accomplish this, we therefore start with a supersymmetric semirealistic model in higher dimensions, and then compactify on some sort of twisted manifold. This procedure thereby introduces the needed radii and ensures that the corresponding cosmological constant vanishes as they are taken to infinity.

For technical reasons it actually proves advantageous to begin in six dimensions rather than five. We therefore begin our discussion by presenting a six-dimensional string model with $\mathcal{N} = 1$ supersymmetry. This model serves as the starting point for our analysis, and is ultimately derived by lifting into six dimensions several semirealistic four-dimensional $\mathcal{N} = 1$ string models [72–78] which are already on the market. This six-dimensional model therefore already inherits many of the desirable phenomenological features of its four-dimensional parents, and will be discussed in Sec. V B.

Once we have this model, our next step is to compactify back down to four dimensions. This will be discussed in Sec. VI. For pedagogical purposes, it will prove useful to begin in six dimensions rather than five. We therefore begin our discussion by presenting a six-dimensional string model with $\mathcal{N} = 1$ supersymmetry. This model serves as the starting point for our analysis, and is ultimately derived by lifting into six dimensions several semirealistic four-dimensional $\mathcal{N} = 1$ string models [72–78] which are already on the market. This six-dimensional model therefore already inherits many of the desirable phenomenological features of its four-dimensional parents, and will be discussed in Sec. V B.

Our final step is to take the $\mathcal{N} = 0$ model produced in Sec. VI and introduce modifications which render $N_b$ and $N_f$ equal, thereby assuring an exponentially suppressed cosmological constant. This will be discussed in Sec. VII. As we demonstrate, there are several different ways in which this can be done. One way is to alter the final CDC twist but retain the prior GSO symmetry breaking: as we shall see, this produces an SM-like model with $N_b = N_f$. By contrast, altering the final CDC twist and also removing prior GSO projections can lead to a variety of additional models: a Pati-Salam-like model, a flipped-$SU(5)$ “unified” model, and an $SO(10)$ “unified” model, each also with $N_b = N_f$. Undoubtedly these models are only several within an entire new terrain which deserves exploration.

Throughout this paper we shall work in the so-called free-fermionic formalism of Refs. [79–81]. Within this formalism, the cancellation of the conformal anomaly is achieved through the introduction of world-sheet fermions. The notation we use is that of Ref. [81], which is summarized in Appendix B. Moreover, the orbifold compactification from six to four dimensions can be treated using the “unified” formalism of Ref. [82], which is a straightforward generalization. In particular, since only the untwisted sectors feel the CDC, the presence of the orbifold does not change the physics of supersymmetry breaking.

### B. Our starting point: An $\mathcal{N} = 1$, 6D model

We begin by presenting our six-dimensional theory. Following Appendix B, we assign a set of boundary conditions to the two-dimensional world-sheet fermions so as to preserve modular invariance and space-time supersymmetry. The spin structure of the model is summarized by the set of basis vectors in Table I. Along with these vectors is a matrix $k_{ij}$ which specifies the phases involved in the corresponding GSO projections:

$$k_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/2 & 1/4 \\ 0 & 0 & 1/2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/2 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/4 \\ 1/2 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 3/4 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1/4 \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hfill (5.1)

Note that different choices of $k_{ij}$ may break supersymmetry by discrete torsion. This will be discussed further in Appendix C.
The vectors \( \{V_0, V_1, V_2 \} \) correspond to the so-called NAHE [72] vectors \( \{1, S, b_1\} \), lifted to six dimensions. By contrast, the additional vectors \( V_5, V_6, \) and \( V_7 \) are inspired by the 4D MSSM-like models listed in the appendix of Ref. [78], which in turn are based on the earlier models of Refs. [73–77]. The vector \( V_4 \) is the supersymmetry generator of the model (with the superpartners of states in sector \( a\bar{\nu} \) residing in \( V_1 + a\bar{\nu} \)). The internal right-moving \( \chi^+, \chi^- \) fields carry the supersymmetric charges. Of course \( V_4 \) also projects out the tachyonic states from the spectrum thanks to the generalization GSO projections in Appendix B. By themselves, the vectors \( V_0, V_1 \) generate an \( \mathcal{N} = 4 \) theory which is broken to \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) by \( V_2 \). The Neveu-Schwarz sector of the theory (\( a\bar{\nu} = 0 \)) gives rise to not only the gravity multiplet but also the massless scalar states required to build \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) gauge multiplets, as well as hypermultiplets, while the sector \( V_2 \) produces the sets of fermions in the spinorial of the parent \( SO(16) \supset SO(10) \) “visible sector” gauge group defined by the internal left-moving complex fermions \( \tilde{\psi}^1 \ldots \tilde{\psi}^5 \). (Superpartners arise in \( V_1 \) and \( V_1 + V_2 \) accordingly.) Introducing \( V_{5,6,7} \) breaks the gauge group to \( [SU(3)]^2 \otimes [SU(2)]^2 \otimes [SO(4)] \otimes [U(1)]^S \). The additional vectors do not overlap with \( V_1 \), and therefore space-time supersymmetry is not broken further at this stage. However, these vectors are needed to break the horizontal symmetries embedded in the gauge group. As we shall see later, these horizontal symmetries arise from the fermions that are not complexified with a phase of \( \frac{1}{2} \) in the \( V_7 \) sector. Since the horizontal symmetries are generation-dependent, their breaking reduces the number of generations of matter fields obtained from the \( V_2 \) sector.

VI. TWO DIFFERENT WAYS OF COMPACTIFYING TO 4D

We now take the next step in our model-construction procedure, namely the compactification of the model in Sec. VB to four dimensions. There are two different methods that we shall consider. The first is to compactify on an ordinary \( Z_2 \) orbifold. As we shall discuss in Sec. VI A, under certain choices for GSO projections this can produce an MSSM-like model with \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) SUSY. The second method, by contrast, is to spontaneously break supersymmetry, by performing a so-called “coordinate-dependent compactification” (CDC). This can be considered as a generalization of Scherk-Schwarz SUSY breaking. We shall review this method in Sec. VI B; as we shall see, in practice this corresponds to compactifying on the same \( Z_2 \) orbifold as before, but with an additional CDC-induced shift in the masses that breaks supersymmetry. Indeed, we shall find that with certain choices it can lead to a nonsupersymmetric model whose particle content resembles that of the Standard Model (SM). In Secs. VIC and VID we will respectively examine the partition functions and cosmological constants associated with these models.

A. Compactifying on a \( Z_2 \) orbifold: An \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \), 4D MSSM-like model

First, we perform a normal compactification of the theory on a \( Z_2 \) orbifold (without CDC) to arrive at an unbroken \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) 4D model. Note that in this process we must introduce at least a single twist in order to obtain \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) SUSY (rather than \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) SUSY) in four dimensions. In the present case, we actually introduce two twists, corresponding to the vectors \( b_3 \) and \( b_4 \), describing the possible actions of the orbifold on the world-sheet degrees of freedom. The resulting model then has the spin structure as summarized in Table II.

In the remainder of our discussion of this model, the terms “twisted” and “untwisted” will be used to refer to the two dimensions we compactify to get from six to four dimensions. The \( Z_2 \) projection is

\[
\hat{g}\phi = \begin{cases} 
\phi \hat{g} & \text{for } \phi \notin b_3 \text{ or } b_4 \\
-\phi \hat{g} & \text{for } \phi \in b_3 \text{ or } b_4
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \hat{g} \) is a generator of the \( Z_2 \) orbifold. Furthermore, this particular choice of \( b_3 \) and \( b_4 \) is consistent with global invariance of the world-sheet supercurrent as defined in Eq. (B8):

\[
\hat{g}T_F(z) = -T_F(z)\hat{g}.
\]
TABLE II. Spin structure of the world-sheet fermions of the $\mathcal{N} = 1$, $D = 4$ model before applying the CDC. This spin structure is accompanied by two bosonic degrees of freedom compactified on a $\mathbb{Z}_2$ orbifold with twist action corresponding to the vectors $b_{3,4}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>$\psi^{34}$</th>
<th>$\psi^{56}$</th>
<th>$\chi^{34}$</th>
<th>$\chi^{56}$</th>
<th>$\omega^{34}$</th>
<th>$\omega^{56}$</th>
<th>$\bar{\psi}^{1}$</th>
<th>$\bar{\psi}^{2}$</th>
<th>$\bar{\psi}^{3}$</th>
<th>$\bar{\psi}^{4}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\eta}^{1}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\eta}^{2}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\eta}^{3}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\eta}^{4}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{1}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{2}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{3}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{4}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{5}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{6}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{7}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{\phi}^{8}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_3$</td>
<td>1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_4$</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_5$</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_6$</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_7$</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considerable care has to be taken assigning these constants. As we shall see later and in Appendix C,

$$\frac{1}{2} U(1)_Y \equiv \frac{1}{3} [U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^1} + U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^2} + U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^3} + U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^4}] + \frac{1}{2} [U(1)_{\tilde{\phi}^4} + U(1)_{\tilde{\phi}^5}]$$

an incorrect choice can break supersymmetry explicitly or, conversely, disallow spontaneous supersymmetry breaking in our discussion of coordinate-dependent compactification.

The left-moving entries are assigned so as to initially break the $SO(16)$ gauge group to $SO(10) \otimes SO(6)$, ensuring that the matter fields carry the correct Standard-Model charges once $V_5$, $V_6$, and $V_7$ are added. The final gauge group of the theory is then found to be

$$SU(3) \otimes SU(2) \otimes U(1)_Y \otimes G'_{\text{hidden}}$$

where

$$-\frac{1}{2} U(1)_Y = \frac{1}{3} \left[ U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^1} + U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^2} + U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^3} + U(1)_{\bar{\psi}^4} \right] + \frac{1}{2} \left[ U(1)_{\tilde{\phi}^4} + U(1)_{\tilde{\phi}^5} \right]$$

the overall phase $A$ is calculated by introducing an overall minus sign for each excitation in the $X_5$ or $X_6$ direction and then maintaining the other GSO phases exactly as they were. For the untwisted states, invariance under the orbifold action is then simply equivalent to shifting the GSO projections of $b_3$, $b_4$ in Appendix B by the additional phase coming from the compact bosons, $\frac{1}{2} \sum_{a_j, a_j \neq 5, 6} (\text{since } \frac{1}{2} \sum_{b_3, b_4} \tilde{a}_j \text{ is already included})$. For states with nonzero $n$ or $m$ one then has opposite projections for the even/odd wave functions, so the remaining invariant combination is $\frac{1}{2} \langle n, m \rangle + (-1)^{n_1} \langle -n, -m \rangle$, while any zero modes that are odd under the orbifolding are projected out in the usual way.

The resulting observable sector content is summarized in Tables III–VI. We shall now discuss the contributions from the untwisted and the $b_3$ and $b_4$ twisted sectors in turn.

- Untwisted sectors not involving $V_4 = b_3 + b_4$.—Here none of the projections are altered by the orbifold action on the bosonic oscillators except for that of the radion, and the vacuum energies obey

\[ \sum_{n=1}^{d} x^n_{a_j} \sum_{k=1}^{d} \psi_{b_j}^{(a_j)} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \check{X}_{(a_j)}^{(b_j)} \sum_{j=1}^{d} \check{Y}_{(b_j)}^{(a_j)} - m, -n \]
TABLE III. The \((\mathbb{Z}_2\text{-untwisted})\) visible-sector states of the \(\mathcal{N} = 1, D = 4\) model. As we shall see in Sec. VI B, all of these states will remain massless after the CDC is imposed. The \(\Psi_i\) refer to generic left-moving degrees of freedom, with indices \(i, j = 1 \ldots 20\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>States remaining after CDC</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>Particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(\psi_{-2}^{34}(0)<em>R \otimes X</em>{-1}^{14}(0)_L)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Graviton (g_{\mu\nu}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\psi_{-2}^{56}(0)<em>R \otimes X</em>{-1}^{56}(0)_L)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Antisymmetric tensor (B_{\mu\nu}).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\psi_{-2}^{34}(0)_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dilaton (\phi).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\psi_{-2}^{56}(0)_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Complex radion (\Phi).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_1)</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L)</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
E_{L,R} = \frac{1}{2} \sum \left[ (\alpha V)^2 - \frac{1}{12} \left( 1 - \frac{D - 2}{24} \right) - \frac{1}{12} \right] \quad (6.7)
\]

Here \(D = 4\), the sum is over complex fermions, and the factor of \(-1/12\) accounts for the two real compactified bosons. The Neveu-Schwarz sector, \(\alpha V = 0\), yields the massless bosons for the gauge and gravity sector [including the complex radion for dimensions \((5,6)]\), as well as three pairs of complex Higgs scalars and three pairs of singlet scalar states. The \(V_1\) sector generates their superpartners.

An attractive feature of this model is that there are no massless Higgs triplets, and the only massless visible sector scalars transform in the \((2, \pm \frac{1}{2})\) representation of \(SU(2) \otimes U(1)_Y\). Specifically the three pairs of Higgs doublets \(\tilde{H}_{U_i}\) and \(\tilde{H}_{D_i}\) that survive the GSO and orbifold projection are

\[
[H_{U_i}]_{1,0,0,0,0,0,0} = \psi_{-2}^{34}(0)_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L, \\
[H_{D_i}]_{1,0,0,0,0,0,0} = \psi_{-2}^{56}(0)_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L, \\
[H_{U_i}]_{0,1,0,0,0,0,0} = \chi_{-2}^{34}(0)_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L, \\
[H_{D_i}]_{0,1,0,0,0,0,0} = \chi_{-2}^{56}(0)_R \otimes \Psi_i^{+}(0)_L. \quad (6.8)
\]

In addition to these, the three pairs of singlet scalar states \(\Xi_i\) and \(\Xi^\dagger_i\) that survive the GSO and orbifold projection are given by

\[
[\Xi_i]_{1,0,1,0,0,0,0} = \psi_{-2}^{34}(0)_R \otimes \bar{\eta}_{\frac{1}{2}}^{2}(0)_L, \\
[\Xi^\dagger_i]_{0,1,1,0,0,0,0} = \psi_{-2}^{56}(0)_R \otimes \bar{\eta}_{\frac{1}{2}}^{3}(0)_L, \\
[\Xi^\dagger_i]_{0,1,1,0,0,0,0} = \chi_{-2}^{34}(0)_R \otimes \bar{\eta}_{\frac{1}{2}}^{2}(0)_L, \\
[\Xi^\dagger_i]_{0,1,1,0,0,0,0} = \chi_{-2}^{56}(0)_R \otimes \bar{\eta}_{\frac{1}{2}}^{3}(0)_L. \quad (6.9)
\]

The generalized GSO projections pick out the relevant components (i.e., \(b_{-1/2}^{3,5}\) or \(d_{-1/2}^{a,3}\)) in the notation of Ref. [81] of the \(\psi_{-1/2}^{a,5}\) operators, for the electroweak doublets, and of the \(\bar{\eta}_{\frac{1}{2}}^{1,2,3}\) for the singlet states. The presence of these scalar doublets (and their superpartners) in the massless spectrum is correlated with the existence of \(U(1)_H\) horizontal symmetries embedded in the larger broken gauge group. The subscripts on the states above are the charges under the horizontal \(U(1)_H\) symmetries embedded in the larger gauge group; more details on these will be given in the upcoming sections.

At the level of four-dimensional theories, the \(V_2\) sector gives rise to 16 generations of massless fermionic states which transform in the 16 of the \(SO(10)\) with scalar superpartners in the \(V_2 + V_4\) sector. However, half of the generations are projected out by the \(\mathbb{Z}_2\) twists, while \(V_5, V_6,\) and \(V_7\) overlap nontrivially with \(V_2, b_3,\) and \(b_4,\) constraining the total number of generations to two from the \(V_2\) sector and just one from each of the \(b_3\) and \(b_4\) sectors. The states are listed in the Table V and their superpartners in Table VI—they are the usual decomposition of a 16 representation of \(SO(10)\) under \(SU(3) \times SU(2) \times U(1)_Y\). At this point it should be noted that it is possible to use another choice of \(V_5, V_6,\) and \(V_7\) vectors, along with real fermions instead of complexified ones, in order to break further the horizontal
TABLE IV. Additional \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \)-untwisted visible-sector states of the \( \mathcal{N} = 1, D = 4 \) model. As we shall see in Sec. VI B, these states will no longer remain in the massless spectrum after the CDC is imposed, and will instead accrue masses \( \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{R_1^2 + R_2^2} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>States removed by CDC</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>Particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes X_{\alpha i}^{\perp}</td>
<td>0\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes X_{\alpha i}^{\perp}</td>
<td>0\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}^{i}_{\dot{\alpha}}</td>
<td>0\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{\dot{\alpha} i}</td>
<td>0\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}^{i}_{\dot{\alpha}}</td>
<td>0\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{\dot{\alpha} i}</td>
<td>0\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ E_{L,R} = \frac{1}{2} \sum |(\alpha V^T)|^2 - \frac{1}{12} - \frac{(D - 2)}{24} + \frac{1}{24} \quad (6.10) \]

where now 1/24 accounts for the twisted complex boson. Similar to the untwisted \( V_2 \) sector, the twisted \( b_3 \) and \( b_4 \) sectors each give rise to another set of 16 generations of massless chiral massless fields, each of which are projected down to a single generation. In total, then, 48 generations (including those from \( V_2 \)) are projected down to four. Of course, there are many other linear combinations of twisted sectors \( b_3 + aV \) and \( b_4 + aV \) that contribute extra hidden states and singlets to the massless spectrum of the theory. However, these twisted sectors states are ultimately of minor phenomenological importance. The other phenomenological properties such as Yukawa couplings will be discussed later.

**B. Coordinate-dependent compactification:**

An \( \mathcal{N} = 0, 4D \) SM-like model

We shall now consider the effects that arise when this model is compactified with a CDC. It turns out that the

TABLE V. \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \)-untwisted) chiral multiplets of the \( \mathcal{N} = 1, D = 4 \) model, where \( i, j \in SU(3) \) and \( \alpha \in SU(2) \). Just as with the states in Table III, we shall see in Sec. VI B that all of these states will remain massless after the CDC is imposed. The \( |\alpha\rangle_R \) represent right-moving Ramond ground states (i.e., space-time spinors), while \( |\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L \) represents the left-moving Ramond excitations that do not overlap with the SM gauge group. The multiplets are essentially the decomposition of the 16 of \( SO(10) \). The same decomposition applies for the two generations of \( b_3 \) and \( b_4 \) twisted-sector matter fields, but we shall find that those states are unaffected by the CDC and therefore will remain (globally) supersymmetric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>States remaining after CDC</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>Particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}^{i}_{\dot{\alpha}}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{\dot{\alpha} i}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{\dot{\alpha} i}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}^{i}_{\dot{\alpha}}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \)-untwisted) chiral multiplets of the \( \mathcal{N} = 1, D = 4 \) model where \( i, j \in SU(3) \) and \( \alpha \in SU(2) \). Just as with the states in Table IV, we shall see in Sec. VI B that these states will accrue masses \( \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{R_1^2 + R_2^2} \) by the CDC. The \( |\alpha\rangle_R \) represent right-moving Ramond ground states that are not space-time spinors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>States removed by CDC</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>Particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}^{i}_{\dot{\alpha}}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{\dot{\alpha} i}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{\dot{\alpha} i}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}^{i}_{\dot{\alpha}}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{\dot{\alpha} i}</td>
<td>\bar{\alpha}\rangle_L )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CDC does not change the spectrum of the twisted sectors, which remain (globally) supersymmetric. Therefore our focus will be on what happens to the spectrum of the untwisted sectors. Relative to the regular compactification of Sec. VI A, compactification with a CDC can in some sense be viewed as following a similar path but with an alternative final step. Indeed, the CDC model we shall consider will be based on the \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \), 4D model we have just constructed, supplemented with a final CDC-induced set of projections.

In order to develop a general approach, we shall find it convenient to begin with a toroidally compactified \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) model consisting of only the untwisted vectors \( V_{0,1,2,4,5,6,7} \). This model, which serves only as a stepping stone towards our final result, will be discussed in Sec. VI B 1. The final stage of achieving chirality, i.e., the orbifolding with action \( b_3 \) and \( b_4 \), will then require a slight adjustment to \( V_{5,7} \). This will be treated in Sec. VI B 2. The end result will then be a chiral, nonsupersymmetric, SM-like model in four dimensions.

1. Nonchiral \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \to \mathcal{N} = 0 \) model

As already mentioned, we may view the CDC as a generalized Scherk-Schwarz SUSY-breaking mechanism. In particular, the CDC will lift the mass of some of the states (including the gravitino) and split the spectrum at a scale \( \sim 1/R \) where \( R \) is a generic radius of the compact (5,6) dimensions.

The resulting SUSY breaking occurs in an interesting way. Without the CDC the theory is of course \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) supersymmetric. With the CDC, by contrast, the theory is nonsupersymmetric. However we will see that the theory with the CDC but without \( V_4 \) is also \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) supersymmetric—but in this case it is a different supersymmetry which is preserved. The conflict between these two supersymmetries is ultimately a matter of the choice of structure constant \( k_{ij} \), and thus an alternative choice would also leave the theory supersymmetric.

This breaking of supersymmetry by choice of structure constant is equivalent to “discrete torsion,” and it is interesting to conjecture that the interpolation to \( R \sim 1 \) of such CDC theories, like the one we are about to present, yields a 4D model with supersymmetry broken by discrete torsion. (As indicated in the footnote in the previous subsection, this is certainly true for the theory prior to the CDC.) In Appendix C we briefly demonstrate one aspect of SUSY breaking by discrete torsion that is particularly suggestive, namely that it admits a large class of nonsupersymmetric string theories that are tachyon-free.

In general, the CDC is a deformation that is able to incorporate the super-Higgs phenomena of the Scherk-Schwarz procedure but in more general string configurations [27]. From the space-time perspective, the super-Higgs mechanism involves the auxiliary field of some supermultiplet acquiring a nonvanishing VEV and the gravitino becoming massive by absorbing a goldstino. From the world-sheet perspective, however, the occurrence of a super-Higgs phenomenon implies that the world-sheet Lagrangian \( \mathcal{Q}_w \) is deformed by a non-BRST invariant operator that must preserve only a discrete subgroup of a \( U(1) \) symmetry [27]. The super-Higgs effect manifests itself when this discrete symmetry is spontaneously broken and auxiliary fields on the world-sheet develop a VEV.

In practice this means deforming an already existing model through the addition of a local generator \( Q \) of the parent \( U(1) \) world-sheet symmetry which at least partly involves the \( R \)-symmetry (in order that gravitini and gravitons have different charges). For the breaking to be spontaneous, the world-sheet supercurrent defined in Eq. (B8) has to be invariant under the discrete symmetry, but it does not commute with the local generator \( Q \):

\[
[T_F(z), Q(z)] \neq 0. \tag{6.11}
\]

In order to apply a CDC to our case, we begin with the \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) theory with the complexification of the internal right-moving fermions given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\chi^{(1)}_c & \equiv \chi_{34} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(\chi^3 + i\chi^4), \\
\omega^{(1)}_c & \equiv \omega_{34} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(\omega^3 + i\omega^4),
\end{align*}
\]

(The \( \gamma \) fields will be largely irrelevant for this discussion.) This complexification admits two discrete world-sheet symmetries, \( \mathfrak{S}_1 \) and \( \mathfrak{S}_2 \), which are subgroups of the internal SO(4) group of the compactification from ten to six dimensions. Each of these symmetries is defined by the eight transformations

\[
\begin{align*}
\chi^3 & \rightarrow -\chi^3, \quad \omega^3 \rightarrow -\omega^3, \\
\chi^4 & \rightarrow -\chi^4, \quad \omega^4 \rightarrow -\omega^4, \\
\chi^5 & \rightarrow -c\chi^5, \quad \omega^5 \rightarrow -c\omega^5, \\
\chi^6 & \rightarrow -c\chi^6, \quad \omega^6 \rightarrow -c\omega^6. \tag{6.13}
\end{align*}
\]
where the \( y \) fields remain invariant under each symmetry and where \( \epsilon = +1 \) for \( \mathfrak{F}_1 \) and \( \epsilon = -1 \) for \( \mathfrak{F}_2 \). Since the \( y \) fields do not acquire a phase, the CDC can be expressed in terms of the \( U(1) \) charges of the complex states \( f_c \equiv \{ \chi^{(i)}_c, \omega^{(i)}_c \} \):

\[
\mathfrak{F}_{1,2}: f_c \rightarrow e^{2\pi i\epsilon^{(i)}_c} f_c
\]  

(6.14)

where \( \epsilon^{(1)}_c \) and \( \epsilon^{(2)}_c \) take the values

\[
\epsilon^{(1)}_c, \epsilon^{(2)}_c = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{2} & \text{for } \chi^{(1)}_c, \omega^{(1)}_c \\
\frac{1}{2}\epsilon & \text{for } \chi^{(2)}_c, \omega^{(2)}_c \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]  

(6.15)

We shall henceforth make the choice \( \epsilon = +1 \). The advantage of this complexification is of course that the operator associated with the \( \mathfrak{F}_1 \) symmetry can easily be written in the basis of the original \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) model of Table II:

\[
\hat{J}_1 = e^{2\pi i\epsilon Q},
\]  

(6.16)

where

\[
e \cdot Q = \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2\pi i} \int dz (\chi^{(i)}_c(z) \chi^{(i)}_c(z) + \omega^{(i)}_c(z) \omega^{(i)}_c(z))
\]  

\[
= \frac{1}{2} (Q_{\chi^a} + Q_{\omega^a} + Q_{\omega^a} + Q_{\omega^a}).
\]  

(6.17)

It is then convenient to work with the \( e \) charges defined in this basis:

\[
L_0 = \frac{1}{2} |Q_L - e_L(n_1 + n_2)|^2 + \frac{1}{4} \left[ m_1 + e \cdot Q - \frac{n_1 + n_2}{r_1} \right]^2 + 1 + \text{other oscillator contributions},
\]  

(6.21)

where \( L_0 \) and \( L_0' \) are the Virasoro operators of the original supersymmetric model in four dimensions (i.e., the Virasoro operators with \( e = 0 \)). It follows that

\[
L_0 + L_0' = L_0 + L_0 + \frac{1}{2} \left[ e \cdot Q - \frac{(n_1 + n_2)}{2} e^2 \right]^2 \left( \frac{1}{r_1} + \frac{1}{r_2} \right) - (n_1 + n_2)(e_L \cdot Q_L + e_R \cdot Q_R)
\]  

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} (n_1 + n_2)^2 (e_L^2 + e_R^2) + \left( \frac{m_1}{r_1^2} + \frac{m_2}{r_2^2} \right) \left[ e \cdot Q - \frac{(n_1 + n_2)}{2} e^2 \right],
\]  

(6.22)

For later reference we note that \( |e^2| = 1 \).

In order to understand the effects of the CDC on the resulting spectrum, it is convenient to study the CDC-deformed one-loop partition function in the “charge-lattice” formalism. This is given by

\[
Z(r) = \text{Tr} \sum_{m_{ij}, n_{ij}} g q^{L_0} q^{\bar{L}_0}
\]  

(6.19)

where the primes indicate that these expressions are CDC deformations of the traditional supersymmetric expressions and where \( g \) is the generalized GSO fermion-number projection operator. The latter are independent of the values of the charges \( e \). Following the conventions of Eq. (3.2), we can write the Virasoro operators for the left- and right-moving sectors of the tachyon-free, nonsupersymmetric model as

\[
|L_0| = \alpha' p_L^2 / 2 + \text{osc}, \quad |\bar{L}_0| = \alpha' p_R^2 / 2 + \text{osc}.
\]  

(6.20)

We can then follow the procedure in Refs. [29–31], but with two additional bosonic coordinates \( (X^3, X^9) \) compactified with radii \( R_1 = r_1 / \sqrt{\alpha'} \) and \( R_2 = r_2 / \sqrt{\alpha'} \). (Thus the dimensionless inverse radii \( a_i \) of Secs. III and IV are given by \( a_i = r_i^{-1} \)). Defining the respective winding and Kaluza-Klein numbers to be \( n_{1,2} \) and \( m_{1,2} \), we then find that the general forms of the Virasoro operators are given by

\[
L_0 = \frac{1}{2} (Q_L - e_L(n_1 + n_2))^2 + \frac{1}{4} \left[ m_1 + e \cdot Q - \frac{n_1 + n_2}{r_1} + n_1 r_1 \right]^2 + 1 + \text{other oscillator contributions},
\]  

(6.21)

where \( L_0 \) and \( L_0' \) are the Virasoro operators of the original supersymmetric model in four dimensions (i.e., the Virasoro operators with \( e = 0 \)). It follows that

\[
L_0 + L_0' = L_0 + L_0 + \frac{1}{2} \left[ e \cdot Q - \frac{(n_1 + n_2)}{2} e^2 \right]^2 \left( \frac{1}{r_1} + \frac{1}{r_2} \right) - (n_1 + n_2)(e_L \cdot Q_L + e_R \cdot Q_R)
\]  

\[
+ \frac{1}{2} (n_1 + n_2)^2 (e_L^2 + e_R^2) + \left( \frac{m_1}{r_1^2} + \frac{m_2}{r_2^2} \right) \left[ e \cdot Q - \frac{(n_1 + n_2)}{2} e^2 \right],
\]  

(6.22)
where \( e_{R,L} \) and \( Q_{R,L} \) refer to just the right- or left-moving elements of these vectors and where \( e \cdot Q \) denotes a Lorentzian dot product.

From these expressions we may easily read off the effect of the CDC on the particle spectrum shown in Tables III through VI. The end result is that the states in Tables III and V remain in the massless spectrum, while the states in Tables IV and VI gain masses and are eliminated. (Of course we emphasize that this is merely a subset of the spectrum at this point, since the toroidally compactified theory before CDC has \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) supersymmetry.)

It is straightforward to understand this result. First, in the NS-NS sector, it is clear that no massless states receive masses since all the charges overlapping \( e \) are zero. Likewise, all winding and KK masses are also unshifted. However, in the \( V_1 \) sector, there are charges overlapping \( e \), and these can be \( \pm \frac{1}{2} \) depending on the chirality. In order to see which states remain massless, let us consider the generalized GSO projections on the gravitinos. These projections include

\[
V_0 \cdot N + \frac{1}{4} (1 - \gamma_{\psi_{14} \gamma_{\psi_{25}} \gamma_{\chi_{34} \gamma_{\chi_{56}}} = k_{01} + \frac{1}{2} - V_0 \cdot V_1 \mod (1),
\]

\[
\frac{1}{4} (1 - \gamma_{\psi_{14} \gamma_{\psi_{25}} \gamma_{\chi_{34} \gamma_{\chi_{56}}} = k_{11} + \frac{1}{2} - V_1 \cdot V_1 \mod (1),
\]

\[
V_4 \cdot N + \frac{1}{4} (1 - \gamma_{\chi_{34} \gamma_{\chi_{56}}} = k_{41} - V_4 \cdot V_1 \mod (1),
\]

which \( N \) corresponds to the number operator associated with the non-Ramond degrees of freedom. We also have the general constraints

\[
V_4 \cdot V_1 = k_{14} + k_{41} = \frac{1}{2},
\]

\[
V_0 \cdot V_1 = k_{01} + k_{10} = 0 \mod (1).
\]

We thus see that the \( V_4 \) projection removes those gravitinos of the \( \mathcal{N} = 4 \) theory for which

\[
\frac{1}{4} (1 - \gamma_{\chi_{34} \gamma_{\chi_{56}}} = k_{14} \mod (1),
\]

leaving behind an \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) theory. At the same time, given the form of the Virasoro operators in Eq. (6.21), we see that the CDC shifts the masses of those states with nonzero charges overlapping \( e \):

\[
\alpha^2 m^2 = |e \cdot Q|^2 \left( \frac{1}{Q_1^2} + \frac{1}{Q_2^2} \right).
\]

We thus find that states with chiralities such that \( e \cdot Q = \pm 1/2 \) acquire masses of \( \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{Q_1^2 + Q_2^2} \), while states with \( e \cdot Q = 0 \mod (1) \) remain massless. This clearly breaks the degenerate multiplet structure.

Thus, we see that the \( \gamma_{\chi_{34} \gamma_{\chi_{56}}} = 1 \) states are made heavy by the CDC while the \( \gamma_{\chi_{34} \gamma_{\chi_{56}}} = -1 \) states are unaffected. Comparison with Eq. (6.25) shows that if \( k_{14} = 0 \), there are no massless gravitinos remaining in the spectrum, whereas upon the theory is nonsupersymmetric. Conversely, the choice \( k_{14} = 1/2 \) leaves the \( \mathcal{N} = 2 \) symmetry of the original theory intact. (Indeed, this discussion is similar to that in Appendix C concerning SUSY breaking by discrete torsion.) Clearly the same splitting applies to all fermions in the \( V_1 \) sector, as per Table IV. The mechanism whereby fermions gain masses while scalars (a.k.a. Higgses) remain massless is essentially the same as the one described in Ref. [61] for the Higgs/Higgsino, namely that the fermion masses are supersymmetric “\( \mu \)-terms” while the scalars have soft terms that precisely cancel this contribution to their squared masses.

2. The chiral \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \to \mathcal{N} = 0 \) model

Given the previous model, we now reintroduce the orbifolding required in order to produce a chiral theory. As noted in Ref. [29], an orbifold in the \( X_{46} \) dimensions reverses the sign of the KK and winding modes. As a result, we see from the discussion surrounding Eq. (6.6) as well as from additional terms in the exponents of Eq. (6.22) that the orbifolding does not form a sensible projection on states with degenerate masses unless an odd element of the orbifolding acts on the charges as \( e \cdot Q \to -e \cdot Q \). More succinctly, a sufficient condition that the theory corresponds to a four-dimensional \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) theory with all symmetries spontaneously broken by \( e \) is that our operator \( \tilde{J}_1 \) obey the condition [29]

\[
\{ Q, \tilde{g} \} = 0,
\]

where \( Q = e \cdot Q \) and where \( \tilde{g} \) corresponds to the possible odd actions \( b_{3,4} \) under the \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \) orbifold in Eq. (6.1).

Orbifold actions that obey Eq. (6.27) then act on the fields appearing in \( e \) as a generalized conjugation, \( \tilde{g} \tilde{X}^{(i)} = \pm \tilde{X}^{(i)} \gamma_{c} \) and \( \tilde{g} \omega_c^{(i)} = \pm \omega_c^{(i)} \). This can be achieved by taking the original \( b_3 \) and \( b_4 \) but applying them in a rotated complexification where they overlap with the CDC vector \( e \), with

\[
b_3: (\chi_{35}, \omega_{46}) \to (-\chi_{35}, -\omega_{46}),
\]

\[
b_4: (\chi_{46}, \omega_{35}) \to (-\chi_{46}, -\omega_{35}).
\]

so that for example \( b_3 \): \( \chi_{34} \to -\tilde{\chi}_{34} \). This may of course be written using real-fermion boundary conditions (about which much more later) but in order to clarify the connection with the original \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) model it is convenient to use the complex basis in which the \( e \) vectors are diagonal and introduce the notation that a boundary condition \( \chi \to \tilde{\chi} \) is represented with “\( 0 \)” while \( \chi \to -\tilde{\chi} \) is represented with
“I”. Thus, we have $0 \equiv (00)_f$ and $1 \equiv (11)_r$, as before, while $\bar{0} \equiv (01)_f$ and $\bar{\bar{1}} \equiv (10)_r$.

The CDC'd model is then given by the boundary conditions in Table VII with the same set of structure constants. There are a number of additional adjustments that have been made which immediately follow from the rotation of the orbifold basis, namely that certain entries within the vectors $V_{5,7}$ have also acquired bars in order to keep them aligned with the orbifold actions. We shall discuss these and other aspects of handling models with real fermions in more detail below. This distinction is irrelevant for the other vectors because it is explicit that the barred and unbarred vectors are the same. Moreover, $V_4 = \bar{b}_3 + \bar{b}_4$ is also unchanged (since the bars cancel), and therefore the action of the $e$ shift on the untwisted massless spectrum is precisely as described in the $\mathcal{N} = 2$ theory with the appropriate change of basis.

Since the orbifolding and the CDC are effectively operating in different complexifications, it is worth elucidating how this works for a particular state. The theory neglecting the CDC is clearly identical to the original theory, but with a different complexification, e.g., $\chi^{36} = \chi^3 + i\chi^5$ and $\chi^{45} = \chi^4 + i\chi^6$. Following the notation of Ref. [81], we shall let $b_3$ and $d_3$ denote the positive and negative coefficients in a normal-mode expansion of these fields; with boundary condition $\nu$ we see that the $b_3$ projection then generally takes the form

$$ b_3 \cdot \mathbf{Q} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_n (b_{n+r\bar{1}}^+, b_{n+r\bar{1}} - d_{n+r\bar{1}}^+, b_{n+r\bar{1}}^+, d_{n+r\bar{1}} + \cdots \mod (1) \quad \text{(6.29)} $$

Suppose there is a massless state $\chi^{36}|0\rangle_R \equiv (b_3^+ \oplus d_3^+)|0\rangle_R$ allowed by the $b_3$ projection. We see that such a projection cannot distinguish $b_3^+$ from $d_3^+$. Meanwhile $e \cdot \mathbf{Q}$ is shifting the spectrum of states. We may write this shift in terms of a projection of the real fermions, e.g., $b_{\chi^{36}, R} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\chi^r_3 + i\chi^r_5)$ and $d_{\chi^{36}, R} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\chi^r_4 - i\chi^r_6)$, with all states remaining unshifted if they satisfy $\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\chi^r_3 + i\chi^r_5) + \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\chi^r_4 - i\chi^r_6) = 0 \mod (1) \quad \text{(6.30)}$

In other words, in this case the state would become massive (or more precisely the KK tower could be shifted by integers, still leaving a massless state). By contrast, states such as $b_3^+ d_3^+|0\rangle_R$ (which in this example already has a string scale mass) would remain unshifted. Conversely, one may consider the same states written in the original complex basis as, e.g., $\chi^{36}|0\rangle_R \equiv (b_{\chi^{36}, R}^+ \oplus d_{\chi^{36}, R}^+)|0\rangle_R$. Such states would gain degenerate masses from the CDC of order $\sim 1/2 R$. However the $b_3$ projection leaves only the conjugation-invariant linear combination $\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (b_{\chi^{36}, R}^+ + d_{\chi^{36}, R}^+)|0\rangle_R = \chi^3|0\rangle_R$. In a similar fashion $\chi^{36}|0\rangle_R$ leaves behind only $\chi^5|0\rangle_R$. Thus, either way, we consistently find the states $\chi^3|0\rangle_R$ remaining in the spectrum with mass $\sim 1/2 R$. Not surprisingly, since the orbifold action acts as a conjugation in the original basis, it is blind to states such as $b_{\chi^{36}, R}^+ d_{\chi^{36}, R}^+|0\rangle_R$ that are neutral under the corresponding CDC charges.

In this discussion we have employed real fermions only as they appear in the complexification of the shifted charge.

### Table VII

| Sector | $\psi^{34}$ | $\psi^{56}$ | $\chi^{34}$ | $\chi^{56}$ | $\alpha^{34}$ | $\alpha^{56}$ | $\alpha^{36}$ | $\alpha^{56}$ | $\bar{\psi}^1$ | $\bar{\psi}^3$ | $\bar{\psi}^4$ | $\bar{\psi}^5$ | $\bar{\psi}^7$ | $\bar{\psi}^8$ | $\bar{\psi}^9$ | $\bar{\psi}^{10}$ | $\bar{\psi}^1$ | $\bar{\psi}^3$ | $\bar{\psi}^4$ | $\bar{\psi}^5$ | $\bar{\psi}^7$ | $\bar{\psi}^8$ | $\bar{\psi}^9$ | $\bar{\psi}^{10}$ |
|--------|-----------|-----------|------------|------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| $V_0$  | 1         | 1         | 1         | 1         | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           |
| $V_1$  | 1         | 1         | 1         | 0         | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           |
| $V_2$  | 1         | 0         | 1         | 0         | 0           | 1           | 0           | 1           | 0           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           |
| $b_3$  | 0         | 1         | 0         | 0         | 0           | 0           | 1           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           |
| $b_4$  | 1         | 0         | 0         | 0         | 1           | 0           | 0           | 1           | 0           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           |
| $V_5$  | 0         | 0         | 0         | 0         | 0           | 1           | 0           | 0           | 1           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 1           | 1           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           |
| $V_6$  | 0         | 0         | 0         | 0         | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           | 0           |
| $V_7$  | 1         | 0         | 0         | 0         | 1           | 0           | 0           | 1           | 0           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           | 1           |
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We must therefore revisit the action of the CDC on the Virasoro operators. Defining the real number operator at level \( n' \) as \( N_{n' + \alpha V}^{-1} \), we see that the Virasoro operators before the CDC take the form

\[
L_0 = \sum_{\epsilon} \sum_{n'=1}^{N_{\epsilon}} \left( n' + \alpha V \right) \left[ b_{n'} + b_{n'} \right] + \left( \alpha V \right)^2 + \ldots,
\]

(6.32)

and similar for \( \tilde{L}_0 \). Here the quadratic piece is the relevant vacuum-energy contribution, and the dots indicate terms that do not depend on the fermion boundary condition. In order to maintain modular invariance, all that is required is for the CDC to induce the correct shift in Eq. (6.22). Shifting the vacuum “charge” as \( \alpha V \to \alpha V - e(n_1 + n_2) \) indeed generates the shift

\[
L_0 \to L_0' = L_0 - (n_1 + n_2) e \cdot \left( N_{n' + \alpha V}^{-1} + \alpha V \right)
+ \frac{1}{2} e_L \cdot e_L(n_1 + n_2)^2, \quad (6.33)
\]

and similar for \( \tilde{L}_0 \to \tilde{L}_0' \). In the real-fermion formalism therefore we should simply replace \( Q \) in the CDC with

\[
Q_r \equiv N_{n' + \alpha V}^{-1} + \alpha V \quad (6.34)
\]

and perform real Lorentz products accordingly. It is in this notation that we may most easily analyze the spectra of theories which include vectors such as \( V_{5,7} \) with barred components (and thus implicitly real fermions).

As a self-consistency check, we can ask what in the real formalism becomes of the requirement in Eq. (6.27) that the orbifold action should act as a conjugation on the charges overlapping the CDC vector. Let us return to the example above of a state \( \chi^3_2(0)_R \) allowed by the orbifold action and examine this state in the real-fermion notation. The mass of a single real state with CDC shift \( e = 1/2 \) would clearly be shifted by \( 1/2R \) in the real formalism as in the complex. However, the massive KK modes of a real excitation fall into pairs, \( \chi^3_2 \pm m_R \). After the CDC, these states would have different masses, \( (m \pm 1/2)/R \) respectively, and an orbifold projection cannot be defined for them individually. Consistency then requires that there initially be a second set of real states \( \chi^3_2 \| \pm m_R \) with the opposite shift \( e = -1/2 \) which obtain masses \( (m \mp 1/2)/R \) respectively and which map as \( \chi' \leftrightarrow \chi \) under the orbifold. Masses then naturally arise by forming invariant linear combinations of \( \chi \) and \( \chi' \) excitations with the same mass. We then obtain two towers of orbifold eigenstates,

\[
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\chi^3_2 |m_R \pm \chi^3_2 | - m_R), \quad (6.35)
\]

one with positive orbifold eigenvalue and the other negative. Those states with positive eigenvalue are nothing but the KK modes of \( \chi^3_2(0)_R \), while those with negative eigenvalue are the KK modes of \( \chi^3(0)_R \) and are projected out entirely. (The winding numbers come along for the ride.) Note that the negative sign required for the CDC shift of \( \chi' \) is a natural consequence of the fact that we reversed the sign of \( d'd \) in the “charge” operator. We thus conclude that in the real formalism it is not possible to have a positive eigenstate of the orbifold overlapping the CDC vector without also having a negative one. This is the real-formalism equivalent of the conjugation requirement.

We also see that there is no restriction on the action of the nonorbifold boundary conditions on the pair of states \( \chi_3 \) and \( \chi_4 \), and in particular they do not always need to be the same. Indeed one could for example have a nonorbifold sector in which \( \chi_3 \to \chi_3 \) and \( \chi_4 \to \pm \chi_4 \). In the original basis \( \chi_4 \to \chi_4 \) would correspond to \( \chi' \to \chi \) and \( \chi' \to \chi' \) while \( \chi_4 \to -\chi_4 \) would correspond to the same permutation.
action as for the orbifold, i.e., \( \chi \leftrightarrow \chi' \), and would thus clearly commute with it. Conversely, this action, combined with the orbifolding, would produce a sector in which neither \( \chi_3 \) nor \( \chi_4 \) excitations were projected out. However, due to the modular-invariance conditions involving real fermions, some other excitations inevitably would be. It is of course not possible to have a complex phase (such as the ones in \( V_7 \)) overlapping the above operations on real fermions as they do not commute. Note that in practice we may determine the massless spectrum remaining after CDC by simply adding the general constraint \( \mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{Q} = 0 \) mod (1) (with real-fermion contributions incorporated as described above) to the GSO projections.

Putting all the pieces together in the context of the model at hand, we see that the states \( \mathbf{e} \cdot \mathbf{Q} \neq 0 \) mod (1) are lifted. In this particular example, two pairs of Higgs fields and two of the singlet scalar states accrue masses while the scalars remain massless. Likewise, there remain two pairs of massless Higgsinos and Weyl spinors in the spectrum:

\[
H_{U_1}, H_{D_1} = \psi_{- \frac{3}{2}}^{\alpha} |0\rangle_R \otimes \psi_{- \frac{3}{2}}^{\beta} \bar{\eta}_{- \frac{1}{2}} |0\rangle_L,
\]

\[
\Xi_1, \bar{\Xi}_1 = \psi_{- \frac{3}{2}}^{\alpha} |0\rangle_R \otimes \bar{\psi}_{- \frac{3}{2}}^{\beta} \bar{\eta}_{- \frac{1}{2}} |0\rangle_L
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.36)

As we shall see, the Higgsinos can be coupled to the singlet scalars through Yukawa couplings of the form

\[
\tilde{H}_{D_1} \tilde{H}_{U_1} \Xi_1 + \tilde{H}_{U_1} \tilde{H}_{D_1} \bar{\Xi}_1
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.38)

We will discuss these and the other Yukawa couplings in Sec. IX B. Thus, if the singlet scalars accrue a VEV, the Higgsinos will effectively become massive.

The fermionic matter fields in the \( V_2 \) sector are somewhat similar to those in the NS-NS sector in the sense that they have no charges overlapping with \( \mathbf{e} \). Thus, their masses are unshifted. However their superpartners in the \( \tilde{V}_1 + \tilde{V}_2 \) sector behave precisely as for the \( V_1 \) sector, and all receive the same masses as the gravitinos if \( k_{14} = 0 \), as per Table VI.

From a phenomenological perspective, this splitting is therefore very appealing: one pair of Higgs scalars and the chiral matter fields (in other words, the field content of the Standard Model) all remain massless while their superpartners gain large masses. It is for this reason that we refer to this as an “SM-like” model. Note, however, that the twisted sectors are unaffected, so only one generation is truly split while two generations remain (quasi) supersymmetric.

C. Partition functions of the MSSM- and SM-like models

Thus far, we have presented two models of interest: an MSSM-like model in Sec. VI A and an SM-like model in Sec. VI B. In order to further elucidate the structure of these models, we now turn to a comparison of their partition functions. This will also enable us to consider quantum effects, such as the cosmological constant or contributions to soft terms. Moreover, we noted below Eq. (6.26) that the alternative phase choice \( k_{14} = 1/2 \) produces a different CDC model in which the gravitino remains massless. An analysis of the partition function of this variant model will also enable us to demonstrate that it really is supersymmetric at all mass levels.

1. For the \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) MSSM-like model

In order to construct the partition function for the supersymmetry theory presented in Sec. VI A, we will use results and definitions from Appendix A. In the untwisted sector, the modular-invariant partition function for the two compact bosonic degrees of freedom in terms of the winding numbers \( \tilde{e} = (\ell_1, \ell_2) \), \( \tilde{n} = (n_1, n_2) \), and the radii \( r_1, r_2 \) is given by

\[
Z_B \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] (\tau) = \sum_{\tilde{e}, \tilde{n}} Z_{\tilde{e}, \tilde{n}} \hspace{1cm} (6.39)
\]

where

\[
Z_{\tilde{e}, \tilde{n}} = \frac{M^2 r_1 r_2}{t_2 \eta^2} \sum_{\tilde{e}, \tilde{n}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{i}{2} t_1 |\ell_1 - n_1|^2 + t_2 |\ell_2 - n_2|^2 \right\}.
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.40)

In Eq. (6.39), the notation

\[
\left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right]
\]

indicates untwisted boundary conditions in both the space-like and timelike toroidal directions. By contrast, the contributions from the twisted sectors are given by

\[
Z_B \left[ \begin{array}{c} (\alpha_3 + \alpha_4)/2 \\ (\beta_3 + \beta_4)/2 \end{array} \right] (\tau) = 2 \left| \frac{\eta}{\theta + 1/2 - (\alpha_3 + \alpha_4)/2} \right|^2 \left| \frac{1/2 - (\beta_3 + \beta_4)/2}{\theta + 1/2 - (\beta_3 + \beta_4)/2} \right|^2 \hspace{1cm} (6.41)
\]

where \( \alpha_3 + \alpha_4 \) and \( \beta_3 + \beta_4 \) indicate the \( Z_2 \) twists on the complex boson (see, e.g., Ref. [82]). Of course, it is assumed in Eq. (6.41) that either \( \alpha_3 + \alpha_4 \) or \( \beta_3 + \beta_4 \) is odd. These functions have the following modular transformations:
Note that the modular transformations of the $Z_B(\tau)$ bosonic factors do not introduce any additional phases. This is why (as we remarked when we were considering the spectra of these models) the physical projections induced by the orbifolding are virtually the same as they would have been in the noncompact (6D) theory in which one treats $b_3$ and $b_4$ as regular additional boundary-condition vectors. In addition, the untwisted

$$Z_B\left[ \frac{0}{1/2} \right](\tau)$$

partition function is modular invariant by itself; in general its divergent contribution to the total partition function is cancelled by vanishing contributions from world-sheet fermions in order to yield finite results. The complete one-loop partition function $Z(\tau)$ for the $\mathcal{N} = 1, 4D$ model is therefore

$$Z(\tau) = \frac{\mathcal{M}^2}{\tau_2|\eta|^4} \prod_{\{\alpha, \beta\}} \frac{1}{|\eta(\tau)|^8 |\bar{\eta}(\bar{\tau})|^{20}} \left( \frac{(\alpha_3 + \alpha_4)/2}{(\beta_3 + \beta_4)/2} \right)(\tau) \prod_{i} \theta \left[ \alpha V_i \frac{\alpha}{-\beta V_i} \right](\tau)$$

(6.43)

where the generalized GSO-projection coefficients are given by

$$C_{ij} = \exp \left[ 2\pi i (a_s + b_s + \beta_i k_{ij} a_j) \right].$$

(6.44)

Note that in writing the projection coefficients in this form we have followed the conventions in Ref. [81] and absorbed the factor of $e^{2\pi i V_i \bar{\alpha} \tau}$ from the partition function in Eq. (A9) into our definition $C_{ij}$.

Since the CDC-twisted sectors of the theory remain supersymmetric, we now focus on the explicit form of the contributions to the partition function from the untwisted sectors. Indeed, this is where all the action takes place once the CDC is introduced.

In general, as with any $Z_2$-orbifolded theory, the contributions to the total partition function are of the form

$$Z = \frac{1}{2} \left( Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] + Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} g \\ 0 \end{array} \right] + Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ g \end{array} \right] + Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} g \\ g \end{array} \right] \right)$$

(6.45)

where “0” and “g” indicate the sum over all untwisted and twisted sectors, respectively. As mentioned above and as discussed in Ref. [30], contributions with a twist on either cycle are independent of the vector $e$. This is obvious when there is a twist on the $a$-cycle, but less so for the term 8

$$Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ g \end{array} \right].$$

However, the reason the latter also does not depend on $e$ is that the orbifold reverses charges, windings and/or KK modes, as we have seen, and therefore precisely half of these states are projected out, leaving the invariant combination $\left( (n, m, Q) + (n, -m, -Q) \right)$. Since there is an overall factor of $1/2$ in the projection, all states with nonzero $n, m$ or with a $Q$ that conjugates under the orbifolding are already accounted by the untwisted

$$\frac{1}{2} Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right]$$

contribution. However, these are the only states that have $e$ dependence in their Hamiltonian, and therefore

$$Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ g \end{array} \right]$$

simply provides extra contributions from the orbifold projections on the rest of the spectrum. Consequently, for the purposes of determining the cosmological constant $\Lambda$, the CDC’d partition function can be written

$$Z(e) = Z(0) + \frac{1}{2} \left( Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right](e) - Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right](0) \right) = \frac{1}{2} Z \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right](e),$$

(6.46)

since the supersymmetric partition functions provide cancelling contributions to $\Lambda$. In order to see the effect on $\Lambda$, one can therefore work entirely within the toroidally compactified theory as long as all the untwisted-sector contributions are included, including those containing the combination $V_4 = b_3 + b_4$.

Let us in addition separate out the action of $V_1$ from the partition function, as this is what governs the supersymmetric cancellations. In addition to $V_{5,6,7}$, a convenient basis corresponds to the following linear combination of the vectors defined in Table II:

$$Z_B\left[ \frac{1/2}{2} \right](\tau) = Z_B\left[ \frac{1/2}{2} \right](\tau),$$

$$Z_B\left[ \frac{1/2}{0} \right](\tau) = Z_B\left[ \frac{1/2}{0} \right](\tau),$$

$$Z_B\left[ \frac{0}{1/2} \right](\tau) = Z_B\left[ \frac{0}{1/2} \right](\tau),$$
\[ V'_0 = V_0 + V_I = -\frac{1}{2} [00 011 011][1...1], \]
\[ V_1 = \frac{1}{2} [11 100 100][...], \]
\[ V'_2 = V_2 + V_0 + b_3 + b_4 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 000 000][...], \]
\[ V_4 = b_4 + b_3 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 101 101][...]. \quad (6.47) \]

In this basis, only \( V_4 \) overlaps with \( V_I \); consequently terms that cancel due to supersymmetry will largely factor out.

The vectors \( V_j \) can be divided into two sets: \( \{ V_1, V_4 \} \) and \( \{ V_a \} \) where \( a \not\in \{ 1, 4 \} \). Without loss of generality we can choose \( k_{1a} = 0 \), and write the partition function as

\[ Z(\tau) = -\frac{\mathcal{M}^2}{\tau_2 \eta^{10} \theta^{22}} \sum_{\beta_{1,4}} Z_B \left[ 0 \right] \sum_{\alpha_{1,4}} \left[ \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right] \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right). \quad (6.48) \]

The factors \( C^a_\beta \) can also be split. Letting \( a \equiv 0', 2', 5, 6, 7 \), we have

\[ C^a_\beta = \exp \left[ 2\pi i (\alpha_1 + \beta_1) \right] \exp \left[ 2\pi i (\beta_2 + \alpha_2) \right]. \]

One can then identify contributions involving different \( V_4 \) contributions to the spin structure:

\[ Z(\tau) = \frac{\mathcal{M}^2}{\tau_2 \eta^{10} \theta^{22}} Z_B \left[ 0 \right] \sum_{\alpha_{1,4}} \left[ \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right] \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right). \quad (6.50) \]

where, using the double-index shorthand for the \( \theta \)-functions (see Appendix A), we have

\[ \Omega \left[ \frac{0}{0} \right] = \sum_{\eta_{2,5,6}} \tilde{C}^\eta_\beta \left[ \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right] \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right). \]

\[ \Omega \left[ \frac{1}{0} \right] = \sum_{\eta_{2,5,6}} \tilde{C}^\eta_\beta \left[ \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right] \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right). \]

\[ \Omega \left[ \frac{0}{1} \right] = \sum_{\eta_{2,5,6}} \tilde{C}^\eta_\beta \left[ \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right] \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right). \]

\[ \Omega \left[ \frac{1}{1} \right] = \sum_{\eta_{2,5,6}} \tilde{C}^\eta_\beta \left[ \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right] \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right) \left( \frac{\alpha V_i}{-\beta V_j} \right). \]

As the theory is supersymmetric, these contributions all cancel, as they should: the first term vanishes by the so-called “abstruse” identity [i.e., the first identity listed below Eq. (A1)], while thanks to Eq. (6.24) the three other terms vanish by inspection.

2. For the \( \mathcal{N} = 0 \) SM-like model

We now move on to the partition function of the nonsupersymmetric model, after CDC, following the same steps as in Refs. [29–31]. It is convenient to define \( n = (n_1 + n_2) \mod (1) \) and \( \ell' = (\ell_1 + \ell_2) \mod (1) \). We also define \( \hat{n} = 1 - n \) and \( \hat{\ell'} = 1 - \ell' \). We can then write

\[ \text{(6.51)} \]
\[ Z'(\tau) = \frac{\mathcal{M}^2}{\tau_2 \eta^{10/22}} \sum_{\tilde{\tau}, \tilde{\alpha}} \sum_{\alpha, \beta} \Omega_{\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}} \left[ \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \right] \]  

where

\[ \Omega_{\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}} \left[ \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \right] = \prod_{e \in \{1,2,3,8\}} \left[ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_e}{-\beta \nu_i + e \epsilon_i} \right] \sum_{\tilde{q}, \tilde{r}, \tilde{s}, \tilde{t}} \tilde{C}_{\tilde{\beta}}^{\tilde{\alpha}} \prod_{i \in \{4,7\}} \left[ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_i - ne_i}{-\beta \nu_i + e \epsilon_i} \right] \prod_{j \in \{5,8\}} \left[ \frac{-\bar{\beta}_j - ne_j}{-\beta \nu_j + e \epsilon_j} \right]. \]  

In this expression, the coefficients of the partition function are given by

\[ \tilde{C}_{\beta}^{\alpha} = \exp \left[ -2\pi i \left( ne \cdot \beta \nu - \frac{1}{2} n \epsilon e^2 \right) \right] C_{\beta}^{\alpha}, \]  

where \( C_{\beta}^{\alpha} \) are the coefficients of the untwisted partition function before CDC, as given in Eq. (6.49).

The new partition function is the same as the old one except that the CDC vector \( e \) defined in Eq. (6.18) shifts the \( t = 3, 6, 5, 8 \) arguments by a half unit when \( n \) or \( \epsilon \) is odd, and there is a phase \( e^{-2\pi i n \epsilon e} \). This phase is only sensitive to \( V_1 \) and \( V_4 \) as these are the only untwisted vectors that overlap with \( e \). This phase is trivial when \( \beta_1 + \beta_4 \) is even, and gives a factor \((-1)^n\) when \( \beta_1 + \beta_4 \) is odd. In total, then, we find

\[ \Omega_{\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}} \left[ \frac{0}{0} \right] = (-1)^n \left( \theta^0_0 \theta^2_0 - (-1)^n \theta^0_1 \theta^2_0 \theta^0_0 + (-1)^n \theta^0_1 \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 \right) \]

\[ \times \sum_{\tilde{q}, \tilde{r}, \tilde{s}, \tilde{t}} \tilde{C}_{\beta}^{\alpha} \prod_{i \in \{4,7\}} \left[ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_i - ne_i}{-\beta \nu_i - e \epsilon_i} \right] \prod_{j \in \{5,8\}} \left[ \frac{-\bar{\beta}_j - ne_j}{-\beta \nu_j - e \epsilon_j} \right], \]

\[ \Omega_{\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}} \left[ \frac{1}{0} \right] = (-1)^n \left[ (-1)^n \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 - (-1)^n \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 + (-1)^n \theta^0_1 \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 \right] \]

\[ \times \sum_{\tilde{q}, \tilde{r}, \tilde{s}, \tilde{t}} \tilde{C}_{\beta}^{\alpha} \prod_{i \in \{4,7\}} \left[ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_i - ne_i}{-\beta \nu_i - e \epsilon_i} \right] \prod_{j \in \{5,8\}} \left[ \frac{-\bar{\beta}_j - ne_j}{-\beta \nu_j - e \epsilon_j} \right], \]

\[ \Omega_{\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}} \left[ \frac{0}{1} \right] = (-1)^n \left( (-1)^n \theta^0_0 \theta^2_0 - (-1)^n \theta^0_1 \theta^2_0 \theta^0_0 + (-1)^n \theta^0_1 \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 \right) \]

\[ \times \sum_{\tilde{q}, \tilde{r}, \tilde{s}, \tilde{t}} \tilde{C}_{\beta}^{\alpha} \prod_{i \in \{4,7\}} \left[ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_i - ne_i}{-\beta \nu_i - e \epsilon_i} \right] \prod_{j \in \{5,8\}} \left[ \frac{-\bar{\beta}_j - ne_j}{-\beta \nu_j - e \epsilon_j} \right], \]

\[ \Omega_{\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}} \left[ \frac{1}{1} \right] = (-1)^n \left( (-1)^n \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 - (-1)^n \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 + (-1)^n \theta^0_1 \theta^2_0 \theta^2_0 \right) \]

\[ \times \sum_{\tilde{q}, \tilde{r}, \tilde{s}, \tilde{t}} \tilde{C}_{\beta}^{\alpha} \prod_{i \in \{4,7\}} \left[ \frac{\bar{\alpha}_i - ne_i}{-\beta \nu_i - e \epsilon_i} \right] \prod_{j \in \{5,8\}} \left[ \frac{-\bar{\beta}_j - ne_j}{-\beta \nu_j - e \epsilon_j} \right]. \]

We may now test our previous expectation (given the appearance of a massless gravitino in the spectrum) that the theory still has \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) supersymmetry when \( k_{14} = \frac{1}{2} \). It is straightforward to check by inspection and through the “abstruse” identity that the prefactors in the above expressions all cancel for any \( n \) and \( \epsilon \) when \( k_{14} = \frac{1}{2} \), and that they do not when \( k_{14} = 0 \). A corollary is that the theory without \( V_4 \) is inevitably still supersymmetric despite the CDC:

\[ \Omega_{\tilde{\alpha}, \tilde{\beta}} \left[ \frac{0}{0} \right] = 0 \]

regardless of \( \epsilon, n \) and \( k_{14} \).
D. Cosmological constant of the SM-like model

We now turn to an analytical evaluation of the one-loop cosmological constant $\Lambda$ for these models. Because the MSSM-like model of Sec. VI A has an unbroken spacetime supersymmetry, its cosmological constant is identically zero. Thus we shall focus on the cosmological constant of our SM-like model. We shall first evaluate $\Lambda$ for this theory, and then find the same leading and subleading terms anticipated in Sec. IV; indeed a direct comparison with the circle-compactification case discussed in Sec. IV can be obtained by taking the $r_2 \gg r_1$ limit. Moreover, as anticipated in Sec. IV, we shall also see why a model with equal numbers of massless bosons and fermions has an exponentially small cosmological constant.

As discussed above, the CDC affects only the untwisted sectors of the theory. Hence all the twisted sectors of the theory are still supersymmetric and make no net contribution to $\Lambda$. Moreover, as we saw, the model without $V_4$ is supersymmetric even in the presence of the CDC and therefore

$$\ell = \text{odd}: \quad \Omega_{\ell,0} \left[ \begin{array}{c} 1 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] = -|\theta_{00}^2 \theta_{11}^2 - \theta_{01}^2 \theta_{10}^2 - \theta_{10}^2 \theta_{01}^2 + \theta_{11}^2 \theta_{00}^2| + \cdots = 2 \theta_{10}^2 \theta_{01}^2 + \cdots,$$

$$\ell = \text{odd}: \quad \Omega_{\ell,0} \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 1 \end{array} \right] = -|\theta_{10}^4 - \theta_{01}^4 + \theta_{10}^4| + \cdots,$$

$$\ell = \text{odd}: \quad \Omega_{\ell,0} \left[ \begin{array}{c} 1 \\ 1 \end{array} \right] = -|\theta_{00}^2 \theta_{11}^2 - \theta_{01}^2 \theta_{10}^2 - \theta_{10}^2 \theta_{01}^2 + \theta_{11}^2 \theta_{00}^2| + \cdots = -2 \theta_{00}^2 \theta_{10}^2 + \cdots. \quad (6.56)$$

Although it is possible to evaluate the entire integral methodically, in order to examine the effect of the CDC for the $n = 0$ contributions it is simpler to go back to the original expression for the partition function in Eq. (6.52). When $n = 0$, there are no shifts on the $a$-cycle and the only change is on the $b$-cycle due to the phase $2\pi \alpha \cdot Q$. In particular, from Eq. (6.54), we see that $C_\beta^\gamma$ is not shifted, so the GSO projections are the same as for the supersymmetric theory. Defining the vectors

$$\tilde{\ell} \equiv (r_1 \ell_1^\prime, r_2 \ell_2^\prime), \quad \tilde{n} \equiv (r_1 n_1, r_2 n_2), \quad (6.57)$$

we can then use the trace formula in Eq. (A9) in order to write the nonvanishing contributions as

$$Z_{n=0}'(\tau) = \mathcal{M}^2 \tau_2 \eta^{10} \sum_{\tilde{\ell} = \text{odd}} \frac{1}{\tau_2 \eta^{10} \eta^{12}} Z_{\tilde{\ell}} \frac{1}{\alpha_4 \beta_4} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \alpha_4 \\ \beta_4 \end{array} \right] e^{2\pi i e \cdot \tilde{Q} \cdot \tilde{n}} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \alpha_4 \\ \beta_4 \end{array} \right] \mathcal{M}^4 r_1 r_2 \tau_2 \eta^{12} \sum_{\tilde{\ell} = \text{odd}} e^{-\frac{2\pi i \tilde{\ell}^2}{r_2^2} \tilde{Q}^2} e^{2\pi i e \cdot \tilde{Q} \cdot \tilde{n}} \frac{1}{\alpha_4 \beta_4} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \alpha_4 \\ \beta_4 \end{array} \right] \quad (6.58)$$

where the $\Omega's$ are the expressions for the supersymmetric non-CDC theory. Note that $e^{2\pi i e \cdot \tilde{Q}}$ is an operator that does not depend on $\alpha, \beta$ so in the sum it becomes a simple overall factor. As a result, the net effect of the CDC on the Poisson-resummed partition function can be summarized as one in which we simply reverse the signs of the contributions with $e \cdot Q = 1/2$ in the supersymmetric theory. This is especially straightforward in the large-$r_2$ region which dominates the one-loop integral, where the $r_1$-integral projects onto the physical spectrum and we can simply count the physical states. Every fermion that is lifted by the CDC counts +2 and every boson −2. Conversely the partition-function contribution is proportional to the states remaining unshifted in the spectrum after CDC, namely $2(N_b^i - N_f^i)$, at some degenerate mass level $i$.

After the $r_1$-integral has fixed the level-matching condition, we then find from Eq. (2.8) that

$$\Lambda = r_1 r_2 \mathcal{M}^4 \int_{\tau_2 = 1}^{\infty} \frac{d\tau_2}{\tau_2} \sum_{\tilde{\ell} = \text{odd}} \frac{1}{\alpha_4 \beta_4} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \alpha_4 \\ \beta_4 \end{array} \right] e^{-\frac{2\pi i \tilde{\ell}^2}{r_2^2} \tilde{Q}^2} e^{-\pi \tilde{\ell}^2 m_i^2} \quad (6.59)$$
where \( m_i^2 \) is the physical mass of the state \( i \), and where we reiterate that \( N_i^b \) and \( N_i^f \) counts the number of unshifted bosons and fermions at the \( i \)th mass level. The lower limit \( \mu^{-2} \) reflects the fact that we are neglecting the \( \tau_1 \) dependence of the UV end of the fundamental domain. Note that this expression is completely general for any CDC.

Writing \( \Lambda = \sum_{\text{level}} \Lambda_i \), we see that there are then two types of contribution, depending on whether the states are massless or massive. Assuming that \( \tau_1 \) is the smaller radius, we find that the contribution from massless states is given by

\[
\Lambda_0 = \frac{2 r_1 r_2 M^4}{\pi^3} \left( N_0^f - N_0^b \right) \sum_{\ell = \text{odd}} |\tilde{\ell}|^{-6} \left[ 1 - O\left( e^{-\pi |\tilde{\ell}|^2 \mu^2} \right) \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{4 r_1 r_2 M^4}{\pi^3} \left( N_0^f - N_0^b \right) (2 r_1)^{-6} \xi \left( 6, \frac{1}{2} \right) + \cdots
\]

\[
= r_1 r_2 M^4 \left( N_0^f - N_0^b \right) \frac{\pi^3}{240 r_1^6} + \cdots ,
\]

(6.60)

where \( \xi(a, b) \) is the Hurwitz zeta-function and where a factor of two arises from \( \ell' = \pm 1 \). Decompactifying to five dimensions by taking the \( r_2 \to \infty \) limit and factoring out the infinite volume \( r_2 \) reproduces the single compactified-dimension result of Eq. (4.8) for \( D = 6 \).

For the contributions from massive states, we can use a saddle-point approximation with the saddle at \( \tilde{\tau}_2 = |\tilde{\ell}|/\sqrt{\alpha m_i} \) (which is valid for \( \sqrt{\alpha m_i} \ll 1 \)) to obtain

\[
\Lambda_{i \neq 0} = r_1 r_2 M^4 \left( N_i^f - N_i^b \right) \times \sum_{\ell = \text{odd}} |\tilde{\ell}|^{-7/2} (\sqrt{\alpha m_i})^{5/2} e^{-2 \pi \sqrt{\alpha m_i} |\tilde{\ell}|} \times \left[ 1 - O\left( \frac{1}{2 \pi |\tilde{\ell}| \sqrt{\alpha m_i}} \right) \right].
\]

(6.61)

Again the \( r_2 \to \infty \) decompactification limit yields the 5D correction already anticipated in Eq. (4.13). Note that the subleading terms which we neglect in the saddle-point approximation are larger than the \( n \neq 0 \) contributions, so it would not be appropriate to consider the latter at this order of approximation.

### VII. STRING MODELS WITH EXPONENTIALLY SUPPRESSED COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANTS

Given the important preparatory model-building work in Secs. V and VI, we are now finally ready for the centerpiece of this paper: the construction of nonsupersymmetric string models with exponentially suppressed cosmological constants. As discussed in Sec. II, only such models will have suppressed one-loop dilaton tadpoles of the sort that would be required for stability, even without supersymmetry. In particular, the exponential suppression of their cosmological constants suggests that we might have a hope of stabilizing such models within field theory, with the stability issues having the same status and degree of severity as in a supergravity theory with supersymmetry softly broken by nonperturbative field-theory effects. Indeed, it is entirely possible that field-theory effects can dominate over the exponentially suppressed dilaton-tadpole term, or that there is some interesting interplay between the two effects. Moreover, even if these models are not fully stabilized, the strong suppression of their cosmological constants suggests that any “rolling” which might arise is likely to occur sufficiently slowly as to be tolerable within the cosmological history of the Universe.

As anticipated in Fig. 6, these models will have a number of semirealistic characteristics that will enable us to identify them as being either SM-like, Pati-Salam-like, or resembling a unified extension thereof [such as flipped SU(5) or SO(10)]. Despite these features, we nevertheless emphasize that these models are not fully realistic and contain a number of direct phenomenological flaws. However, our main purpose in this paper is not to construct a single candidate model describing the Universe, but rather to provide an existence proof illustrating that nonsupersymmetric models with suppressed cosmological constants can indeed be constructed—some even with semirealistic features. Moreover, our construction techniques suggest that such models are only the tip of the iceberg in terms of what is logically possible. This can then hopefully pave the way for more refined model-building and future enhanced phenomenological studies.

In this section, we shall present our models. As discussed in Sec. IV, one way to guarantee exponential suppression of the cosmological constant is to construct string models exhibiting equal numbers of massless bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom—i.e., models for which \( N_0^b = N_0^f \)—and that is the route we shall follow here. A summary of the models we shall present also appears in Appendix D. The subsequent three sections will then analyze some of their formal and phenomenological features.

#### A. Warm-up: “Unified” SO(10) and flipped SU(5) theories

We begin with the warm-up exercise of constructing \( N_0^b = N_0^f \) unified theories. By “unified,” we simply mean that the gauge group is (semi)simple and contains the Standard-Model gauge group as a subgroup. In particular, at this level of analysis we shall not be concerned with whether the Higgses required for breaking the GUT symmetry are present.

In order to build such unified models, we can strip away the \( V_{5,6,7} \) vectors from our previous constructions. However, in order to construct a model with the desired...
leading-order cancellation of the cosmological constant, we shall make use of two additional facts. The first is that the CDC vector \( e \) can act both on the right-moving (space-time) side, where it adjusts the structure of the supersymmetry breaking, and simultaneously on the left-moving (gauge) side, where it adjusts the structure of the gauge group. As discussed above, the only constraint on the form of this vector is that one should retain \( e \cdot e = 1 \) in order to have modular invariance. Indeed, with the vectors \( V_1, \ldots, 4 \) as above, we find that the CDC vector

\[
e = \frac{1}{2} [00101101101111000000000001111111]
\]

(7.1)
generates \( N_0^b = N_0^f \) in the toroidally compactified \( N = 2 \rightarrow N = 0 \) theory. (Note that for convenience—and also so that we can more easily identify bosonic and fermionic sectors—the basis we are using here is related to that in Table II as \( V_1 \rightarrow V_1 + V_0 \) and \( V_2 \rightarrow V_2 + V_0 \).)

The second simplifying feature arises from the fact that, as per Eq. (6.46), only the untwisted sectors can contribute to the nonvanishing partition function of the spontaneously broken theory. Therefore we can start by finding an \( N = 2 \rightarrow N = 0 \) theory with \( N_0^b = N_0^f \), such as the one above. Any orbifold twisting we later add in order to generate a chiral theory is then guaranteed (with a suitable adjustment of structure constants) to preserve the cancellation of \( N_0^b - N_0^f \) because it halves the number of degrees of freedom of bosons and fermions that contribute with an \( e \) dependence. (Indeed often—but not always—this orbifold twisting simply halves the massless degrees of freedom.) The only constraint on the orbifold action is that in at least one sector it should overlap with precisely one-half of the CDC elements when written in the real formalism (with the possibility that more general twisted sectors may arise through the introduction of additional untwisted boundary-condition vectors). This additional constraint on the orbifolding means that it is somewhat more difficult to find twisted matter.

We should stress that the choice of structure constants \( k_{ij} \) throughout this process is crucial: just as for our pedagogical example with \( N_0^b \neq N_0^f \), a poor choice of \( k_{ij} \) can break supersymmetry by discrete torsion before the CDC is even applied, or it can leave the model with \( N = 1 \) supersymmetry after the CDC. In each case the presence or absence of spacetime supersymmetry can also be seen directly at the level of the partition function. One should therefore generally check that removing the CDC restores supersymmetry, as does reversing the choice of \( k_{ij} \). Overall, as summarized in Appendix C, this means the models are rather constrained.

In Appendix D, we present an \( SO(10) \) example of a unified model with \( N_0^b = N_0^f \). This model has fundamental 10’s as well as eight complex 16’s in the untwisted sector—all quasisupersymmetric—with 328 complex degrees of freedom in total. Moreover, by reintroducing a \( V_7 \) vector, we can construct a flipped-\( SU(5) \) model with \( N_0^b = N_0^f \); this too appears in Appendix D. This model has twisted massless matter as well as untwisted matter. As usual, the \( \tilde{\alpha}V = 0 \) sector gives rise to the gravity multiplet and adjoint gauge bosons that are not removed by this particular choice of \( e \). Furthermore, there is no massless gravitino or dilatino, and likewise there are no corresponding massless gauginos in the \( V_0 + V_1 \) sector. We have confirmed that these models each have \( N_0^b = N_0^f \) at the level of the spectrum, and in the original and large-radius Poisson-resummed partition functions. This can also be seen in the untwisted partition function, which contains no constant term.

**B. An SM-like model**

In a similar way, it is also possible to construct an SM-like model with \( N_0^b = N_0^f \). Recall that our pedagogical model in Sec. VI B 2 had a single complex Higgs pair which remains massless as well as four generations of matter fields in total, two from the untwisted \( V_2 \) sector and two from the twisted sectors. Given this, it is possible to construct similar models with \( N_0^b = N_0^f \); one such model is presented in Appendix D. In this example, there are \( N_0^b = N_0^f = 136 \) complex massless bosons and fermions.

The full gauge group of this model is given in Eq. (D6), and we retain the same identification of \( U(1)_Y \) as in the previous model. The resulting mass spectrum from the \( \tilde{\alpha}V = 0 \) and \( V_0 + V_1 \) sectors is the same as that summarized in the Tables III and IV above, including the “Higgses” of the \( V_0 \) sector. Note that the orbifold condition is satisfied because \( b_3 \) overlaps half of the entries in \( e \).

The model has two entire supersymmetric chiral generations arising in the \( V_0 + V_2 \) sector with the spectrum shown in Table V. There also appears to be a third untwisted generation in the \( V_0 + V_1 + V_4 + V_7 \) and \( V_0 + V_1 + V_4 + 3V_7 \) sectors. In this model the twisted (\( b_3 \) and \( b_3 + V_4 \)) sectors provide mainly singlets with additional Higgs/Higgsinos. In our view this is a remarkable model. It has chiral generations of SM-like matter and is clearly nonsupersymmetric, but it nevertheless also has equal numbers of massless bosons and fermions and hence an exponentially small one-loop cosmological constant.

**C. A Pati-Salam-like model**

An alternative route to achieving \( N_0^b = N_0^f \) is to remove the final breaking to unitary gauge groups which
is driven by $V_7$. As we mentioned earlier, this vector makes the task of building a consistent modular-invariant model significantly more difficult. As a result, constructions without $V_7$ are significantly less constrained than those with $V_7$. The enlarged theory is in this case Pati-Salam-like. One can then achieve $N^0_b = N^0_f$ by choosing parameters as presented in Appendix D. Note that this is essentially the SM-like model presented above but without the additional $V_6$ and $V_7$ vectors. There are now $N^0_b = N^0_f = 208$ complex bosons and fermions.

The full gauge group for this model is given in Eq. (D8). The spectrum for $SO(2N)$ representations can be decomposed under the corresponding $U(N)$ in a complex basis of world-sheet fermions, so that for example the adjoint of $SO(4) \sim SU(2)_L \otimes SU(2)_R$ is a $1 \oplus 4 \oplus \overline{1}$ of $U(2)$ [which is related as $U(2) \supset SU(2) \equiv SU(2)_L$]. The NS-NS sector produces the usual gravity multiplet as well as the adjoint gauge bosons, including the 15 and 6 adjoint gauge bosons of the visible sector. Again there is no massless gravitino or dilatino and there are no corresponding massless gauginos in the $V_0 + V_1$ sector.

In addition, as expected from the SM-like model from which this theory derives, the removal of both $V_6$ and $V_7$ naturally enables more pairs of light Higgs scalars and singlets to survive the GSO and orbifold projections in the NS-NS sector. Indeed, we find more than one pair of Higgses and singlets that remain massless after ADC. Likewise more Higgsino-like states are left massless; these are states which appear in the $V_0 + V_1$ sector, where we refer to the basis used in Appendix D. The resulting mass spectrum from the $\vec{\alpha} V = 0$ and the $V_0 + V_1$ sectors is summarized in Tables VIII and IX.

Specifically, the complex scalar electroweak doublets $\Psi$ that survive the GSO and the orbifold projections are

$$
\Psi_1 = \{H_{U_1}, H_{D_1}\} = \psi_{6}^{56}(0)_{R} \otimes \psi_{56}^{45}(0)_{L},
$$

$$
\Psi_2 = \{H_{U_2}, H_{D_2}\} = \psi_{6}^{56}(0)_{R} \otimes \psi_{56}^{45}(0)_{L},
$$

$$
\Psi_3 = \{H_{U_3}, H_{D_3}\} = \chi_{2}^{36}(0)_{R} \otimes \psi_{2}^{15}(0)_{L},
$$

$$
\Psi_4 = \{H_{U_4}, H_{D_4}\} = \chi_{2}^{36}(0)_{R} \otimes \psi_{2}^{15}(0)_{L},
$$

$$
\Psi_5 = \{H_{U_5}, H_{D_5}\} = \chi_{2}^{36}(0)_{R} \otimes \psi_{2}^{15}(0)_{L}. \quad (7.2)
$$

Note that in these expressions, the labels of the left-moving internal complex fermions are different from those of the pedagogical SM-like theory discussed above. The purpose of this labelling is to ensure that the horizontal symmetries in the PS model are completely aligned. Similarly, the singlets $\Psi$ and exotic states $\Psi$ that survive the projections are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>States remaining after CDC</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>$SU(4) \otimes SU(2)_L \otimes SU(2)_R$</th>
<th>Particle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{6}^{56}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>$g_{\mu\nu}, B_{\mu\nu}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{6}^{56}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Dilaton $\phi$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{56}^{45}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Complex radion $\Phi$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_{2}^{36}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Gauge bosons $\nabla_{\mu}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_{2}^{36}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Complex scalar $\Psi_1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_{2}^{36}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Complex scalar $\Psi_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_{2}^{36}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Complex scalar $\Psi_3$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi_{2}^{36}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Complex scalar $\Psi_4$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^L$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{6}^{56}(0)<em>{R} \otimes \psi</em>{2}^{15}(0)_{L}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(1, 1, 1)</td>
<td>Weyl spinor $\Psi_{15}^R$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IX. The $\mathbb{Z}_3$-untwisted visible-sector states of the $\mathcal{N} = 1 D = 4$ Pati-Salam model that are given masses $\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{R^2_1 + R^2_2}$ by the CDC. The $\Psi_i$ refer to generic left-moving degrees of freedom, with indices $i, j = 1 \ldots 20$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>States removed by CDC</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>$SU(4) \otimes SU(2)_L \otimes SU(2)_R$</th>
<th>Particle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_0 + V_1$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes X^{64}_0</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes X^{65}_0</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\psi_0^6</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$\psi_0^8</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^2</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\chi_0^3</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes \Psi^i \Psi^j \Psi^l</td>
<td>0\rangle_L$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of course, there are additional hidden-sector states that also survive the GSO and orbifold projections. However, beyond their contributions to enforcing $N^L_0 = N^L_0$, these states will not be relevant for this discussion.

Fermionic matter arises in the untwisted $V_0 + V_2$ sector, transforming in the $(4, 2, 1)$ and $(4, 1, 2)$ representations of $SU(4) \times SU(2)_L \times SU(2)_R$, where the SM matter fields are embedded as

$$ F_L \equiv \{ Q_L, L_L \}, $$
$$ F_R \equiv \{ e_R, \nu_R, u_R, d_R \}. $$

[Note that the identification of $SU(2)_L \times SU(2)_R \sim SO(4)$ implies that the 2 spinor of $SO(4)$ is in the fundamental of $SU(2)_L$ while the 2 spinor is in the fundamental of $SU(2)_R$. Meanwhile the electroweak Higgses $H$ are in the fundamental of $SO(4)$ which corresponds to the $(2, 2)$.] The visible matter in this particular example is still quasisupersymmetric. We emphasize that in this theory there are additional, extraneous generations of visible matter, since there are no $V_6$ and $V_7$ vectors to break the horizontal symmetries embedded in the gauge group. In particular, there is an unbroken $SO(4)$ horizontal symmetry, arising from the $\bar{\psi}^{36}, \bar{\psi}^{45}$ fermions. This allows four chiral generations from the $V_0 + V_2$ sector rather than the two of the SM-like theory. However, there is no massless twisted-sector matter.

Despite the globally supersymmetric matter spectra, the scalar partners would be expected to pick up masses from RG running in the usual way. As a result, the theory is somewhat “no-scale” from the point of view of the visible sector, with gauginos dominating the contributions. (We will discuss this calculation in more detail below.) However, we also note that the $(4, 1, 2)$ scalars can play the role of the Higgs field $h_v$ for breaking the Pati-Salam gauge symmetry down to the Standard-Model gauge symmetry. The mass spectrum for the generations of matter fields in the theory is summarized in Tables X and XI. Of course, in presenting a Pati-Salam-like model, there is an implicit assumption that the final stage of symmetry breaking can be consigned to the effective field theory.
without destabilizing the original theory. As is evident above, our Pati-Salam model indeed has the necessary Higgses for this additional stage of breaking.

In summary, then, we have presented four different models in this section, all with \( N_5 = N_f \) and therefore all with exponentially suppressed one-loop cosmological constants and dilaton tadpoles. While none of these models is completely realistic from all points of view, each can potentially represent a different starting point for a subsequent, more refined model-construction effort. Moreover, we have seen that our different models exhibit varying levels of success for different phenomenological features.

In the following sections, we shall primarily be concerned with those aspects of the phenomenology which relate directly to hierarchy and stability issues. These include scalar masses as well as Yukawa couplings. We shall tend to concentrate on our Pati-Salam model as a benchmark in what follows, basing our subsequent analysis on the explicit light spectrum presented here. We shall also, as needed, refer back to the SM-like model we presented in Sec. VI B 2, to which our Pati-Salam model is closely related.

### Table XI

Table XI. Chiral \((\mathbb{Z}_2\text{-untwisted})\) multiplets of the \( \mathcal{N} = 1, D = 4 \) Pati-Salam model which are given masses \( \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{R_1^2 + R_2^2} \) by the CDC. Here \( i, j \in SU(4) \) while \( a \in SU(2)_L \otimes SU(2)_R \). The \(|\alpha\rangle_R\) represent right-moving Ramond ground states (space-time spinors), while \(|\hat{\alpha}\rangle_L\) (respectively \(|\bar{\beta}\rangle_L\)) represent the left-moving Ramond excitations that do not (respectively do) overlap with the Pati-Salam gauge group. Again, the multiplets are essentially the decomposition of the 16 of \( SO(10) \). The same decomposition applies for the two massless generations of the \( b_{12} \) and \( b_{12} \)-twisted-sector matter fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>States removed by CDC</th>
<th>Spin</th>
<th>( SU(4) \otimes SU(2)_L \otimes SU(2)_R )</th>
<th>Particle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes</td>
<td>\beta\rangle_L)</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_0 + V_2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\alpha\rangle_R \otimes</td>
<td>\bar{\beta}\rangle_L)</td>
<td>( \frac{1}{2} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIII. Interpolation Properties of Models with Suppressed Cosmological Constants

Given the exponential suppression of their cosmological constants, it is interesting to investigate the behavior of models with equal numbers of massless bosons and fermions under interpolation. There are several issues of importance. First there is the question of what the exponential suppression means for the spectrum at large radius, and if one expects the small radius limit to exhibit the same form. Connected with this is the interpolation of the cosmological constant \( \Lambda(r) \) from large to small \( r \). Two other important issues are whether tachyons can appear at some small critical radius \( r \sim 1 \), signalling a Hagedorn-like instability, and whether there is restoration of gauge symmetry.

We begin by discussing the low-lying spectra of models with suppressed cosmological constants in the limit of large interpolating radius (i.e., the limit \( a \equiv 1/r \to 0 \)). In general, these spectra have the general structure schematically illustrated in Fig. 7. First, there is a natural division into a
mass levels $M > M_{\text{string}}$, states, along with their KK excitations. However, at higher radii. Note that this cancellation of net physical-state degeneracies between the observable and hidden sectors bears no connection with any supersymmetry, either exact or approximate, in the string spectrum. Nevertheless, it is this conspiracy between the observable and hidden sectors which suppresses the overall cosmological constant and enhances the stability of these strings. For the heavier states, by contrast, the observable and hidden sectors need no longer supply equal and opposite numbers of degrees of freedom. The properties of these sectors are nevertheless governed by misaligned-supersymmetry constraints, and the entire string spectrum continues to satisfy the supertrace relations in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20). These relations thereby continue to maintain the finiteness of the overall string theory, even without spacetime supersymmetry.

visible sector and a “hidden” sector, where by “visible” we refer to the states associated with the Standard Model (or one of its unified extensions) and where by “hidden” we refer to states which do not carry Standard-Model gauge quantum numbers. Each sector contains not only these states but also their would-be superpartners whose masses are generally shifted by an amount $\sim 1/(2R)$; thus neither sector is supersymmetric except in the infinite-radius limit. The lightest states in each sector consist of the massless observable states, massless hidden-sector states, their would-be superpartners, and their lightest KK excitations. For these lightest states, the net (bosonic minus fermionic) numbers of degrees of freedom from the hidden sector are exactly equal and opposite to those from the observable sector for all large radii. Note that this cancellation of net physical-state degeneracies between the observable and hidden sectors bears no connection with any supersymmetry, either exact or approximate, in the string spectrum. Nevertheless, it is this conspiracy between the observable and hidden sectors which suppresses the overall cosmological constant and enhances the stability of these strings. For the heavier states, by contrast, the observable and hidden sectors need no longer supply equal and opposite numbers of degrees of freedom. The properties of these sectors are nevertheless governed by misaligned-supersymmetry constraints, and the entire string spectrum continues to satisfy the supertrace relations in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20). These relations thereby continue to maintain the finiteness of the overall string theory, even without spacetime supersymmetry.

other kinds of interpolating models as well, including the CDC models which have been our primary focus in this paper.) Recall that the $Z_2$ models in Secs. III and IV generally contain four sectors whose states contribute to the partition traces $Z^{(i)}$ in Eq. (3.6) with $i = 1, 2, 3, 4$, respectively. As discussed above Eq. (4.1), the assumption that the $a \to 0$ limit is supersymmetric implies that $Z^{(2)} = -Z^{(1)}$ at the level of their $q$-expansions. Indeed, $Z^{(2)}$ contains the contributions from the would-be superpartners of the states in $Z^{(1)}$, and for low-lying mass levels the functions $E_0$ and $E_{1/2}$ serve to tally the KK excitations of these states, which are shifted relative to each other by masses $\sim 1/(2R)$. However, we also know that $Z^{(1)}$ contains the contributions from our observable massless states, and by assumption (or through experimental observation) we know that these states do not, by themselves, contain equal numbers of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. As a result, the only way to achieve $N^0_b = N^0_f$ (where the superscript “0” signifies the massless level) is to recognize that in such cases $Z^{(1)}$ must itself contain contributions from both an observable sector and a separate hidden sector. This hidden sector need not bear any relation to the observable sector except that it must have an equal and
opposite net (bosonic minus fermionic) number of massless states in order to satisfy the condition $N^0_b = N^0_f$ for $Z^{(1)}$ as a whole. Since $Z^{(2)} = -Z^{(1)}$, the same must also be true of the would-be superpartners, wherein their respective multiplications by $E_0$ and $E_{1/2}$ guarantee that the same will also be true for their low-lying KK states.

Above $M^\text{string}$, by contrast, $Z^{(1)}$ may generally have a nonzero net number of physical states. As a result, the contributions from the observable and hidden sectors need no longer cancel directly. Nevertheless, the constraints from misaligned supersymmetry (and in particular, the associated supertraces) will continue to hold across the entire string spectrum. This includes all kinds of string states, both observable and hidden, at all mass levels. In this way, the contributions of these heavier states, the string maintains the extraordinary finiteness properties we discussed in Secs. II and III.

Given this structure, we can now examine how the actual physical-state degeneracies $a_{nn}$ behave as a function of $n$ for such interpolating models with suppressed cosmological constants. Our results for the Pati-Salam model in Sec. VII are shown in Fig. 8 which may be compared with Fig. 3. In all cases, bosonic/fermionic oscillations are readily apparent, as required by misaligned supersymmetry. Moreover, for $a \sim O(1)$, our physical-state degeneracies oscillate within smoothly growing exponential functions; these envelope functions are determined by the oscillator states, yet for $a \sim O(1)$ the KK and winding states have masses similar to those of the oscillator states and thus their contributions are not readily distinguishable from those of the oscillator states. However, as $a \rightarrow 0$, we see that the KK states begin to separate out from the oscillator states, which leads to the discretized, step-wise growth in the envelope function evident in Fig. 8. Moreover, we see from Fig. 8 that for sufficiently small $a$, the physical-state degeneracies $a_{nn}$ for all $n < 1$ vanish exactly; this reflects the cancellation of bosonic states and fermionic states between the observable and hidden sectors respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 7. This “evacuation” of net physical-state degeneracies below $n = 1$ as $a \rightarrow 0$ is thus the hallmark of interpolating string models with suppressed cosmological constants.

The form of these physical-state degeneracies can also be understood from the expressions in Eq. (6.21). At large $r$ (or small $a$) we see that we may neglect terms with nonzero $n_{1,2}$ (just as in the evaluation of the cosmological constant). Thus the low-mass spectrum is identical to the massless spectrum except for the shift in “effective” Kaluza-Klein number induced by $e \cdot Q$. However $e \cdot Q$ shifts an equal number of bosons and fermions in the massless sector, as well as all of their Kaluza-Klein modes. Thus the spectrum actually exhibits $N_b = N_f$ for all states up to the first-excited string oscillator mass level, even though there is no supersymmetry in the string spectrum. Indeed, as remarked above, we have what might be called a “fake supersymmetry” which is actually the result of a conspiracy between the observable and hidden sectors of such models. However, this “fake supersymmetry” holds merely at the level of counting physical states. In particular, we cannot associate these cancelling bosonic and fermionic states as being superpartners in any way.

The above discussion describes the large-radius (small-$a$) limiting behavior of these models. We now turn to the opposite limit, namely that with small radius (large $a$). The situation here is quite different from that at small $a$. Here it is the winding modes $n_1, n_2$ that are becoming close packed, and states with nonzero “net KK number” $m_{1,2} + e \cdot Q - \frac{1}{2} (n_1 + n_2)/2$ are very heavy. Let us consider first the winding modes of the massless sector with $e \cdot Q = 0$ with $N^0_b = N^0_f$. Denoting by $Q^0$ the charges in this sector, we see that at small $r$ different winding modes require a shift, $Q = Q^0 + e(n_1 + n_2)$, in order to remain light, with a corresponding shift in KK number, $m_1 = -\frac{1}{2} (n_1 + n_2)$, to cancel the net KK contribution. Hence at generic but small $r$ only the even winding modes of the $e \cdot Q = 0$ states are light (where we use “even” to refer to $n_1 + n_2$).

At this point, one might erroneously conclude that these low-lying states correspond to simply taking the physical states with $e \cdot Q^0 = 0$ and mapping them to a set of even winding modes with charge and net KK number given respectively by $Q = Q^0 + e(n_1 + n_2)$ and $m_1 = -\frac{1}{2} (n_1 + n_2)$, mimicking what happens for the KK modes at large radius. However this would not be correct because the shift in $Q$ also affects the GSO projection, i.e., it affects the factor $g$ in Eq. (6.19) which includes a phase $2 \pi i V \cdot Q$. This phase is shifted by a factor $2 \pi i (n_1 + n_2) \beta V \cdot e$ with respect to the nonwinding sector, and some of the overlaps $V_j \cdot e$ generate 1/4-integer values. Thus while one particular subset of the winding modes—namely, those with $n_1 + n_2 = 0 \bmod(4)$—still exhibit the $N^0_b = N^0_f$ cancellation of the massless sector, the remainder—those with $n_1 + n_2 = 4k + 2, k \in \mathbb{Z}$—have different projections and generally do not exhibit this cancellation. This is evident within the large-$a$ (small-$r$) plot within Fig. 8, where we observe that the low-mass states no longer exhibit such cancellations. We therefore do not expect the exponential suppression of the cosmological constant to be a feature of these models when interpolated to $r \rightarrow 0$ or $a \rightarrow \infty$.

Meanwhile, the winding modes of the states that were given masses by $e \cdot Q \neq 0$ at large $r$ have different behavior. Because of the shift in KK number, at small $r$ these states can have low-lying odd winding modes, with $m_{1,2}$ again compensating to make the net KK contribution vanish. Denoting by $Q^1$ the charges of the original nonwinding states, we see that the low-lying winding states have charges shifted as $Q = Q^1 + e(n_1 + n_2)$, with

$$m_{1,2} + e \cdot Q - \frac{1}{2} (n_1 + n_2)e^2 = 0,$$

(8.1)
FIG. 8 (color online). Degeneracies of physical states for our Pati-Salam model with exponentially suppressed cosmological constant. In this figure the inverse radius $a = 1/r$ varies from $a = 3$ (upper left) to $a = 0.1$ (lower right). Comparing with Fig. 3, we see that all of the general features associated with general interpolating models in Fig. 3 survive here as well, including a smoothly growing exponential envelope function for $a \sim \mathcal{O}(1)$ which slowly deforms into a discretely step-wise growing exponential function as $a \to 0$.

As discussed in Sec. III, this reflects the emerging hierarchy between KK states and oscillator states. However, we also observe a critical new feature which reflects the fact that this model has an exponentially suppressed cosmological constant: the removal or "evacuation" of all nonzero net state degeneracies $\delta_{\text{gen}}$ for $n \leq 1$ for sufficiently small $a$. Thus, for sufficiently large radius, the spectrum of such models develops an exact boson/fermion degeneracy for all relevant mass levels $n < 1$, even though there is no supersymmetry anywhere in the spectrum. Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 7, this degeneracy does not occur through a pairing of states with their would-be superpartners, but rather as the result of the balancing of nonzero net degeneracies associated with a nonsupersymmetric observable sector against the degeneracies associated with a nonsupersymmetric hidden sector. This is why the evacuation of nonzero state degeneracies for $n < 1$ is exact for a sufficiently small (nonzero) inverse radius $a$, even though supersymmetry is only restored in the strict $a \to 0$ limit.
so there are indeed odd-winding/KK states with no net KK number.

Of particular importance now is the fact that the $V_1$ projection is reversed for these low-lying odd-winding modes, but the $V_0$ projection is unaffected, again due to the $2\pi i(n_1 + n_2)\beta V \cdot e$ shift in the GSO phase. Thus the projection in Eq. (C2) removes the odd winding modes of the gravitini, and moreover odd winding modes of NS-NS tachyons are in principle allowed. Among the low-lying states at small $r$ there could therefore be winding modes of the NS-NS tachyon with squared masses

$$\frac{\alpha'M^2}{4} = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{n_1^2 r_1^2}{4} + \frac{n_2^2 r_2^2}{4}. \quad (8.2)$$

Note that such states would become tachyonic when $r_1, r_2 < \sqrt{2}$. Such tachyonic states, if they existed, would have $e \cdot Q = \frac{1}{2} \mod(1)$, but it is easy to check that in these models they are projected out (in the shifted GSO projections of the odd-winding sector) by the projections associated with the $V_4$ vector (in the basis of Appendix D). Thus we do not expect to find a tachyon-induced (Hagedorn-like) instability at $R \sim 1$, and this can indeed be verified by inspection of the partition function.

It is tempting to conclude that the absence of such tachyon-induced Hagedorn-like instabilities is a special feature of models with exponentially suppressed cosmological constants. Such a property certainly applies for generic nonsupersymmetric string models which interpolate between an $r \to \infty$ endpoint which is supersymmetric and an $r \to 0$ endpoint which is nonsupersymmetric but tachyon-free. The question, however, is whether all interpolating models with $N_b = N_f$ must be in this category.

Further analyzing the generic spectrum as a function of radius, we also note that the point $T = U = i$ (or $r_1 = r_2 = 1$) is normally a point of enhanced gauge symmetry for $T_2$ compactifications where the entire theory can be fermionized in order to take the form of a fermionic string (see, e.g., Ref. [83]). Accordingly, in the theory without CDC, it is evident from Eq. (6.21) that additional massless states appear with $m_{1,2} = n_{1,2} = \pm 1$ when either $r_1 = 1$ or $r_2 = 1$. However, in the CDC theory, we observe that such symmetry enhancement cannot occur for states with $e \cdot Q = 0 \mod(1)$ because such enhancement implies $n_1 + n_2 = \text{odd}$—i.e., there would inevitably be a nonzero net KK number. Moreover the lightest squared masses would correspond to

$$\frac{\alpha'M^2}{4} = \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{n_1}{2r_1} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{n_1}{2r_1} - n_1 r_1 \right)^2,$$

$$\frac{\alpha'M^2}{4} = \frac{1}{4} \left( - \frac{n_1}{2r_1} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{4} \left( - \frac{n_1}{2r_1} + n_1 r_1 \right)^2. \quad (8.3)$$

which can satisfy level-matching constraints only when there are equal numbers of left-moving and right-moving excitations. These states are therefore eliminated from the spectrum through the projection associated with $V_0$. By similar arguments, winding modes of states with $e \cdot Q^1 = \frac{1}{2} \mod(1)$ cannot lead to additional massless states either. Therefore at the traditional enhanced symmetry point there does not seem to be a direct link to the 4D fermionic string although (as mentioned previously) it is interesting to conjecture that the model there corresponds to a conventional 4D model broken to a tachyon-free nonsupersymmetric model by discrete torsion.

Given these observations, we now numerically evaluate the cosmological constant $\Lambda(a)$ of the Pati-Salam model as a function of the inverse radius $a = 1/r$. Our results are shown in Fig. 9, and are consistent with the gross features that one would expect from the above discussion, namely that the cosmological constant is finite for all radii, exponentially suppressed in the large-radius limit, and radius-independent in the small-radius limit. This last observation suggests the existence of a zero-radius endpoint model with an entirely nonsupersymmetric but tachyon-free spectrum—one which might well correspond to a 6D fermionic string constructed with discrete torsion. More surprisingly, however, just above

![FIG. 9 (color online). The rescaled cosmological constant $\Lambda/a^2$ for the Pati-Salam model of Sec. VII, plotted versus $a \equiv \sqrt{a}/R$. For large $a$, we find that $\Lambda/a^2$ tends to a constant, a feature which is similar to that in Fig. 4 and which indicates that the $a \to \infty$ limit of this model is nonsupersymmetric and tachyon-free. We also see that the entire curve is finite, which indicates that no tachyons emerge at any intermediate radii. Thus this model lacks Hagedorn-like instabilities, as we have already noted in the text. However we observe that the small-$a$ behavior of this curve is radically different from that in Fig. 4. First, we see that $\Lambda$ is not power-law suppressed, as in Fig. 4, but rather exponentially suppressed. Second, and somewhat surprisingly, we observe that $\Lambda$ has the opposite sign as $a \to 0$ as it does when $a \to \infty$. Indeed, we see that the cosmological constant appears to have a stable minimum near (but not precisely at) the self-dual radius, and moreover that the cosmological constant crosses zero at yet another (slightly higher) radius. It is not clear whether there might exist a hidden unbroken supersymmetry at either of these specific radii.](126014-49)
(but not at) the self-dual radius, we find a stable anti-de Sitter minimum. This turnover could indicate a restoration of gauge symmetry and/or supersymmetry, and is similar to the situation encountered in the type II models of Ref. [36]. Of course, despite these interesting features which suggest the possibility of stabilizing the radius modulus near $a \sim \mathcal{O}(1)$, our interest in this paper remains focused on the large-radius limit where the one-loop cosmological constant—and hence the one-loop dilaton tadpole—is exponentially suppressed. Indeed, as discussed in Secs. II through IV, only under such conditions can we claim to have addressed the (more fundamental) dilaton-related stability issues associated with nonsupersymmetric strings. Moreover, in this limit, $\partial \Lambda(r)/dr$ is also suppressed. Thus we have an effectively flat potential for the radius modulus in this symmetric, similar to what exists for softly broken supersymmetric models of this type. Indeed, as already noted at the end of Sec. II, any “rolling” of the radius modulus which happens sufficiently slowly can certainly be tolerated within the cosmological history of the Universe.

IX. PHENOMENOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF MODELS WITH SUPPRESSED COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANTS

We now turn to some of the phenomenological aspects associated with these models. Some of these are quite general and would apply to any nonsupersymmetric string model of this type. However, others—such as natural particle assignments and Yukawa couplings—are quite model-specific and are best analyzed within the context of a specific model. But perhaps most interestingly, some features—in particular, possible exponentially suppressed radiative contributions to scalar masses—are closely related to the exponential suppression of the cosmological constant.

A. Natural particle assignments

We first consider the more model-independent aspects, such as how one might wish to identify the particles of the Standard Model in terms of specific string states. Returning to the SM-like compactification presented in Sec. VI B 2 (and neglecting its cosmological constant), let us recall that supersymmetry breaking is manifest only for the untwisted generations at leading order. While this supersymmetry breaking will inevitably appear in the twisted generations as well due to RG running (for the colored particles the contributions would largely come from the gluino) the breaking in the twisted generations will almost certainly be smaller than that in the untwisted ones, assuming that untwisted matter exists at all.

Recently it has been argued [84,85] that Scherk-Schwarz configurations may enhance “naturalness” in the sense advanced in Ref. [86]. From this point of view, a natural assignment is to take the untwisted generation to be the first generation of the Standard Model and the two twisted generations to be the second and third generations. The large SUSY-splitting within the first generation does indeed then indicate a certain degree of naturalness, and as such it seems like a good starting point for having reduced third generation masses while evading experimental bounds on, e.g., the gluino, which one would expect to be heavy. Given that the second generation is also relatively light, there are many flavor-related issues that would need to be addressed; indeed, one would hope that a sufficiently heavy first generation, along with relatively mild partial cancellation of radiative contributions to the third generation, would suffice.

Within field theory, these would be difficult questions to address as there are threshold contributions from the entire tower of states in the spectrum. Probably one would have to resort to setting soft terms as boundary conditions at the compactification scale. However, one of the appealing aspects of the present constructions is that one does not have to rely on field theory; indeed all the leading effects including thresholds and RG running can in principle be simply computed from scratch within string perturbation theory. We shall discuss how such terms would be calculated below, although a comprehensive study would be worthwhile only within a completely realistic SM-like setup. It would of course be interesting to see if the results indeed favored any kind of naturalness in such a model.

B. Yukawa couplings

It is useful for pedagogical reasons to begin by considering Yukawa couplings within the framework of the SM-like theory of Sec. VI B 2 which had $\mathcal{N} = 0$ but $N^0_b \neq N^0$. In particular, this will inform our eventual discussion below for the Pati-Salam model with realistic Higgs sectors, which is the model most closely resembling the pedagogical SM-like theory.

1. The SM-like theory with $N_b \neq N_f$

For the moment, let us focus on the fact that supersymmetry breaking in the twisted generations is generally suppressed, and see how this squares with the couplings. Along the way, we shall also determine which of the three Higgses in this model is best suited to be the Higgs. The possible Yukawa couplings are determined by the non-SM charges under horizontal $U(1)$ symmetries. The number of these depends on the assignment of the boundary conditions in the defining spin structure. Every model has at least three horizontal $U(1)_{L_k}$ ($k = 1, 2, 3$) symmetries for the left-moving world-sheet currents and three matching global $U(1)_{R_k}$ ($k = 1, 2, 3$) symmetries from the right-moving world-sheet currents. With $J_\psi \equiv \frac{1}{2\pi} \int dz \psi^\dagger(z) \psi_{-\frac{1}{2}}(z)$, these world-sheet currents may be denoted...
The nonvanishing Yukawa couplings for the states from the sectors $V_2, b_3, b_4$ then depend on the boundary conditions assigned to the real fermions of the $V_7$ sector. Indeed, we are ultimately just imposing the requirement that the charge vectors for the states in a given coupling sum to zero, $Q_1 + Q_2 + Q_3 = 0$. The states with nonvanishing Yukawa couplings are determined according to the value of [76]

$$|V_{7,R_{k+3}} - V_{7,L_{k+3}}|,$$

where the subscript refers to the element of $V_7$ corresponding to that particular world-sheet fermion. The value of this parameter, which can be either 0 or $\frac{1}{2}$ determines which type of coupling is generated, i.e., involving $d_R, e_R$ or $u_R, \nu_R$ respectively. Both couplings cannot be present for the same generation. As mentioned in the previous section, the $V_2$ sector gives rise to two generations which are correlated with the $U(1)_L$ and $U(1)_Y$ horizontal symmetries. The $b_3$ and $b_4$ sectors give rise to one generation each, correlated with the existence of $U(1)_L$ and $U(1)_Y$ symmetries. In total, from all the sectors of the unbroken $\mathcal{N} = 1$ theory, we find the couplings

$$W \supset u_R H_u Q_L + v_R H_d L_L + d_R H_d Q_L + e_R H_d L_L + \epsilon R H_d L_L + d_R H_d Q_L + e_R H_d L_L + H_d H_d u_1 = 0 + H_d H_d u_1 = 0 + H_d H_d u_1 = 0 + \epsilon_1 \epsilon_2 = 3 + \epsilon_1 \epsilon_2 = 3 + \epsilon_1 \epsilon_2 = 3,$$

where indices “1” and “1’” on the matter fields label the two generations from the $V_2$ sector while indices “2” and “3” correspond to the two twisted-sector generations. All these Yukawa couplings arise with the same degenerate magnitude. Note that in Eq. (9.4) we have written our Yukawa couplings in the form of superpotential terms although of course the relevant superpartners have been lifted.

For the original $\mathcal{N} = 0$ theory defined with the choice of $e$ in Eq. (6.18), the nonvanishing Yukawa couplings (again written as superpotential terms) are given by

$$W \supset u_R H_u Q_L + v_R H_d L_L + d_R H_d Q_L + e_R H_d L_L + \epsilon R H_d L_L + d_R H_d Q_L + e_R H_d L_L + H_d H_d u_1 = 0 + H_d H_d u_1 = 0 + H_d H_d u_1 = 0 + \epsilon_1 \epsilon_2 = 3 + \epsilon_1 \epsilon_2 = 3 + \epsilon_1 \epsilon_2 = 3.$$  

Clearly $H_u$ is to be identified as the actual Higgs in this theory, which remains the only massless Higgs after CDC, while $H_d$ and $H_u$ become massive.

It is interesting that this generic situation is quite similar to the phenomenological “one-Higgs-doublet” model [87], which was adopted in the context of Scherk-Schwarz breaking in Ref. [85]. Likewise one would look to “wrong-Higgs” couplings coming from the Kähler potential to generate masses for the bottom and tau, and to higher-order corrections (as usual) to fill in the missing charm mass. Again it should be possible to calculate these from first principles. We observe, in this connection, that any superpotential-like terms would violate the usual nonrenormalization theorems. Such terms would therefore be present but subject to a suppression given by the scale of supersymmetry breaking.

2. The Pati-Salam theory with $N_b = N_f$

We now turn to the Pati-Salam theory which has $N_b = N_f$ together with a realistic Higgs sector. This model admits a greater number of horizontal $U(1)$ symmetries than those of the above SM-like theory, but it contains the same $U(1)_{L_{1,2,3,5}}$ and $U(1)_{R_{1,2,3,5}}$ symmetries as expected. Since $V_7$ is not present, we may simply determine the Yukawa terms by imposing the condition that the overall charge $Q_{\text{total}}$ of the coupled states should vanish. It turns out that there exist many possible trilinear terms. However, just as for the SM-like theory, the Higgs is associated with that state, namely $\bar{H}_1$, which is never projected out by the CDC. Again we can list the interactions as superpotential terms:
where each coupled term involves the relevant component fields, i.e., the fields of the Standard Model-like theory, as defined in Eqs. (7.2), (7.3), and (7.4). For convenience, the label “1” here represents all the generations of matter fields arising from the \( V_2 \) sector.

For reasons that will become clear in the following section, we are actually interested in the larger set of all the Yukawa couplings involving the Higgs and its friends. These are given by

\[
\mathbb{W} \supset F_{R_i} H_i F_{L_i} + H_3 X_3 H_1 + H_2 X_2 H_1 + H_4 X_4 H_1, \tag{9.6}
\]

where each squared-mass operator for the states arising from the identical treatments can also be applied to the masses in order to draw some general conclusions. To be corrections, scalar masses, etc., are in principle calculable.

In the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism applied to string compactification is that all threshold corrections, scalar masses, etc., are in principle calculable. Here we shall consider the contributions to scalar squared masses in order to draw some general conclusions. To be concrete, the discussion here will focus on the Higgs, but identical treatments can also be applied to the “soft” terms associated with all of the scalars. We will consider the squared-mass operator for the states

\[
H_{U_1,D_1} \equiv \psi^{56}_2|0\rangle_R \times \bar{\psi}^{l_1}_2|0\rangle_L. \tag{9.8}
\]

As we have seen, although our Pati-Salam model contains additional light Higgs-like states, this particular state can never be projected out by the CDC. Thus, in a configuration in which all extraneous Higgses are lifted by the CDC, this would be the remaining light state.

In principle, we can calculate the typical contributions to the scalar two-point functions either in field theory or in string theory. However, in order to understand the general form of the string results, it is useful first to display the results in field theory using the Schwinger-time parametrization. For example, for a loop of fermions of mass \( m \), one has an integral of the form

\[
\Sigma(k^2) = \int \frac{d^4q}{(2\pi)^4} \text{Tr} \left[ \frac{i\not{q} - m}{\not{q}^2 - m^2} \frac{i\not{(q+k)} - m}{\not{(q+k)}^2 - m^2} \right]. \tag{9.9}
\]

The \( q^2 \) piece gives a quadratically divergent contribution to the mass of the scalar, while the \( m^2 \) piece gives a logarithmic contribution. Using the general formula

\[
\frac{1}{A^2} = \frac{1}{\Gamma(\nu)} \int_0^\infty dy y^{\nu-1} \exp(-yA) \quad \text{for } \Re A < 0, \tag{9.10}
\]

we can express the Euclideanized integrals in the form

\[
I_{\nu=0} = -i \int \frac{d^4q}{(2\pi)^4} \frac{q^{2n}}{q^2 + m^2 (q + k)^2 + m^2} \tag{9.11}
\]

\[
= -\frac{i}{16\pi^2} \int_0^\infty dt \int_0^1 ds \exp \left[ -m^2 t + \frac{s^2 k^2}{t^2} \right]
\times \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1}{t^2} & n = 0 \\
\frac{2}{t^3} + \frac{k^2 s^2}{t^4} & n = 1.
\end{array} \right. \tag{9.12}
\]

This form of the integrals will have a direct correspondence with the one-loop string result.

Now for the string computation. Using standard techniques [88], we begin with the “natural” scalar vertex operator

\[
\mathcal{V}_{\lambda_1} = e^{-\phi} g_s \psi^{56} \bar{\psi}^l e^{ikX}, \tag{9.13}
\]

where our scalar is one of the \( H_{U_1,D_1} \) fields. These fields are bifundamentals on the gauge side; note that \( k \neq l \). For our calculation we require the 0-picture vertex operator which is found by acting upon the above vertex operator with the world-sheet supercurrent. Using the local CFT behavior we find that the vertex operator is given by

\[
\mathcal{V}_0 \equiv \lim_{\omega \to z} e^{iF_z} \mathcal{V}_{\lambda_1}(k, z)
\]

\[
= g_s \lim_{\omega \to z} (\omega - z) : \psi^{56} \partial X_\mu + \psi^{56} \partial Z^{56}
+ \bar{\psi}^{56} \partial Z^{56} + \chi \psi^{56} \bar{\psi}^l e^{ikX}:
\]

\[
= g_s (\bar{\psi}^{56} \bar{\psi}^l)(\partial Z^{56} - ik \psi^{56} e^{ikX}). \tag{9.14}
\]

where for convenience we have temporarily set \( \alpha' = 2 \). With one vertex operator for this field and one for its complex conjugate, the amplitude is then

\[
A(k, -k) = \int \frac{d^2\tau}{\tau_2} \int d^2z \langle \mathcal{V}_0(k, z) \mathcal{V}_0(-k, 0) \rangle
\]

\[
= -q c \int \frac{d^2\tau}{\tau_2} \int d^2z \langle \bar{\psi}^k \bar{\psi}^l \rangle \langle \bar{\psi}^l \psi^k \rangle \langle \partial Z^{56} \partial \bar{Z}^{56} \rangle
\]

\[
- k^\alpha \bar{q} \langle \psi^{56} \psi_{56} \rangle \langle \psi^{56} \bar{\psi}^{56} \rangle e^{ikX(z)} e^{-ikX(0)}, \tag{9.15}
\]

where the \( \tau_2 \) factor comes from the volume of the integration of the position of the second vertex, and where we have used
The second piece in Eq. (9.15) would be the only non-vanishing part in a supersymmetric theory because it involves space-time spinors and is thus spin-dependent, yielding the wave-function renormalization contribution. By contrast, the first piece in Eq. (9.15) is the object of interest here as it represents a direct contribution to the squared mass of the Higgs. In a supersymmetric theory this term would be multiplied by precisely the same abstruse identity factors that make the cosmological constant vanish, giving the string version of the nonrenormalization theorem. In the present case, however, we expect this term to be nonzero and to depend on the scale of supersymmetry breaking.

In order to evaluate the various factors, we require the periodic bosonic correlation functions on the torus, given by

$$\langle X(z, \bar{z})X(0) \rangle = -\log |\theta_1(z)|^2 + \frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} z_2^2,$$

as well as the fermion two-point functions, given by

$$I' = \int d^2 z S_{a_1, b_1} \bar{S}_{a_1, b_1} \times |\theta_1(z)|^{-2k^2} \exp \left( k^2 \frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} z_2^2 \right)$$

$$= \int d^2 z (\bar{P} - 4\pi i \partial_i \log \sqrt{\frac{\theta_{a_1 b_1}(0)}{\eta(z)}}) |\theta_1(z)|^{-2k^2} \exp \left( k^2 \frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} z_2^2 \right)$$

$$= \int d^2 z [-\partial_\bar{z}^2 \log \theta_1(z) - 4\pi i \partial_i \log \sqrt{\frac{\theta_{a_1 b_1}(0)}{\eta(z)}}] |\theta_1(z)|^{-2k^2} \exp \left( k^2 \frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} z_2^2 \right).$$

The integral is thus proportional to

$$I = \int d^2 z \langle \bar{S}_{a_1, b_1} \bar{S}_{a_1, b_1} \rangle \langle \partial Z^{56} \partial \bar{Z}^{56} \rangle |\theta_1(z)|^{-2k^2} \exp \left[ k^2 \frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} z_2^2 \right],$$

where a sum over spin structures is understood. The factor \(\langle \partial Z^{56} \partial \bar{Z}^{56} \rangle\) is dominated by the classical contribution corresponding to world-sheet instantons: these are given by

$$\langle \partial Z^{56} \partial \bar{Z}^{56} \rangle = \sum_{\bar{z}, \bar{\bar{z}}} \frac{\pi^2}{\tau_2} |\bar{z} + \bar{\bar{z}}|^2 Z_{\bar{z}, \bar{\bar{z}}} + \cdots \approx \sum_{\bar{z}} \frac{\pi^2}{\tau_2} |\bar{z}|^2 Z_{\bar{z}, 0}$$

where again we will neglect the exponentially suppressed \(\bar{n} \neq 0\) terms. This multiplies a factor

$$= \int d^2 z \langle \bar{S}_{a_1, b_1} \bar{S}_{a_1, b_1} \rangle \langle \partial Z^{56} \partial \bar{Z}^{56} \rangle |\theta_1(z)|^{-2k^2} \exp \left[ k^2 \frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} z_2^2 \right].$$

where again we will neglect the exponentially suppressed \(\bar{n} \neq 0\) terms. This multiplies a factor

$$= \int d^2 z \langle \bar{S}_{a_1, b_1} \bar{S}_{a_1, b_1} \rangle \langle \partial Z^{56} \partial \bar{Z}^{56} \rangle |\theta_1(z)|^{-2k^2} \exp \left[ k^2 \frac{2\pi}{\tau_2} z_2^2 \right].$$

$$\Delta = V_{\text{ext}} + 3(g - 1),$$

where \(V_{\text{ext}}\) is the number of external vertices. On the string-theory side, the Riemann-Roch theorem tells us that in a closed-string theory, the number of real moduli, \(2\mu\), minus the number of real conformal Killing vectors, \(2\kappa\), is

$$2\mu - 2\kappa = -3\chi = 6(g - 1).$$

The path integral is over the \(\mu\) complex moduli and the complex world-sheet coordinates of the \(V_{\text{ext}} - \kappa\) vertices that are not fixed by the conformal Killing group, giving \(\Delta\) complex integrals for any topology, as required.
where $Y^2/g_{\text{YM}}^2$ includes those states coupling to the Higgs in this sector, and where the trace is understood to be weighted by the partition function. [Alternatively, this expression can be deduced from the fact that two three-point tree-level vertices should coalesce onto the correct four-point vertex at short distance, and also by noting that because this Higgs is really a component of the 6D gauge field, the term is proportional to the current-current propagator $(j^a j^b)$.] Note that here the coupling $Y$ includes the gauge couplings.

Putting everything together, we find that the amplitude can be written as

$$A(k, -k) = - (2\pi)^4 \frac{g_{\text{YM}}^2}{16\pi^2} \int \frac{d^2 \tau}{4\pi^2} \sum_{a, b, \ell} \left( \frac{Y^2}{g_{\text{YM}}^2} - \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \right) \times \left( \frac{|\tilde{\tau}|^2}{\tau^2_2} \right) Z_{\ell, b} Z_{a, a} \left( \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \right).$$

(9.25)

Let us first consider the contributions from massless states in the loop. First recall that when calculating the cosmological constant we placed an upper limit $r_2 \to \infty$ on the integral. Strictly speaking, at the infrared limit of the integrals, $\tau_2 \gg R^2$, the initial Poisson resummation is misleading as all KK and winding modes are exponentially suppressed in the partition function. The integral gives a logarithmic divergence depending on the infrared cutoff $\mu_R$ proportional to $(N^0_{i_H} - N^0_{i_{H'}}) \log (\mu_R R)$, where in this case $N_{i_H}$ and $N_{i_{H'}}$ count those bosonic and fermionic states that couple to the Higgs, respectively. This is the expected contribution to the logarithmic renormalization-group running of the Higgs mass below the KK scale. Indeed, in a UV-finite theory, there is one and only one cutoff required, namely the physical (Wilsonian) infrared one leading to renormalization, while issues such as UV divergences and counterterms are simply spurious artifacts of working within an incomplete theory. Since we are interested in the origin of the Higgs mass, we can take its value in the Poisson-resummed expression to be the value at the KK scale, and simply note that there will be logarithmic RG running between this scale and the physical Higgs mass.

The rest of the computation closely follows that of the cosmological constant. We can split the contributions into those from massless sectors and those from massive ones. The term $(4\pi \tau_2)^{-1}$ will be proportional to the overall cosmological constant and therefore inevitably exponentially suppressed. The contribution from the massless-sector terms to the physical 4D Higgs squared masses are then

$$I' = \pi - 4\pi r_2 i \delta_1 \log \sqrt{\theta_{a, b}(0) \theta_{a, b}(0)}$$

$$\rightarrow 4\pi^2 r_2 \text{Tr} \left( \frac{1}{4\pi^2} \frac{Y^2}{g_{\text{YM}}^2} \right).$$

(9.24)

In order to find the physical result we remove the compactification volume factor $r_1 r_2$ upon normalizing the kinetic terms. Similarly the contributions from the massive states are

$$M_{H_1}^2 = \frac{1}{16\pi^2} \int \frac{d\tau_2}{\mu_R^2} \times \left. \sum_{\ell = \text{odd}, i} \frac{Y^2}{g_{\text{YM}}^2} \left( N_{i_H}^0 - N_{i_{H'}}^0 \right) \right|_{\bar{\epsilon}^2} e^{-\pi \bar{\epsilon}^2 \mu_R^2} e^{-\pi \bar{\epsilon}^2 m_1^2}$$

(9.26)

$$\approx \frac{2}{\alpha} \frac{Y^2}{16\pi} \left( N_{i_H}^0 - N_{i_{H'}}^0 \right) \frac{\pi^2}{320 R^4}.$$  

(9.27)

The first of these expressions does not necessarily vanish even if its analogue does for the cosmological constant, because the Higgs couples differently to the states that are projected out by the CDC. Thus generically $(N_{i_H}^0 - N_{i_{H'}}^0) \neq 0$ even if $N_{i_H}^0 - N_{i_{H'}}^0 = 0$. As mentioned above, one should bear in mind that one should also include the gauge fields, with $Y \equiv g_{\text{YM}}$.

We can see this explicitly in the case of the Pati-Salam model. Inspecting the Yukawa and gauge couplings, we see that the matter fields $\bar{\ell}$ and their scalar superpartners $\bar{\ell}$ both remain in the massless spectrum at leading order. Thus they do not contribute to the squared mass of $H_1$. However both the gauge fields and singlets are projected out in a nonsupersymmetric fashion, with $Y^2$ involving contraction over the massless pairs $\bar{H}_1 \bar{X}_5$, $\bar{H}_2 \bar{X}_3$, $\bar{H}_3 \bar{X}_7$ and $A^\nu \bar{H}_1$. The net result is a factor that is essentially the coefficient of the one-loop quadratic divergence of the Higgs mass in the effective field theory of the massless degrees of freedom:

$$Y^2 (N_{i_H}^0 - N_{i_{H'}}^0) \equiv C_2 (\square) g_{SU(2)_L}^2 + C_2 (\square) g_{SU(2)_R}^2 - Y^2 \left( \frac{g_{\text{YM}}^2}{2} \right).$$

(9.28)

Note that the other scalars, and in particular the superpartners of the matter multiplets, naturally receive similar contributions.

**X. QUESTIONS OF SCALE**

Our main purpose thus far has been to establish a stable framework for studying nonsupersymmetric models. In this section, however, we shall finally approach the question of what might constitute reasonable energy and mass scales for the phenomenologies of such models. One issue, in particular, concerns the all-important question of whether some scalars—and in particular the Higgs discussed in the
previous section—might naturally remain light. However, there are also other pressing scale-related phenomenological issues, such as the potentially large contributions to the gauge-coupling beta functions due to the preponderance of KK modes that necessarily appear in such models. Indeed, as discussed in Refs. [89–91], the latter is the well-known “decompactification problem” which tends to mitigate against large compactification radii in the (weakly coupled) heterotic string.

Let us first recall some well-known relations between the various different mass scales. Inspection of the effective potential reveals that for closed strings, our four-dimensional gauge and gravitational couplings are related to the underlying ten-dimensional string coupling $g_s$ through the volume $V$ of compactification:

$$g_{YM}^2 = g_s^{-2} V e^{-6}, \quad M_P^2 = g_s^{-2} V e^{-8}, \quad \text{(10.1)}$$

where the string length is given by $\ell_s = \sqrt{\alpha'} = 1/M_s = 1/2\pi M$. Together these give the tree-level relation

$$M_P = g_{YM}^4 \ell_s^{-1} = 2\pi M/g_{YM}. \quad \text{(10.2)}$$

This relation, which can be recast into the somewhat more familiar form $M_P = g_{YM} M_P$, suggests that we interpret $g_{YM}$ as the four-dimensional gauge coupling at the string scale (here interpreted as a unification scale).

Let us henceforth assume that we have succeeded in removing $N_b = N_f$ (thereby producing an exponentially suppressed cosmological constant). For six-dimensional CDCs as we have been considering in this paper (and assuming that $N_b = N_f$ holds only for the $n = 0$ modes), this implies

$$\Lambda^{1/4} \sim M r^{-3/8} e^{-\pi r/2} \quad \text{(10.3)}$$

where $r \equiv M R$. There are then two cases to consider, depending on whether we have also ensured $N_{bH} = N_{fH}$ (thereby producing an exponential suppression for the scalar masses).

If the scalar masses are unsuppressed, then we have seen that their leading radius dependence takes the form

$$M_{\text{scalar}} \sim g_{YM} \frac{\pi}{\sqrt{640}} M r^{-3}. \quad \text{(10.4)}$$

Of course, the inferred/measured values are

$$\Lambda^{1/4} \sim 10^{-12} \text{ GeV}, \quad M_{\text{scalar}} \sim 10^2 \text{ GeV}. \quad \text{(10.5)}$$

Solving simultaneously, we then find that $r \approx 25$ and $M \sim 2 \times 10^7 \text{ GeV}$. Together, this implies a KK scale of $1/R \sim 10^6 \text{ GeV}$. It is hardly surprising that this scale emerges because in this scenario SUSY breaking is essentially gauge-mediated to the previously massless Higgses. Therefore, even if the Higgs is identified as a state emerging from the quasisupersymmetric twisted sectors, we would not expect very different conclusions.

Such a small string scale is clearly incompatible with Eq. (10.2) unless there is an extremely small $g_{YM}(M_s) \sim 10^{-12}$. Now, it is indeed a logical possibility that such a tiny tree-level gauge coupling at the string scale could run down to values of order one at the electroweak scale—precisely because of the power-law running induced by the $\mathcal{N} = 2$ KK modes [63,64,92]. In such a scenario, the hierarchy problem remains but is softened in overall magnitude and is in a sense dimensionally transmuted: a fine-tuning of one part in $10^{24}$ is required for the gauge couplings, where a huge threshold would have to be balanced against a huge $4\pi/g_{YM}^2$ suppression. Thus, such a scenario may be of interest because it is in a sense the opposite of the “brane-world” scenario—indeed here it is the gauge couplings that do the work of differentiating themselves from gravity by growing large!

An alternative way that such scales could be incorporated in the manner of Eq. (10.3) unless there is an extremely small $g_{YM}(M_s) \sim 10^{-12}$. Now, it is indeed a logical possibility that such a tiny tree-level gauge coupling at the string scale could run down to values of order one at the electroweak scale—precisely because of the power-law running induced by the $\mathcal{N} = 2$ KK modes [63,64,92]. In such a scenario, the hierarchy problem remains but is softened in overall magnitude and is in a sense dimensionally transmuted: a fine-tuning of one part in $10^{24}$ is required for the gauge couplings, where a huge threshold would have to be balanced against a huge $4\pi/g_{YM}^2$ suppression. Thus, such a scenario may be of interest because it is in a sense the opposite of the “brane-world” scenario—indeed here it is the gauge couplings that do the work of differentiating themselves from gravity by growing large!

An alternative way that such scales could be incorporated in the manner of Eq. (10.3) unless there is an extremely small $g_{YM}(M_s) \sim 10^{-12}$. Now, it is indeed a logical possibility that such a tiny tree-level gauge coupling at the string scale could run down to values of order one at the electroweak scale—precisely because of the power-law running induced by the $\mathcal{N} = 2$ KK modes [63,64,92]. In such a scenario, the hierarchy problem remains but is softened in overall magnitude and is in a sense dimensionally transmuted: a fine-tuning of one part in $10^{24}$ is required for the gauge couplings, where a huge threshold would have to be balanced against a huge $4\pi/g_{YM}^2$ suppression. Thus, such a scenario may be of interest because it is in a sense the opposite of the “brane-world” scenario—indeed here it is the gauge couplings that do the work of differentiating themselves from gravity by growing large!

An alternative way that such scales could be incorporated in the manner of Eq. (10.3) unless there is an extremely small $g_{YM}(M_s) \sim 10^{-12}$. Now, it is indeed a logical possibility that such a tiny tree-level gauge coupling at the string scale could run down to values of order one at the electroweak scale—precisely because of the power-law running induced by the $\mathcal{N} = 2$ KK modes [63,64,92]. In such a scenario, the hierarchy problem remains but is softened in overall magnitude and is in a sense dimensionally transmuted: a fine-tuning of one part in $10^{24}$ is required for the gauge couplings, where a huge threshold would have to be balanced against a huge $4\pi/g_{YM}^2$ suppression. Thus, such a scenario may be of interest because it is in a sense the opposite of the “brane-world” scenario—indeed here it is the gauge couplings that do the work of differentiating themselves from gravity by growing large!

An alternative way that such scales could be incorporated in the manner of Eq. (10.3) unless there is an extremely small $g_{YM}(M_s) \sim 10^{-12}$. Now, it is indeed a logical possibility that such a tiny tree-level gauge coupling at the string scale could run down to values of order one at the electroweak scale—precisely because of the power-law running induced by the $\mathcal{N} = 2$ KK modes [63,64,92]. In such a scenario, the hierarchy problem remains but is softened in overall magnitude and is in a sense dimensionally transmuted: a fine-tuning of one part in $10^{24}$ is required for the gauge couplings, where a huge threshold would have to be balanced against a huge $4\pi/g_{YM}^2$ suppression. Thus, such a scenario may be of interest because it is in a sense the opposite of the “brane-world” scenario—indeed here it is the gauge couplings that do the work of differentiating themselves from gravity by growing large!
\[ M \sim 10^{17-18} \text{ GeV}. \] Such a value of \( r \) still leads to an energy interval marked by power-law running of the gauge couplings, yet gauge coupling unification can still occur without unacceptable fine-tuning [92]. In some sense, this scenario is more in the spirit of Ref. [10] since, in terms of the exponential prefactor originating from the partition function, it yields \( M^2_{\text{scalar}} \propto \Lambda \). It is also more in the spirit of gravity mediation. Unfortunately, because of course all the gauginos feel supersymmetry breaking directly, it is not possible to obtain the cleanest option of a Higgs in a globally supersymmetric sector that couples to supersymmetry breaking only through gravitational interactions.

The above scenarios clearly rest on the assumption that the theory continues to mask gauge mediation of SUSY breaking to higher orders, which of course would be interesting to investigate. However, even if this assumption turns out to be incorrect, these constructions nevertheless supply a framework for stable nonsupersymmetric string model-building in which \( M \) takes its canonical value a little below the Planck scale, while generic dimensionful operators would be two-loop suppressed with respect to that. This alone is of considerable interest.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

One of the most challenging aspects of nonsupersymmetric strings is their lack of stability. While many perturbative strings have unfixed moduli, nonsupersymmetric strings have an added difficulty in that they generically give rise to nonzero dilaton tadpoles. This feature afflicts even those nonsupersymmetric strings which are free of physical tachyons at tree level, and represents a fundamental obstacle for the use of such strings as the basis for a nonsupersymmetric string phenomenology.

In this paper, we demonstrated that this problem can be overcome within a class of perturbative four-dimensional heterotic strings based on coordinate-dependent compactifications (CDCs). We began by discussing several crucial aspects associated with the spectra of nonsupersymmetric string models—including the importance of off-shell states such as the proto-gravitons and proto-gravitinos—and studied the leading and subleading contributions from these and other states to their one-loop cosmological constants. We also discussed in detail the behavior of generic interpolations between completely supersymmetric and nonsupersymmetric models, and the importance of “misaligned supersymmetry” in ensuring the finiteness of these theories. We stress that despite the fact that such breakings of supersymmetry are spontaneous, from a four-dimensional perspective this SUSY breaking is not “soft” in the usual sense of that term. Indeed, the discrepancy between the numbers of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom at adjacent energy levels does not fall to zero asymptotically but actually grows exponentially with energy. Such models are therefore genuinely nonsupersymmetric by construction and at all energy scales.

We then went on to construct phenomenologically appealing models that have equal numbers of massless bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. As we demonstrated by explicit calculation, such models therefore have exponentially suppressed one-loop cosmological constants and exponentially suppressed dilaton tadpoles. We presented an SM-like model, a Pati-Salam model, a flipped \( SU(5) \) model, and even a \( SO(10) \) grand-unified model. While none of these models has all of the desirable phenomenological features one would want in order to serve as the starting point for a detailed phenomenological study, they all nevertheless exhibited equal numbers of massless bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom and thus suppressed instabilities. Indeed, these properties were verified in three independent ways: through their partition functions, through their Poisson-resummed large-radius expansions, and through explicit construction and examination of their low-lying spectra. These models thereby avoid the most serious problems associated with nonsupersymmetric strings, and may point the way towards new directions in nonsupersymmetric string model-building and string phenomenology.

As we demonstrated, such models are most easily built by starting with existing self-consistent supersymmetric four-dimensional string theories, and lifting them to \( N = 1 \) in six dimensions. The resulting theories are then compactified back down to four dimensions on an orbifold using a CDC, which may be viewed as a generalization of Scherk-Schwarz compactification. Our basic starting four-dimensional model was formulated in the so-called free-fermionic construction, but there is no reason why our procedure cannot be duplicated within other formalisms.

All of our models were derived from the same \( N = 1 \) 4D model, and chiral generations of matter coming from both twisted and untwisted sectors are possible. Moreover, we found that it is straightforward to construct other models by altering the boundary conditions assigned to the vectors of the theory as well as adjusting the choice of CDC vector \( e \).

Such models all exhibit what we have called a “fake supersymmetry” which characterizes their low-lying KK spectra. However, this is not a supersymmetry in any literal sense, since it only relates an aggregate of bosonic states in an observable sector to an aggregate of fermionic states in a presumably hidden sector, and vice versa. Moreover, this feature applies only to the KK excitations of the massless modes. Indeed, the massive string-oscillator excitations do not exhibit any such bosonic/fermionic degeneracies, and instead it is only through a so-called “misaligned supersymmetry” at all mass levels that the finiteness of such strings is ensured.

The general phenomenology of such models is that the gauge sector and the untwisted matter sectors may or may not feel the supersymmetry breaking directly, with states in
these sectors gaining masses of order $1/R$ where $R$ is the generic compactification radius from six to four dimensions. By contrast, the twisted sectors are initially unaffected, with states gaining masses only radiatively. We demonstrated by explicit calculation within our Pati-Salam model that even if the cosmological constant is exponentially suppressed, the contributions to the latter do not generally cancel at leading (one-loop) order. One appealing aspect of this set-up is that all of these radiative terms (including their RG running) are completely calculable within the string theory, and finite. Note that the terms we calculated are simply “soft” squared-mass terms in a potential, and as such they can be either positive or negative depending on the net sign of $N_{0H}^0 - N_{bH}^0$—i.e., depending on whether more bosonic or fermionic massless degrees of freedom couple to the Higgs. A negative sign would lead to additional symmetry breaking, with the potential being stabilized in the usual way by quartic terms that may also be present in the potential.

It is worth emphasizing that the questions we have addressed in this paper—involving the cosmological constant, vacuum stability, and the mass hierarchy for scalars such as the Higgs—are some of the most challenging and unique problems facing nonsupersymmetric string models. However, they are all related within the framework of the models we have studied because there is only one source of supersymmetry breaking which is in a sense responsible for all of them. Indeed, this is precisely because these models are all intrinsically nonsupersymmetric, even at the string scale. The tight self-consistency constraints of our string constructions therefore unavoidably tie the resolutions of these different problems to each other.

As we discussed, there is an interesting range of mass scales for which such a configuration can be consistent and produce interesting sufficiently small cosmological-constant values and at the same time reasonable radiative physical masses for scalars. However low string scales appear to be necessary, at least for this scenario, implying ultimately either some form of strong coupling or large gauge threshold correction from KK modes. However, alternative ranges of mass scales may be capable of avoiding these conclusions, and may be compatible with perturbative unification near the canonical heterotic string scale.

It was suggested a long time ago that nonsupersymmetric string compactifications would benefit from exponentially suppressed cosmological constants if the massless bosons and fermions obeyed $N_{bH}^0 = N_{fH}^0$. This paper has developed these ideas, thereby laying the groundwork for new classes of nonsupersymmetric models built entirely within a heterotic string framework. Our view of the phenomenological viability of the resulting models is that they are morally equivalent to nonstabilized supersymmetric strings, in the sense that the latter (once supersymmetry is broken) typically also have runaway dilaton potentials comparable to the potential for the compactification radius we find here. Presumably many of the string-theory and field-theory techniques that have been brought to bear on those problem in the supersymmetric case could now be applied in this case as well, the only difference being that supersymmetry is broken in the string construction itself. More generally, it will be necessary to study the complete moduli spaces of these theories in order to verify their full stability: in principle all the massless singlets will receive squared masses that, as we have seen, could be of either sign depending on the particles that couple in the loops associated with their radiative corrections. Clearly one would like to avoid the $F$-flat directions becoming tachyonic.

There are many possibilities for future work beyond those we have already mentioned. For example, the precise nature of the model under interpolation (including the identity of the tachyon-free nonsupersymmetric six-dimensional string model at the $R = 0$ endpoint) is of some interest, as is the precise form of the potential and its relation to an effective softly broken supersymmetry theory. Interpreting the various features associated with potentials such as that in Fig. 9 is likely to be important, especially insofar as the corresponding dynamics is concerned. On the more phenomenological side, it would obviously be desirable to construct a complete three-generation SM-like theory with an exponentially small one-loop cosmological constant and a working Higgs sector. The advantage of such a model would be that all scalar masses would (as we have seen) be calculable and finite. Furthermore, being nonsupersymmetric by construction, the Yukawa couplings would also receive radiative corrections suppressed by powers of $1/RM$. It would then be interesting to see if these would have a bearing on the hierarchies of the Standard Model, and how they relate to their corresponding expressions in softly broken supersymmetric field theories.

One question that certainly deserves further study is whether the exponential suppression continues beyond one-loop order. Indeed, such higher-order questions inevitably depend not only on the spectra of these theories but also on their interactions. Given the “fake supersymmetry” in the spectrum, it is reasonable to speculate that such suppressions continue to persist to higher orders, especially since in the effective field theory all loops would be expected to experience the same cancellations in such a theory while the couplings exhibit a high degree of degeneracy. Given the promise of these models, a careful analysis beyond one-loop certainly seems warranted.

In summary, then, we believe that the models and methods presented here can potentially serve as a starting point for the development of a bona fide nonsupersymmetric string phenomenology. While numerous unresolved issues—both theoretical and phenomenological—clearly remain, the evident existence of a large number of models with suppressed dilaton tadpoles suggests the existence of a
huge landscape of potentially stable models with varying theoretical and phenomenological features and prospects. It therefore remains to explore this landscape with all the tools at hand in order to determine the extent to which a truly successful non-supersymmetric string phenomenology is possible.
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS FOR PARTITION FUNCTIONS

The basic \( \eta \)- and \( \theta \)-functions are given by

\[
\eta(q) \equiv q^{1/24} \prod_{n=1}^{\infty} (1 - q^n) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (-1)^n q^{3(n-1)/6},
\]

\[
\theta_1(q) \equiv -i \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} (-1)^n q^{(n+1)/2},
\]

\[
\theta_2(q) \equiv 2q^{1/8} \prod_{n=1}^{\infty} (1 + q^n)^2 (1 - q^n) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} q^{n+1/2},
\]

\[
\theta_3(q) \equiv \prod_{n=1}^{\infty} (1 + q^{n-1/2})^2 (1 - q^n) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} q^{n^2/2},
\]

\[
\theta_4(q) \equiv \prod_{n=1}^{\infty} (1 - q^{n-1/2})^2 (1 - q^n) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} (-1)^n q^{n^2/2},
\]

where \( q \) is the square of the nome, i.e., \( q = \exp(2\pi i \tau) \), with \( \tau_{1,2} \) respectively denoting \( \text{Re} \) and \( \text{Im} \). These functions satisfy the identities \( \theta_3^4 = \theta_2^4 + \theta_4^4 \) and \( \theta_2 \theta_3 \theta_4 = 2\eta^3 \). Note that \( \theta_1(q) \) has a vanishing \( q \)-expansion and is modular invariant; its infinite-product representation has a vanishing coefficient and is thus not shown. We have nevertheless included this function here because within string partition functions it can often play the role of the indicator of the chirality of fermionic states, as discussed below.

In order to simplify and unify the notation—and also in order to be able to handle more complicated systems—we shall now introduce several generalizations of these functions. First, we shall define the more general theta-function of two arguments:

\[
\delta(z, \tau) \equiv \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} q^n q^{n^2/2},
\]

\[
= q^{-1/24} \eta(q) \prod_{m=1}^{\infty} (1 + \xi q^{m-1/2})(1 + \xi^{-1} q^{m-1/2}),
\]

where \( \xi \equiv e^{2\pi i z} \). Similarly, the \( \theta \)-functions with characteristics are defined as

\[
\theta \left[ \frac{a}{b} \right](z, \tau) \equiv \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} e^{2\pi i (a+n)(z+b)} q^{(a+n)^2/2} = e^{2\pi i ab} \eta(q) q^{a^2/2} \theta(z + a \tau + b, \tau);
\]

of course these latter functions have a certain redundancy, depending on only \( z + b \) rather than \( z \) and \( b \) separately.

For \( a, b \in \{0, 1/2\} \), a common “shorthand” for these functions is given by

\[
\theta_{00} \equiv \theta \left[ \frac{0}{0} \right] = \theta_3, \quad \theta_{10} \equiv \theta \left[ \frac{1/2}{0} \right] = \theta_2,
\]

\[
\theta_{01} \equiv \theta \left[ \frac{0}{1/2} \right] = \theta_4, \quad \theta_{11} \equiv \theta \left[ \frac{1/2}{1/2} \right] = -\theta_1; \quad (A4)
\]

note that in Eq. (A4) we are making no restrictions on the (suppressed) \( (z, \tau) \) arguments, and are thus implicitly defining two-argument Jacobi functions \( \theta_i(z, \tau) \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \). In general, the functions in Eq. (A3) have modular transformations

\[
\theta \left[ \frac{a}{b} \right](z, -1/\tau) = \sqrt{-i\pi} e^{2\pi i ab} e^{i\pi z^2} \theta \left[ \frac{a}{b} \right](z \tau, \tau),
\]

\[
\theta \left[ \frac{a}{b} \right](z, \tau + 1) = e^{-i\pi (a^2 + b)} \theta \left[ \frac{a}{a + b + 1/2} \right](z \tau, \tau). \quad (A5)
\]

Moreover, in the \( \tau \gg 1 \) or \( |q| \ll 1 \) limit, these functions have the leading behaviors

\[
\eta(\tau) \sim q^{1/24} + \cdots,
\]

\[
\theta_{00}(0|\tau) \sim 1 + 2q^{1/2} + \cdots,
\]

\[
\theta_{01}(0|\tau) \sim 1 - 2q^{1/2} + \cdots,
\]

\[
\theta_{10}(0|\tau) \sim 2q^{1/8} + \cdots,
\]

\[
\theta_{11}(0|\tau) = 0. \quad (A6)
\]

World-sheet bosons and fermions give rise to partition-function contributions which can be expressed in terms of these functions. For those world-sheet bosons which are spacetime coordinates (which is always the case for the string constructions we employ in this paper), the partition-function contributions also depend on the spacetime
compaction metric. In general, a single complex extra dimension has a metric which is conventionally parametrized as

\[ G_{ij} = \frac{T_2}{U_2} \left( \begin{array}{cc} U_1 & U_1 \\ U_1 & |U_1|^2 \end{array} \right), \quad B_{ij} = \left( \begin{array}{cc} 0 & -T_1 \\ T_1 & 0 \end{array} \right) \]  

(A7)

We can then identify \( R_1 = \sqrt{T_2/U_2} \) and \( R_2 = \sqrt{T_2U_2} \). Conversely, \( T_2 = R_1R_2 \) is a volume modulus while \( U_2 = R_2/R_1 \) is a complex-structure modulus.

By contrast, the contribution to the total partition function from a single complex fermion with world-sheet boundary conditions \( v \equiv \bar{a}V \) and \( u \equiv \beta V \) is given by

\[
Z_v = \text{Tr}[q^R e^{-2\pi i u}] = q^{(r^2-\beta)} \prod_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( 1 + e^{2\pi i (\epsilon^2-n^2)}(1 + e^{-2\pi i (\epsilon^2-n^2)}) \right) e^{2\pi i u \bar{a}/\bar{\eta}(\tau)}.
\]

(A9)

**APPENDIX B: CONVENTIONS AND SPECTRUM OF THE FERMIONIC STRING**

In this paper, the free-fermionic construction \([79-81]\) serves as the anchor underpinning our models. We shall here present the salient features of this construction for the special case of heterotic strings in six uncompactified spacetime dimensions. Indeed, as explained in Sec. V, such models serve as our starting point prior to implementing subsequent coordinate-dependent compactifications.

In the free-fermionic construction, all world-sheet conformal anomalies are cancelled through the introduction of free world-sheet fermionic degrees of freedom. In particular, there are 16 right-moving and 20 left-moving real Majorana-Weyl fermions on the world-sheet, and it is convenient throughout to pair them into complex fermions:

\[ f \equiv \{ f_R; f_L \} \equiv \{ f_{i_R}; f_{i_L} \}, \]  

(B1)

where \( i_R = 1, \ldots, 8 \) and \( i_L = 1, \ldots, 20 \). Models are defined by the phases acquired under parallel transport around noncontractible cycles of the one-loop world-sheet,

\[
1: f_{i_R/L} \to e^{-2\pi i u_{i_R/L}} f_{i_R/L},
\]

\[
\tau: f_{i_R/L} \to e^{-2\pi i u_{i_R/L}} f_{i_R/L}.
\]

(B2)

where \( T \equiv T_1 + iT_2 \) and \( U \equiv U_1 + iU_2 \). In this paper, however, we shall only consider diagonal compaction metrics—i.e., metrics with \( T_1 = U_1 = 0 \). For \( U_1 = 0 \), the corresponding Poisson-resummed partition function for the compactified complex boson is given by

\[
Z_B = \left[ \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 0 \end{array} \right] (\tau) = \mathcal{M}^2 \left( \frac{T_2}{\tau U_2} \right)^{n_m} \sum_n \exp \left\{ -\frac{\pi T_2}{\tau U_2} |m_1 + n_1\tau|^2 - \frac{\pi T_2}{\tau U_2} |m_2 + n_2\tau|^2 \right\}.
\]

(A8)

which we collect in vectors written as

\[
v = \{ v_R; v_L \} \equiv \{ v_{i_R}; v_{i_L} \},
\]

\[
u = \{ u_R; u_L \} \equiv \{ u_{i_R}; u_{i_L} \},
\]

(B3)

where \( v_{i_R}, v_{i_L}, u_{i_R}, u_{i_L} \in [-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}) \). The spin structure of the model is then given in terms of a set of basis vectors \( V_i \) \([81]\). Consistent models are constrained by the modularity-invariance conditions, invariance of the world-sheet supercurrent, and correct space-time spin-statistics; all of these constraints will be satisfied so long as

\[
m_{i}k_{ij} \equiv 0 \mod (1),
\]

\[
k_{ij} + k_{ji} \equiv V_i \cdot V_j \mod (1),
\]

\[
k_{ii} + k_{i0} + s_i \equiv \frac{1}{2} V_i \cdot V_i \mod (1),
\]

(B4)

where the \( k_{ij} \) are otherwise arbitrary structure constants that completely specify the theory, where \( m_i \) is the lowest common denominator amongst the components of \( V_i \), and where \( s_i \equiv V_i^\dagger \) is the spin-statistics associated with the vector \( V_i \). The basis vectors span a finite additive group \( G = \sum_{k} a_k V_k \) where \( a_k \in \{0, \ldots, m-1\} \), each element of which describes the boundary conditions associated with a different individual sector of the theory. Within each sector \( \bar{a}V \), the physical states are those which are level-matched and whose fermion-number operators \( N_{\bar{a}V} \) satisfy the generalized GSO projections

\[
V_i \cdot N_{\bar{a}V} = \sum_j k_{ij} a_j + s_i - V_i \cdot \bar{a}V \mod (1) \quad \text{for all } i.
\]

(B5)

The world-sheet energies associated with such states are given by
where $\ell$ sums over left or right world-sheet fermions, where $n_q, \bar{n}_q$ are the occupation numbers for complex fermions, $M_q$ are the occupation numbers for complex bosons, $D$ is the number of uncompactified spacetime dimensions, and $E_{\alpha V'}$ is the vacuum-energy contribution of the $\ell^{th}$ complex world-sheet fermion:

$$E_{\alpha V'} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ (\alpha V')^2 - \frac{1}{12} \right].$$

Level-matching then simply requires that $M_L^2 = M_R^2$.

When we need to refer to them explicitly, we label the fermions in the conventional manner:
- two complex space-time fermions, denoted by $\psi^{34}, \psi^{56}$, which correspond to the transverse modes of the $\psi^\mu$, where $\mu = 1, \ldots, 6$;
- two complex internal fermions, denoted by $\chi^{34}, \chi^{56}$, which are present from the original 10D heterotic string model; and
- eight real right-moving, internal fermions, denoted by $\chi^{3\ldots,6}, \chi^{3\ldots,6}$, which are obtained from the fermionization of each compactified bosonic coordinate in the 6D theory.

The left-moving world-sheet fermions consist of 20 complex degrees of freedom:
- 16 complex left-moving fermions, denoted by $\psi^{1\ldots,5}, \bar{\eta}^{1\ldots,3}, \bar{\phi}^{1\ldots,8}$, which are present from the 10D heterotic theory; and
- 8 real left-moving, internal fermions, denoted by $\chi^{3\ldots,6}, \bar{\omega}^{3\ldots,6}$, corresponding to the internal right-moving fermions obtained from the fermionization procedure.

In terms of the fields listed above, the world-sheet supercurrent is defined as

$$T_F(z) = \psi^\mu(z) \partial_z X_\mu(z) + \sum_{I=3}^6 \chi^I \partial_z \omega^I.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B8)

Moreover, the vector of $U(1)$ charges for each complex world-sheet fermion is given by

$$Q = N_{\gamma V} + \bar{\alpha V}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B9)

where $\bar{\alpha V}$ is 0 for a NS boundary condition and $-\frac{1}{2}$ for a Ramond.

This has only been a quick summary of the salient features of the free-fermionic construction. There are, however, numerous subtleties which come into play when dealing with necessarily real world-sheet fermions, especially if there is to be a subsequent coordinate-dependent compactification. For this reason, extreme care is required when constructing and analyzing models, and one must adopt a consistent set of phase conventions pertaining to the GSO projections and real-fermionic modes. For this paper, however, the conventions we have adopted are exactly those of Ref. [81].

APPENDIX C: SUSY BREAKING BY DISCRETE TORSION

In this appendix, we demonstrate the claim, made in Sec. VI, that SUSY breaking by discrete torsion occurs in the fermionic formulation when some combination of boundary condition phases not overlapping the gravitini has the “wrong” choice of structure constants $k_{ij}$.

To see this, we first note that in 4D any $\mathcal{N} = 1$ supersymmetric model in the fermionic formulation can be written without loss of generality in terms of the following vectors:

$$V_0 = -\frac{1}{2} [1(111)^3 | (1)^{22}],$$
$$V_1 = -\frac{1}{2} [1(100)^3 | (0)^{22}],$$
$$V_{\geq 2} = \ldots. \hspace{1cm} (C1)$$

This basis is always possible because the $V_0$ vector must always be present for modular invariance, and because there must be gravitini in the supersymmetric model. The sector in which these appear can be taken to define the $V_1$ sector. In addition we may assume that the right-movers have only 0 and $-1/2$ boundary conditions. Therefore, since the lowest possible vacuum energy on the right-moving side is $-1/2$, a tachyon can appear only if there are no right-moving NS excitations.

Let us now consider the $V_{0,1}$ projections on the gravitini,

$$V_0 \cdot N + \frac{1}{4} (1 - \Gamma) = k_{01} + \frac{1}{2} - V_0 \cdot V_1,$$
$$V_1 \cdot N + \frac{1}{4} (1 - \Gamma) = k_{11} + \frac{1}{2} - V_1 \cdot V_1 \mod (1), \hspace{1cm} (C2)$$

where $\Gamma = \Gamma_{V_1} = \Gamma_{V_0}$ are the chirality projections where the vectors overlap with the Ramond states; for the gravitini they are necessarily degenerate. By inspection the massless gravitini have no excitations. It then follows that $V_0 \cdot N = V_1 \cdot N = 0$ for them. Thus these equations are compatible if and only if $k_{01} + k_{11} = 0 \mod (1)$, which must be true since $k_{10} + k_{01} = k_{11} + k_{10} = 0$ by the
relations in Eq. (B4). However, an incompatibility for these states can occur if there is an additional vector (or combination of vectors) that does not overlap with \( V_1 \). This is because if there were an overlap, then any projection would simply fix the definition of chirality of a subset of the spinors.

Let us call this additional vector \( V_X \), so that
\[
V_X \cdot N = k_{X1} \mod (1). \tag{C3}
\]
If \( k_{X1} = \frac{1}{2} \) then the gravitini are projected out and supersymmetry is broken. This conclusion is general. Indeed, if it were instead a combination of vectors that did not overlap with \( V_1 \), then it would be the corresponding linear combination of \( k_{i1} \) that would have to sum to \( \frac{1}{2} \) in order to break supersymmetry. (Note that a \( V_X \) completely overlapping with \( V_1 \) could also be incompatible, but this is again equivalent to a new vector \( V_X \to \overline{V_X} + \overline{V_0} \) that has no overlap with \( V_1 \).) Such models correspond to supersymmetry breaking by discrete torsion.

Given this, one can then prove the following: tachyons can be present in the resulting nonsupersymmetric model only if there are sectors including \( V_X \) that have negative vacuum energy. To see this, let us assume that there is a would-be tachyonic sector \( \alpha \overline{V} \). Normally this would be just the NS-NS sector; however, it could also involve some \( V_i \). In the supersymmetric theory, since these states are absent they must be projected out by \( V_1 \) because without \( V_1 \) there is no supersymmetry. Hence tachyons are absent if and only if
\[
\sum_{i \in V_1 = \text{Ramond}} \frac{1}{4} \left( 1 - \Gamma_i \right) \neq \alpha_i k_{i1} + \frac{1}{2} - V_1 \cdot \overline{\alpha \overline{V}} \text{ for all } \Gamma \mod (1). \tag{C4}
\]

Note that \( k_{X1} \equiv k_{1X} \) appears in this equation only if \( \alpha_X \neq 0 \). Thus, in sectors without \( V_X \), the projection or otherwise of the gravitini is independent of the projection of the tachyons. Since the supersymmetric theory is tachyon-free, it follows that the theories with discrete torsion which have the “wrong” choice of \( k_{X1} \) also have no tachyons in these sectors, and are thus also tachyon-free. It remains to consider sectors that do contain \( V_X \). Let us denote such sectors as \( V_X + \alpha \overline{V} \). The overlap of \( V_X \) with \( V_1 \) is zero, so the left side of Eq. (C4) is the same as it is for the sector \( \alpha \overline{V} \). Likewise the right side of this equation is
\[
k_{1X} + \hat{a}_i k_{i1} + \frac{1}{2} - V_1 \cdot \overline{\alpha \overline{V}},
\]
which differs only by \( k_{1X} \) from the version without \( V_X \). Therefore, since there are no tachyons in any \( \alpha \overline{V} \) sector without \( V_X \), the “wrong” choice \( k_{X1} = \frac{1}{2} \) may be consistent with tachyons in any sector that does contain \( V_X \), provided there is negative vacuum energy (on both left- and right-moving sides). This completes our proof.

It is of course intuitively correct that the appearance of tachyons must involve the vector responsible for projecting out the gravitino. We now also understand why the \( \mathcal{N} = 1 \) model presented in the main text could already be broken even before any Scherk-Schwarz effect simply by a choice of \( k_{ij} \); the vector \( \overline{V}_0 + \overline{V}_1 \) has no overlap with \( V_1 \). Needless to say it is not hard to avoid such breaking.

In general, it is not difficult to exploit these observations in order to generate nonsupersymmetric string models whose tree-level spectra are tachyon-free. A particularly large collection of such models is presented and analyzed in Refs. [7,22].

**APPENDIX D: NONSUPERSYMMETRIC MODELS WITH \( N_h = N_f \)**

In this appendix we collect together the definitions of the four nonsupersymmetric string models presented in Sec. VII. As discussed in the main text, these models are realized through the free-fermionic construction followed by a CDC. Along the way, a significant number of constraints are applied:

- As always, the boundary-condition vectors and \( k_{ij} \) structure constants must satisfy modular-invariance constraints.
- Likewise, the additional modular-invariance constraints for real fermions must also be satisfied.
- As part of our construction, we demand that removing the CDC restore supersymmetry.
- Likewise, we demand that there exist an alternative choice of certain \( k_{ij} \)’s (such as \( k_{14} \) or some other combination) which can also restore supersymmetry.
- Finally, we also demand that in at least one twisted sector, the boundary conditions—including the orbifold vector \( b_1 \)—must overlap with precisely one half of the entries of the CDC vector \( e \). Moreover, we demand that overlaps of complex phases with the CDC vector not be allowed. In this way, we ensure that there is a basis in which the orbifold acts as a charge conjugation on the CDC charges (plus possible untwisted phases, depending on the sector).

All notation used below is explained in the main text.

**1. SO(10) GUTs**

A simple \( SO(10) \) model is defined by the following spin-structure vectors:
Recall that we are using an overbar in order to indicate conjugation of the fermion in a complex notation [i.e., \( \overline{0} \equiv (00)_{r}, \overline{1} \equiv (11)_{r} \), and \( \overline{1} \equiv (10)_{r} \)]. The vector dot products and \( k_{ij} \) structure constants for this model are respectively given by

\[
V_{i} \cdot V_{j} = \begin{pmatrix} 10000 \\ 00 \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{mod } (2), \quad k_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix} 000 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\ 00 \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} 0 \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \end{pmatrix}.
\]

We then find that the resulting gauge group is given by

\[
G = SO(4) \otimes SO(4) \otimes U(1) \otimes SO(6) \otimes SO(4),
\]

where the would-be GUT factor (containing the Standard Model) is indicated explicitly. This factor can be identified by the appearance of appropriate matter multiplets in the \( V_0 + V_2 \) sector. The untwisted sectors have \( N^{0}_{b} = N^{0}_{f} = 656 \) massless real degrees of freedom in total. Other examples with, e.g., \( N^{0}_{b} = N^{0}_{f} = 400 \) are also possible.

2. Flipped \( SU(5) \) GUTs

An \( SU(5) \) model with \( N^{0}_{b} = N^{0}_{f} = 304 \) massless real degrees of freedom in the untwisted sector can be defined by the following vectors:

\[
V_{0} = -\frac{1}{2} \{ 11 111 11 | 1111 1111 1111 1111 | 1 | 1 \},
\]

\[
V_{1} = -\frac{1}{2} \{ 00 011 011 | 1111 1111 1111 1111 | 1 | 1 \},
\]

\[
V_{2} = -\frac{1}{2} \{ 00 101 101 | 0101 0000 0111 1111111 | 1 | 1 \},
\]

\[
b_{3} = -\frac{1}{2} \{ 10 \overline{100} \overline{010} \overline{001} 1111111 010 10011100 \},
\]

\[
V_{4} = -\frac{1}{2} \{ 00 101 101 | 0101 0000 0111 00000000 \},
\]

\[
e = \frac{1}{2} \{ 00 101 101 | 1011 0000 000 00011111 \}.
\]

The dot product of vectors and the \( k_{ij} \) are respectively given by

\[
V_{i} \cdot V_{j} = \begin{pmatrix} 10001 \frac{1}{2} \\ 00 \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{mod } (2), \quad k_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix} 000 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\ 00 \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} 0 \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\ 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \end{pmatrix}.
\]

The gauge-group structure is

\[
G = SU(5) \otimes U(1) \otimes SU(4) \otimes U(1) \otimes SO(6) \otimes SO(4),
\]

This model is potentially interesting because it contains not only four complete chiral quasisupersymmetric untwisted generations of matter but also a massless twisted generation of fermions arising in the \( V_{4} + b_{3} \) sector, along with superpartners in the \( V_{0} + V_{1} + V_{4} + b_{3} \) sector. These states are all in the fermionic representation of the parent \( SO(10) \), so it is natural to associate the above \( SU(5) \) gauge-group factor with the \( SU(5) \times U(1) \) gauge group of the flipped \( SU(5) \) unification scenario. The model also has the vectorlike \( 5 + \overline{5} \) Higgs representations required for electroweak symmetry breaking, but no GUT Higgses.
3. SM-like model

This model is defined by the following vectors:

\[
V_0 = -\frac{1}{2} [11 111 111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111],
\]

\[
V_1 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 011 011 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111],
\]

\[
V_2 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 101 101 0101 0000 0111 1111 1111],
\]

\[
b_3 = -\frac{1}{2} [10 \bar{1}\bar{1} \bar{1}1 \bar{1}111 010 001 11 001],
\]

\[
V_4 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 101 101 0101 0000 011 000 0000],
\]

\[
V_5 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 \bar{0} \bar{0} \bar{0} \bar{0} \bar{0} 101 11100 010 001 00 1111],
\]

\[
V_7 = -\frac{1}{4} [00 222 222 \bar{0} \bar{0} \bar{0} 0202 11111 111 002 20 000],
\]

\[
e = \frac{1}{2} [00 101 101|0001 00000 011 111].
\]

(D5)

The vector dot products and the \( k_{ij} \) structure constants are respectively given by

\[
V_i \cdot V_j = \begin{pmatrix}
100000 \frac{1}{2} \\
001 \frac{1}{2} 1 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
\frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0
\end{pmatrix} \mod(2), \quad k_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix}
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

The gauge-group structure is

\[
G = SO(4) \otimes U(1) \otimes U(1) \otimes U(3) \otimes U(2) \otimes U(1)
\]

\[
\otimes U(1) \otimes U(1) \otimes U(1) \otimes U(1) \otimes SO(4) \otimes U(1)
\]

\[
\otimes U(1) \otimes SO(4) \otimes U(1).
\]

(D6)

This model has \( N_{\text{f}}^0 = N_{\text{f}}^0 = 272 \) massless real degrees of freedom in the untwisted sector.

4. Pati-Salam model

This model is defined by the following vectors:

\[
V_0 = -\frac{1}{2} [11 111 111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111],
\]

\[
V_1 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 011 011 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111],
\]

\[
V_2 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 101 101 0101 0000 0111 1111 1111],
\]

\[
b_3 = -\frac{1}{2} [10 \bar{1}\bar{1} \bar{1}1 \bar{1}111 010 001 11 001],
\]

\[
V_4 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 101 101 0101 0000 011 000 0000],
\]

\[
V_5 = -\frac{1}{2} [00 \bar{0} \bar{0} \bar{0} \bar{0} \bar{0} 101 11100 010 001 00 1111],
\]

\[
e = \frac{1}{2} [00 101 101|1011 00000 00001111].
\]

(D7)

The vector dot products and \( k_{ij} \) structure constants for this model are given by

\[
V_i \cdot V_j = \begin{pmatrix}
100000 \\
001 \frac{1}{2} 1 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \\
\frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0 \frac{1}{2} 0
\end{pmatrix} \mod(2), \quad k_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix}
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000 \\
000000
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

The gauge-group structure is

\[
G = SO(4) \otimes U(1) \otimes U(1) \otimes SO(6) \otimes SO(4) \otimes U(1)
\]

\[
\otimes U(1) \otimes U(1) \otimes U(1) \otimes SO(4) \otimes SO(4)
\]

\[
\otimes SO(6).
\]

(D8)

where the Pati-Salam group corresponding to the visible sector is indicated. This model, which has four quasisupersymmetric chiral generations of massless untwisted matter but no twisted matter, has \( N_b = N_f = 416 \) massless degrees of freedom in the untwisted sector. Many similar examples can be found.


